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Editorial Note

Currency in Hong Kong is the Hong Kong
dollar, which also uses a dollar sign to signify

the price. At first you will find this very con-

fusing. ALL PRICES QUOTED IN THIS
BOOK ARE IN U.S. DOLLARS unless other-

wise noted. Although every effort was made to

ensure the accuracy of prices appearing in this

book, it should be kept in mind that with

inflation and a fluctuating rate of exchange,

prices will vary. Dollar estimations of prices

were made based on the following rate of

exchange: $1 (U.S.) = $8 (H.K.).

We have visited each shop listed in this

book at least once, usually more than once.

Our descriptions of the stores, the locations,

and the bargains offered herein are purely a

matter of our opinion. It was never our intent

to list every shop in the area; those included

represent our selections per the purpose of

this book. The length of a listing is meaning-

less in terms of endearment. Stores open and
close, merchandise comes and goes—^we can-

not promise beyond a shadow of a doubt that

a resource has not changed since our last in-

spection and before our next revision of this

edition.

Bom to Shop is a series of books. Each book
is divided into two parts: text and listings.

While the subtitles of the text chapters are the

same in some of the books, the information

varies from book to book due to differences in

countries, cultures, cities, and customs. There

w
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may be some overlap of material in some of

the text portions of the books. On the whole,

however, you will find this book strikingly

different from the Bom to Shop books about

Europe, since shopping in the Orient is vastly

different from shopping in Europe.



Introduction

Welcome to Hong Kong, the crossroads

of the world. All of the best things in

life are here for your pleasure, and

usually at bargain prices. It's just a

case of knowing where to look, Susan Schnei-

der Thomas knows where to look, and that's

what this book is all about. No local guide

could take you on a better tour or show you a

better time than Susan Schneider Thomas now
does.

Hong Kong is the world's best shopping

center. There are world-class shopping malls

with all the best designers represented. There

are big-name boutiques that populate down-

town Central. But that isn't really what brings

the millions of tourists flocking here year after

year.

They come for the bargains.

They come for the luxury of being pam-
pered in some of the world's best hotels.

Every commodity in the world is here in

Hong Kong, ripe for your inspection and se-

lection. Shoppers never have to travel far to

find exquisite bargains. The best part of all is

the fact that if one shop doesn't have what

you want, the next one will ... or the next.

Of course, half the fun of shopping in Hong
Kong is bargaining for the price. Everyone

knows the price is negotiable, and it's a poor
sport who doesn't go in prepared to argue.

Susan Schneider Thomas is an expert in

finding the best bargains in town. She knows
this town better than many of the locals. I live

here all year round, but when she comes to

town and we sit down to visit, I invariably ask

xvii
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her to catch me up on the latest secrets she has

discovered.

If people are persistent and have an entrepre-

neurial instinct, they can go a long way in

Hong Kong. You have to look and listen;

mature and improve. You have to simmer be-

fore you can start to boil. But once you adapt

to that, you are living in the place where the

phrase "life in the fast lane" was invented.

Hong Kong is like Paris in that everyone comes
here eventually. We've never felt a million miles

from home; we feel that Hong Kong is home.

You may think so, too, and decide to stay

—

just as I did, so many years ago. You'll need a

lot of energy if you stay, but you have the

promise of endless excitement. And endless

shopping.

You may not develop an overnight love af-

fair with Hong Kong as I did, but I promise

you'll love the shopping. And isn't that why
most tourists come?

Diane Freis



Preface

We dreamed of Hong Kong since childhood.

Pearl of the Orient, and all that. Indeed, we
were dreaming of pearls . . . and silk, and

jade, and carved ivory, and Ming vases, and
watches and diamonds and cameras and designer

clothes. We have always had very big dreams.

The first time we went to Hong Kong, we
were totally overwhelmed. We were there on a

three-day stopover from one place to another

place and were very much ordinary tourists.

We shopped and took aspirin—all the choices

gave us very bad headaches. We spent a lot of

the three days feeling like chickens without

heads and wishing we weren't seeing so many
of the same in the markets. There was so

much stuff out there that we felt not at all able

to choose what to do and where to go. Every

time we picked one place, we had a thousand

doubts about all the places we had been forced

to eliminate.

In the end, we were thrilled to leave Hong
Kong. We had to get out or go crazy. We
vowed that when we came back, it would be
with a better education and the ability to dis-

cern between Biwa pearls and Kobe pearls.

After we wrote our first three Born to Shop
books, we begged our editors to let us con-

quer Hong Kong. We know what it's like to

stand on a street in Kowloon and look all

around and not know which shop to dash into

first, which bargain to snatch. We also know
what it's like to wonder if you are being "taken,**

if you should have waited for another shop or

another deal.

xix
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When we went back to Hong Kong, it was
under totally different circumstances. We did

not go as tourists. We stayed almost long

enough to require I.D. papers. We went not

only with a list of shops that people had sug-

gested to us but also with a list of locals who
would teach us the inscrutable ways of the

Orient. We were determined to overcome the

confusion that is endemic to a short stay in

Hong Kong and to learn to survive trium-

phandy, the way the insiders do.

We did and we came away with Hong Kong
Fever—^we can't get enough, we can't wait to

go back. But in a way, we are right back where

we started—^we still dream of Hong Kong.

Susan Schneider Thomas
P.O. Box 10362

Beverly Hills, CA 90212
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Welcome to Hong Kong

There are certain words in the American

vocabulary that just make our hearts go

pitty-pat a little bit faster. "Sale" is one

of them. "Hong Kong" is another.

Yes, we love Paris—in April and otherwise.

True, Florence is one of our favorite cities in

the world. We've had a great time traveling to

and shopping in Rio and Nairobi as well. But

Hong Kong—^well, Hong Kong is in a class all

by itself.

Hong Kong is a state of mind. And frankly,

if you're given to broad, tree-lined avenues

(Paris), stylish ruins (Rome), or understated

elegance (London)—Hong Kong just might

not be your cup of, uh, tea. But if you adore

the blaze of neon shop signs; the often outra-

geous sights of a street market; the power of

the world's largest selection of commercial

goods; the roar of the crowd, the smell of the

greasepaint—have we got a place for you.

When the airplane approaches its final plunge

into the Hong Kong airport, you glimpse sky-

scrapers galore and the promise of a city as

cosmopolitan as New York. You can actually

see into the apartment buildings, but—unfor-

tunately—not the shops while the plane is land-

ing. Once on the ground, however, you'll find

that your feet are never really on the ground
when you're shopping in Hong Kong—the se-

lection is so grandiose that you will literally be
floating from window to window, pressing your

nose to the glass, and clutching your credit

cards with tremendous glee. Hong Kong offers

a ridiculous blend of two worlds: Most of the

people dress in Western style; there are more

I
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Rolls-Royces per cubic foot (excuse us, meter)

than anywhere else on earth. Yet 98% of

the population is Chinese; the Communists

will take over the colony in 1997 and most of

the people who live here are poor, poor,

poor. You can glide through swank branches

of the world's fanciest boutiques—Gucci,

Hermes, etc.—then go to a street market

where a brisk trade in fish snouts and hairy

crabs is done.

Remember all the while that:

f Hong Kong is the world's top knit producer.

Hong Kong makes more toys than any

other place in the world.

Hong Kong is the largest exporter of

wristwatches in the world.

Hong Kong is the world's largest end user

of diamonds for jewelry.

Hong Kong is the leading trading center

for 24K gold.

About two and a half million people visit

Hong Kong each year; they leave behind about

$12 million. Who can blame them?

The Free Port of Hong Hong

Hong
Kong did not become a shopper's

mecca over the span of time or because

of the industrialization of the world. It

was created to be shopping paradise for

very real economic reasons. "Hong Kong isn't

a city, it's a shopping mart," one observant

soul said back in the late 1800s. Hong Kong is

a capitalist's dream: There is duty on only five
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commodities; no duty on outgoing goods; it

costs $200 to incorporate a business here; the

top income tax paid is 16%.

There is little government interference; the

system is a textbook example of laissez-faire.

If you can get away with it, the place to try is

in Hong Kong. People come to Hong Kong to

make their fortunes and always have for that

reason. Don't be surprised if you catch what

we call Hong Kong Fever once you're in town

a few days—you get a mad, passionate urge to

go into business because suddenly everything

looks so easy and millions of dollars of profits

seem so possible. If you have any intellectual

interest in the study of capitalism, Hong Kong
is the place to go to school.

Because Hong Kong is a free port, goods

come in without taxation. For example, take

your basic Chanel suit. Made in France, the

suit costs X francs or dollars in France. When
it's shipped to the United States, the price of

the suit goes up because of shipping costs and

because the U.S. government levies high taxes

against items that are competitive to U.S.-made
goods. Since you can be very happy in an

American-made suit, the duty on the Chanel

suit is about 33%. Very steep! Send that same
suit to Hong Kong and you have only shipping

costs—there is no 33% duty whatsoever. This

does not mean that Chanel suits are a bargain

in Hong Kong (they aren't—but for other rea-

sons). This is just to explain to you how the

system works.

The free-port part becomes especially im-

portant for goods made by other countries in

the Pacific Basin, as they say at male-dominated

business lunches—Japan and mainland China.

There are very high duties on Japanese goods
in the United States, and Japan is a rather

expensive country, but Japanese-made bargains

abound in Hong Kong.
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A Short History of Hong Kong Trade

f you've read or seen Shogun or Tai-Pan,

you're going to be one step ahead of us on

this, but here goes. The Hong Kong area

has always been a hotbed of commerce be-

cause China silk came out of either Canton or

Shanghai. Let's step back in time to the middle

1600s. You remember the Portuguese and their

"black ship"? The black ship brought goods

from Europe in exchange for silk from China.

This was a great business, and the Portuguese

wanted it all to themselves. So did the British,

the Spaniards, the French, and later—the

Americans. (The Portuguese influence in the

area still is obvious in Macao.)

The only problem was, the big British ships

couldn't get into the shallow waters of Macao
(the Portuguese port), which is somewhat closer

to Canton. They soon happily discovered that

the perfect port was on the island of Hong
Kong. So for no other reason than deep water,

Hong Kong became the "in" place. This was

considered no great shakes. Queen Victoria

howled with laughter when in 1841 Hong Kong

was given to the British as part of a war debt.

It was little to laugh at. You see, not only

were silks and woolens being traded—there

also was a thriving business in opium. The
first opium wars ended with the British win-

ning and getting Hong Kong as a prize, in

perpetuity. The second and third times they

won, they got the rights to Kowloon and then

certain mainland territories (now called the

New Territories—and, yes, you've been to them:

The airport is located on some of that prop-

erty) for ninety-nine years. Back then, ninety-

nine years sounded like a darn long time.

However, in June of 1997, that ninety-nine-

year lease is up and those territories will go

back to China on July 1.
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And while communism and good shopping

do not actually go hand in hand, Hong Kong
has always been China's "window on the

world," where most of her manufactured goods

are sold. While many are nervous as to what

will happen when the Chinese do take over,

most hope that because of the huge profits to

be made, Hong Kong will stay pretty much
the way it is and the Chinese will be the ones

who get richer. While some international busi-

nesses moved out of Hong Kong and into

other Pacific Basin countries to avoid the pos-

sibility of Communist takeover, there is no air

of fear currently in Hong Kong. There is some
cautious speculation, naturally, and the rich

have made sure that they have money out of

the country—just in case, but because the con-

ditions in Hong Kong are so ripe for fortune-

making, no one is sitting up at night worried

about the Communists. In fact, the Commu-
nists are proving themselves to be the nicest

sort of capitalists, and money mavens are rush-

ing into China by the droves to bring them
nice hotels, nice fast food, nice designer fran-

chises, and anything else nice they can think

of. This isn't to say that the Chinese aren't still

Communists, but there is a quiet air of profit-

ability growing among the business elite.

The True Meaning of Duty Free

As
a "free port," Hong Kong does what-

ever it wants and usually gets away with

it. A free port is different than a duty-

free port. And just because the British

do not charge levies on goods coming in or

going out does not mean that you don't pay

duty on them when you bring them home. But

you get a bit of a head start on a bargain this

way.
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So Hong Kong is both a free port and a

duty-free port, two different factors that work
together to make a bargain a real bargain.

We are all familiar with the so-called duty-

free shops in airports and on tourist shopping

streets in most major cities of the world. Most
of these shops aren't duty free; they use that

expression as a come-on. But that's another

point. How different is Hong Kong from one

of these shops? That is the real question. Our
answer: not very.

The basic prices of regular retail goods are

very much in keeping with the prices of goods

in any of the duty-free shops in airports or

boutiques around the world, so that you're

really talking only of a discount between 10 and
20%—not worth the flight. But we're all too

smart to shop in duty-free airport shops regu-

larly, aren't we? So we realize that there's

more to shopping in Hong Kong than meets the

eye.

On top of that, there are several shops in

Hong Kong that claim to be duty free. In fact,

there's one that is so big and so huge and so

obvious that when you are in Kowloon you

can't help but see its second-story shop and

think that you must see this place. Relax. Duty-

free shop prices in Hong Kong are basically no

different from anyone else's prices—fancy sign

or no. As everywhere in Hong Kong, you make
your deals on an individual basis for bulk

amounts of goods. We do have a duty-free

shop we like for cosmetics, but they are cheaper

because they deal. Their marked prices on

their goods are absolutely no different from

those in the department stores or anywhere

else.
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Hong Kong Secrets

The
first rule of shopping in Hong Kong

is merely this: Just because it's for sale in

Hong Kong doesn't mean it's a bargain. A
corollary to that rule is: Just because the

price is lower in Hong Kong than in the United

States does not mean that the price is cheaper

in Hong Kong than in Europe.

Shopping in Hong Kong is tricky. You've got

to know what you're doing not to get taken.

Don't jump at the words "duty free"; don't

fall for the first
*

'bargain" you see; don't trust

labels; in fact, don't trust anyone or anything.

To make things more confusing, there are

some little-known Hong Kong secrets. Try this

one on for size: The French big-name designer

bag that is stamped "made in France" in smart

gold letters on the inside of the handbag may
very well have been made in a factory in Hong
Kong. Thus the bag will retail for approxi-

mately the same price in Paris as in New York
and will be much cheaper in Hong Kong.

And, to top it off, it may even be bought for a

dirt-cheap price at the factory. Also, your fa-

vorite American designer has a secret factory

in Hong Kong. While he does label his goods
"made in Hong Kong," he sells his seconds,

irregulars, and leftovers with a dummy label in

them. The exact same item you might buy in a

big American department store is right there

on the street, but unless you know the style

and the fabric, you don't believe what you are

seeing. Remember, almost everything is legal

in Hong Kong; everything is fair.

Hong Kong means survival of the fittest.

The laws of the jungle apply here. Luckily, we
love it in the jungle. There are many, many
people who do not. There are others who will

be overwhelmed with the jungle and who need
a friend to take them by the hand. Here we
are, friend.
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U.S. Prices vs. Hong Kong Prices

Before a trip to Hong Kong, every shop-

per goes through a very unusual mental

state: the I-Can-Get-It-Cheaper Syndrome.

This is normal enough, anci it happens to

any traveler going anywhere (well, almost any-

where . . .). But when you're going to Hong
Kong, you get a very severe case. You see a

sweater in Moda Sport in Beverly Hills. It is

the most fabulous cotton sweater you have

ever laid eyes on. It costs $100. Not bad, you

say to yourself. You decide to buy. Then you

decide to buy one in every color. As you are

about to pay, you realize you are going to

spend $500. A bell goes off in your mind and

you decide you can get the same sweater in

Hong Kong and save a ton of money. Doesn't

the label say in plain English "fabrique en

Hong Kong"? You figure the same sweater in

Hong Kong should cost $25. You can get all

five sweaters for $125. Gee whiz. You leave

Moda Sport without buying a thing. Antici-

pation begins to swell within your heart.

Congratulations! You are a victim of the I-Can-

Get-It-Cheaper Syndrome.

Reality: Even though that sweater has a tag

that says **fabrique en Hong Kong" (that's

French for ''made in . . ."), it is unlikely that

you will find that exact same sweater. And
furthermore, when you find one that you like

as a substitute, it will cost $50, not $25. But

because we all associate Hong Kong with cheap,

we do not realize that quality merchandise still

costs quality bucks. That's not to say you won't

find name merchandise at bigger bargains, but

for the most part, Hong Kong prices are half

3
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of what they are in the United States. No
more, no less.

Don't ruin your trip or set yourself up for

heartbreak by fantasizing about how cheap ev-

er>T:hing will be when you get to Hong Kong.

You will find many, many bargains—sometimes

you will save 500%. For the most part, to be

fair to yourself and to Hong Kong, you can

expect to save only 100%. Now, that's not

really shabby, is it?

Good merchandise is expensive; expect to

pay for it.

European-Made Bargains

There are few European-made bargains in

Hong Kong. Okay, there are several if

you run into a big sale period. But for

the most part, it is wrong to assume that

Hong Kong prices are cheaper than U.S. prices

on expensive European-made designer goods.

On good merchandise not made in Hong
Kong, prices can go either way. On most Eu-

ropean designer goods, the prices in Hong
Kong are equal to or slightly cheaper than in

the United States but are not nearly as cheap

as in Europe. The big designer names are

licensed to Hong Kong business moguls, who
can charge whatever they want. Hence you'll

visit the Joyce Boutique and discover that Joyce

carries every big European name you've ever

loved—or she owns a separate store (Fendi,

Krizia, etc.). Joyce's prices are very, very high.

Joyce is getting very rich. You may be saving

nothing—free port or no, duty free or no

—

absolutely nothing by shopping in this store.

(Since Joyce is somewhat erratic in her pricing,

check the individual designer listings for price
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comparisons—Joyce's Kenzo is a better bar-

gain than her Bottega Veneta.)

We happen to like Joyce Boutique and al-

ways visit it (there are a few) when we are in

town—especially the Landmark location. It's a

very Western type of place; it's one of the few

places in Hong Kong where you can feel to-

tally beyond Chinese influence and culture.

There are many women we know who find the

realities of Hong Kong too hard on their nerves

and who escape to Joyce because it is "their

kind of store." We always warn them that the

markups are high. We also suggest that they

fly to Joyce specifically for one of the rw'o

sales—June and December.

If you want to save money on European-

made goods, your best opportunity to do so is

during a sale. Sales in Hong Kong are a little

bit earlier than in Europe—the summer sales

are in June, not July or August; the Christmas

sales are in December.

Big point: If you see merchandise that you

always thought was made in Europe and it's

very inexpensive in Hong Kong, you may be

thinking that we are crazy and don't know
what we are talking about. We are not and we
do. Goods that are labeled "made in any-

place" but are dirt cheap are made in Hong
Kong (or Macao or China) even though the

labels suggest otherwise. All the "Lacoste"

shirts we bought in Hong Kong had "fabrique

en France" labels.
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Tai-Tai Retailing

Hong
Kong is pretty much equidistant be-

tween the United States and Paris. It's

just as easy for the Hong Kong local to

go to Paris, or Milan, to get her bar-

gains—and many of them do. The European

designer boutiques in Hong Kong are there to

service the rich locals, not the tourists. The
rich locals don't care how much an outfit costs

because they are very rich. To be clearer about

that point, they are very, very rich.

In fact, one of our favorite sports while in

Hong Kong is to count tai-tais. A tai-tai is the

wife of a very wealthy Chinese man (a tai-pan . .

.

or tycoon) who has nothing to do with herself

except to shop, eat lunch, and shop some
more. She rests up from all this shopping by

taking tea at the Peninsula Hotel. The tai-tai is

the Chinese version of the Hollywood wife.

It's getting to be chic for tai-tais to work

—

but not too seriously. Tai-tais usually end up
working in jewelry shops that their fathers

happen to own. Tai-tais are absolutely the most

gorgeous women you will ever see, on or off

the movie screen, and they dress only in Euro-

pean designer clothing. It's said that the typi-

cal tai-tai spends $50,000 a day. Now, that's

Hong Kong dollars ($6,250 U.S.), but if you

don't say it in Hong Kong dollars, it doesn't

sound shocking. The tai-tais spend a good bit

of their money at the Joyce Boutique, but they

also have other faves—such as Esprit for their

kids and Escada for their luncheon clothes.

Tai-tais do not go bargain-shopping; tai-tais

do not know about factory outlets. But they

love to go to a good sale.
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Hong Kong on Sale

Hong
Kong has two traditional sale peri-

ods, the end of June and the end of

December. The Joyce sale is so famous

that it's almost a religious event. They
don't fool around at Joyce. The sale is an-

nounced in the newspaper; the price tags are

marked down one half. The line forms here.

Aside from European merchandise, every-

thing else goes on sale during this same pe-

riod. What you'll find is a lot of no-name

merchandise that didn't interest you when it

cost $50 (U.S.) but is looking a lot better

when it's marked down to $30.

The best thing about the sales in Hong Kong
is that this is your best time to get regular

retail merchandise at its lowest price. The real

bargains in Hong Kong are not in retail stores;

the real bargains in Hong Kong may not be in

perfect condition. So if you insist on brand-

new, clean, undamaged goods, you should feel

safe buying them on sale. If you have teens or

are on a limited clothing budget, shop Hong
Kong during the sale periods.

Remember, the best buys in Hong Kong are

not in retail shops—so, to us, whether you are

there for a sale period or not is meaningless.

Made in Hong Kong

In
the best of all possible worlds, everyone

is honest. In the United States, there are

laws that make people be more honest than

they might otherwise be. Garments must

state what country they are made in; fur gar-

ments must supply the country of origin of the

skin.
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Some other countries do not have these laws.

Hence you can buy a French designer scarf

in Paris that has the words "made in France"

on the tag without Icnowing that your scarf

could very well have been made in Italy. Since

no one stamps "made in Hong Kong" in a

garment for cachet, you can pretty much trust

such a label. But you may also find a product

that says "made in France" that was made in

Hong Kong.

Who's lying and who's not? That's pretty

hard to tell and we can't begin to name names.

But we have a rule of thumb we'll pass on to

you: If the price of a piece of designer mer-

chandise is just about the same all over the

world—something is fishy. It is impossible for

the same piece of merchandise to cost the

same thing in different parts of the world be-

cause of shipping and duties. The only way the

price can stay consistent is that the designer

has several factories and warehouses all over

the world with international distribution cen-

ters. Hence he services the Pacific Basin from

Hong Kong, Europe from Italy, the United

States from the Dominican Republic, etc. It

doesn't always work this way, but you've got

the general idea.

Okay, think of the name of a very, very

famous designer, preferably an American mo-
gul. When you are thinking of this guy, think

about international distribution and a multi-

million-dollar (maybe billion-dollar) operation.

The designer would have to be nuts to run his

company from his own backyard in the United

States, right? He would go broke. We rest our
case. Goods are made all over the world—be
they clothes, cosmetics, silk scarves, or plastic

shoes.

Now then, you're pretty certain this particu-

lar designer you like is making some of his

goods in Hong Kong. So what? Then the deci-

sion is to buy at retail, or to snoop around
some more to try to find a cheaper source. If

"made in France" really means "made in To-
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kyo," you can bet there's a factory somewhere
that is selling those goods for less money.

Whether you care to spend the time and money
to get to that factory is your choice. If you
know that there's a Ralph Lauren factory some-

where in Hong Kong, do you want to buy at

the very elegant Ralph Lauren shops (which are

cheaper than the U.S. shops), or do you want

to hang in there for some serious bargains?

Do you have the time to hang in there, and

will you be satisfied with goods that may be
damaged? Deciding the answers to these ques-

tions is one of the occupational hazards of

shopping in Hong Kong.

There is one other caveat about those fa-

mous words "made in Hong Kong." Just be-

cause an item is made in Hong Kong doesn't

mean you will find it there. When our friends

heard we were going back to Hong Kong, they

all but drowned us with shopping requests.

The two most predominant requests were for

Diane Freis dresses and Nanell sweaters. We
went one for one. Diane Freis is easy to find

and is available at great savings. Nanell is quite

another story. Nanell sweaters sell at specialty

and department stores for $300 and upward.

They have labels that say "made in Hong
Kong"—it is no secret to anyone that these

sweaters are indeed made in Hong Kong, Yet

there are no Nanell sweaters on the streets in

Hong Kong—they are not sold retail in Hong
Kong, they are not sold in a market, their

factory is kept secret and is under armed guard,

there are absolutely no slipups. If you want

Nanell cheap, you do better to buy wholesale

in bulk from their Los Angeles offices.

Manufacturers live in fear of piracy, and Hong
Kong is the knock-off capital of the world.

Much of what is made in Hong Kong is shipped

out under lock and key and never sees the light

of "the Peak." We searched in vain for a Carole

Little factory; we never found those sweaters

from Moda Sport. A lot of merchandise that is

made in Hong Kong is not for sale in Hong
Kong.
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Seconds Stores

We all make mistakes, so it's easy enough

to understand that Hong Kong man-

ufacturers make mistakes as well. If a

thousand units go down an assembly

line, one of them will not be perfect enough to

pass inspection. Yet the manufacturer rarely

can afford to toss out the baby and the bath

water. Instead, he collects all those slightly

imperfect items and sells them to a store that

doesn't mind slightly faulty merchandise.

In the industry, this merchandise is called

seconds, irregulars, or imperfects. The stores

that sell seconds fall into many different cate-

gories.

Some are owned by the manufacturer him-

self. Baccarat owns their own seconds shop, as

does Marimekko. Laura Ashley had a seconds

outlet in London but closed it and moved it

back to headquarters in Wales.

f Sometimes department stores have bargain

rooms that specialize in seconds or imperfects,

while elsewhere in the store the merchandise is

absolutely perfect (such as Filene's of Boston).

Sometimes the imperfect goods are sold to a

retailer whose primary business is with this

kind of merchandise.

f Seconds and imperfects or irregulars are also

often unloaded on small-time businessmen who
may sell through their own outlets, or sell on
street corners, at flea markets, subway sta-

tions, or wherever they can get away with it.

(Always expect merchandise sold in these places

to be imperfect or even counterfeit; give it the

twice-over carefully.)

Depending on the brand, the "inferior" mer-

chandise may not have anything wrong with it.

Particularly with name goods, the quality con-
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trols are so incredibly strict that when a unit

does not pass inspection, it still may appear to

be perfect. Possibly only the maker could find

the defect.

"Damages" almost always have something

wrong with them—but often it's fixable, or

something that doesn't upset you considering

how good the bargain is. We know a lady who
once bought a damaged silk blazer for $16.

The regular retail price was $119, but there

was a cigarette burn at the neck of the blazer.

She wears her treasure with the collar of her

blouse out, and no one knows her secret.

Here are some of the flaws that may send a

unit to the seconds or damages bin, so watch

for them in your inspection of lower-priced

name goods:

dye lot does not match other dye lots

f stripes are not printed straight or do not

match at seams

prints are off register

f bubbles in glass or plastic

y uneven finish

f nonmatched pattern at seams

f zipper inset poorly or broken zipper

f puckered stitching

f belt loops don't match

Because seconds are considered inferior to

"firsts," it is not uncommon for seconds to be

sold without their labels. Ask the retailer to

identify the goods for you. Occasionally a re-

ally prestigious maker will deny he has sec-

onds. Artists have been known to destroy

paintings they consider inferior examples of

their work, so a few manufacturers may in-

deed destroy their poor relations. But it doesn't

happen very often, so a denial must be taken

with a grain of salt.
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Remember, seconds are not sale merchan-

dise that hasn't sold; they are stepchildren.

Most stores will not admit that they sell sec-

onds. While there are a lot of seconds avail-

able in Hong Kong, they are seldom sold

through regular retail outlets or seconds stores.

Some seconds are sold in factory outlets, but

factory outlets have now become such a big

business that usually they sell overruns. Street

vendors and markets sell seconds.

If you are shopping in a seconds resource,

or a factory outlet, remember to check for

damages or slight imperfections. Some imper-

fections are more than slight.

Family Secrets

The
biggest secrets in retailing are the ones

that are usually reserved for members of

the owner's family, employees, and their

trusted friends. We have a few of these

listings in the book, but all too often you
cannot gain entry without a letter of introduc-

tion, a phone call, or being accompanied by a

member of the family. In Hong Kong, these

families are Chinese.

Generally speaking, the larger the manufac-

turing firm, the better the chances that they

offer their employees a discount on the goods

they produce. This discount will be the least

expensive price ever paid for that merchan-

dise. If you have a friend who has a friend

who knows someone, etc., they may be able to

buy an item for you. If you have family or

friends with factories in Hong Kong, the fam-

ily secrets they have will get you the best dis-

counts possible.

For the most part, the stranger or the tour

guide who sends you to a certain shop and
tells you that this place is a family secret is
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getting a kickback from the source, and the

only secret is "how much." The price of his

kickback has been added to the price of your

goods. You are overpaying and getting ripped

off. Unless you are dealing with personal friends

or well-connected friends of friends, do not

expect to get in on anything the rest of the

world can't get into.

The family secrets we discovered while in

Hong Kong are revealed to you in this book.

Nothing is more important to the Chinese than

family or secrets. And don't you ever forget it.

Factor Outlet Shopping

Since
manufacturing is the business Hong

Kong is in, it didn't take the business

honchos long to figure out a brilliant piece

of merchandising—factory oudets. Factory

outlets have become so popular in Hong Kong
that they are an established part of the retail

structure. In fact, there are about half a dozen

local publications that report on the goings-

ins, -outs, and -ons of the factory outlet trade.

(Save your money; you need only one.) We
think the best, by far, is The Complete Guide

to Hong Kong Factory Outlets by Dana Goetz.

The factory outlet business is one that bor-

ders on a scam. While there is nothing illegal

about it at all, the business is a license to

markup. A huge number of tourists of all

nationalities are being ripped off in these fac-

tory outlets simply because the factory outlets

aren't really factory outlets. They have been

created for the tourist business.

The prices in factory outlets are not whole-

sale and may indeed be the same as regular

retail. Often a street price will be cheaper than

a factory outlet price.

It works this way: Americans (and others as
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well) love the words ''factory outlet"—it means
bargain to them, it means wholesale, it means

value for the dollar. And it means cheap. Man-
ufacturers realized that if they had a way to

reach tourists (and also Anglo locals—known
as ex-pats), they could become middlemen and

make a profit. When they saw how well the

gig was working, they went into the business

of being a factory outlet and raised prices.

Say we own the Hop Sing Knitting Mill

(named for our favorite character on Bonanza)

and we make ten thousand sweaters a month
for an American chain. We make and ship

these ten thousand straight out of the country.

If we keep our machines running during lunch-

time, we can make twelve thousand sweaters a

month. We still ship ten thousand and keep

the extra two thousand—naturally, we do not

put labels in the extra two thousand, since we
don't want to lose our big contract. We rent

space—maybe near our factory, maybe in one

of the zillions of skyscraper-c«;;/-office build-

ings that are in Hong Kong and Kowloon. We
put up our sign: Hop Sing Factory Outlet. We
may even advertise. At the shop we sell our

two thousand extra sweaters. The sweaters cost

us $2 each to make. We sell them to the

American chain for $8 each. (They sell them to

the American buying public for $22 each.) At
our factory outlet, we sell the sweater for $12.

We have made a very large profit, so we love

being in the factory outlet business. The tour-

ist, who knows our $22 sweater, is very happy
with the bargain price of $12. Everybody is

happy.

We're not telling you to be unhappy; we
merely want you to know the score.

Some factory outlets have done so well in the

factory outlet business that they now produce
their goods solely for their tourist and local

clients—they don't even export! While most
of the outlets listed in the various guides are

fun to visit, many of them are rip-offs. Or, to

put it more kindly, are in business just to be in
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business. We have several factory outlets listed

and will give you the lowdown on them in the

listings sections. We do not have every one

—

they come and go quickly, and we found a

high percentage of them a waste of time. If

you find you are interested in outlets beyond

the extent that we have outlined them in the

seaion called "Factory Outlets" (see page 134);

you have two other means of learning more:

f The Hong Kong Tourist Association prints

a mimeographed listing of current factory out-

lets. Their list is totally nondiscriminatory—they

don't tell you anything about the stores, they

just give you names, addresses, and phone num-
bers and tell you what they sell. You can pick

up this list (it's free) at either Hong Kong
Tourist Association office (see page 72). We
have liked about 75% of the places on their

sheets and think that's pretty good.

If you have to go without postcards, do
so—but do buy Dana Goetz's factory outlets

guidebook. It's the best of several local books.

While Dana Goetz is not nearly as discriminat-

ing as we are (she has more friends, no doubt),

her book has maps, gives perfect instructions

from MTR stops, and is a great adjunct to

ours. She lives in Hong Kong, her husband

works with all the major designers, and she

updates her book annually. Her book costs $5

but could be worth it to you. This is not a

paid political announcement, but factory out-

let shopping can be a total waste of time, and

factory-outlet guidebook-buying can be a waste

of money. Let the bargain hunter beware.

We think that Hong Kong's factory outlets

are a lot of fun—certainly more fun than the

shopping centers—but we pick our outlets with

extreme care so we do not get ripped off. If

you're in Hong Kong for a couple of days

only, your time is precious—think about it

before you go off on a long trek to the New
Territories just for one resource.

One final confusing word about the whole
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subject: Factory outlet prices are not necessar-

ily cheaper than other retail prices in Hong
Kong. We won't bore you with the shaggy-dog

story of our friend Naomi who spent an entire

day riding the rails to get to outer Kowloon

(which is not that far from Outer Mongolia)

to a china factory someone had sent her to.

She was thrilled with her adventure, had a

great time, spent her money, and bought what

she wanted. She adored the experience. The
next day, she went to Stanley Market, a regu-

lar tourist shopping spot. Poor Naomi almost

had a stroke when she discovered a shop that

sold her china for exactly the same price she

paid at the factory outlet.

Deals and Scams: Jaws Retailing

Hong
Kong is the city of deals and scams.

The people who succeed here are the

sharks. This is not a place for the naive,

the nice, or the neurotic.

In Hong Kong, as Cole Porter might say,

anything goes.

Most of the good stuff in Hong Kong is

available only through connections, or to peo-

ple who know how the system works. When
you shop in Hong Kong, you are playing in

the big leagues. Just when you think you know
how to swim, you get thrown in with the

sharks.

It is very easy to get taken. You can be
eaten alive and not even know it.

On superficial glance, everything in Hong
Kong seems cheap, everything seems like a

great deal. WTien you look more carefully, you
see that European-designer merchandise sold

in boutiques is outrageously expensive and the

brand-name, quality merchandise you crave is

nowhere to be seen. Excluding the notion of
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finding a deal, you discover—to your horror

and chagrin—that there seems to be nothing

of fine quality to buy anywhere.

When you look again, everything starts to

look alike and you get very confused. What is

the difference between the pearls that cost $8
a strand and the ones that cost $100 a strand

when they appear to be identical? Can this

sweater with the label you have never heard of

truly be the designer sweater you think it is?

Are the polo shirts hot or fake, and will they

fall apart in the washing machine? Do you

really get what you pay for, or does the tricki-

est person get to be the richest person? If

market value is the price the market will bear,

are you being taken? You may experience ut-

ter panic on the streets of Hong Kong as your

mind reels and your heart beats faster. It was
all so easy in Paris.

Finally you realize that this is fun. It is a

game—how much can you absorb and learn

about the system so you can turn it to your

own advantage? We're here to pass on to you

everything we know, but you will invariably go

through all the other stages first. Then you

will come to trust us when we tell you that in

Hong Kong, deals and scams are a way of life.

You can enjoy them and relish the game, or

make yourself nuts. The choice is yours.

A Mini-lesson in Manufacturing

aybe you know all this, maybe you don't

care, but it took us a solid understand-

ing of retailing, merchandising, and man-

ufacturing to be able to crack the system

in Hong Kong. So here is a short lesson in

how the system works vis-a-vis shopping in

Hong Kong; if you want college credit, apply

to the dean of students.
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We own the Hop Sing Knitting Mill (but of

course), and we are a large mill, well financed,

and in serious business. Megabusiness. We make
knit polo shirts. Our equipment knits two

styles—plain and waffle (also called pique knit).

We can make polo shirts with plain knit col-

lars or rib knit collars; with sleeve bands or

finished sleeves; in long sleeves or short sleeves;

in solids or stripes. We do good work. In fact,

we are famous for our polo shirts—so famous,

that all the international agents come to us

first with a contract. As a result, we make the

very same polo shirt for Ralph Lauren, Calvin

Klein, Charles Jourdan, Gucci, Valentino,

Giorgio Armani, Lacoste, Nina Ricci, and many
other clients you love and adore. We make
the shirts in the colors they ask for (naturally)

and deliver them finished and perfect to the

agent. The agent has another contract with

another company that embroiders logos on
our shirts (you know what a logo is), or an-

other company that stitches logo appliques

(example—the man on a horse is embroidered;

the alligator is appliqued). We sew in the la-

bels the agent has requested for his order be-

fore we deliver the order. Sometimes these

labels have the designer's name on them, some-

times they have a department store name on
them. We don't care. We just do what we are

told. We make delivery. Hopefully we are on
time, since that's very important—although it

has nothing whatsoever to do with this story.

The agent ships his finished shirts to his

client wherever he is in the world. The exact

same shirt then goes up for sale at a retail

price that has nothing to do with Hop Sing.

Once we deliver our shirks, our work is done.

Now, to make sure we deliver a thousand

perfect shirts, we make twelve hundred. We
then have a thousand perfect shirts plus dam-
ages plus additional perfect shirts. The dam-
ages and the additional perfect shirts are ours

to sell however we please. We wouldn't con-

sider selling them with labels in them, but we
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do want some cash for them. Any amount of

cash is fine with us, because we make our

bread and butter from delivering the thousand

perfect shirts. Our choices to raise the cash

are:

f open our own factory outlet store

T dump the shirts on a jobber, who will sell

them in a market

allow relatives of employees or a network of

street salesmen to take the shirts and sell them
off pushcarts, paying us a percentage of their

cash business or buying the shirts from us

outright with their profits from selling shirts

the day before

f deliver the shirts to a jobber who has his

own retail outlet

Because we have such a big factory and

such excellent merchandise, jobbers and street

hawkers are anxious to get our leftovers. In

fact, they often bribe our employees to tell

them when shipments are available. They may
also have an inside friend or be part of a

network that sees that some of our shirts fall

off a truck on the way to delivery or to the

airport. (Well, that's business). Whatever choice

we made, it doesn't really matter. We're get-

ting paid for our perfect polo shirts, we're

getting paid for our damages and our mis-

takes. We have a small problem with corrup-

tion, but nothing we can't handle. We are, in

short, very happy here at Hop Sing. We may
even offer a dental plan to our employees next

year.
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When a Buy Is a Good-bye

A
true blue shopper has been known to

lose her head now and again. And no

place on earth is more conducive to los-

ing one's head than Hong Kong. You
see so many great "bargains" that you end up

buying many items just because the price is so

cheap, not because you even need or want the

items. When you get home, you realize that

you've tied up a fair amount of money in

rather silly purchases. We've made so many
mistakes, in fact, that we've had to have a long

and careful talk with ourselves to come up

with an out-of-town shopping philosophy that

lays down the ground rules.

Shopping in a foreign country is much more

romantic than shopping at home, there's no

question about it. And, face it, most people go

to Hong Kong just to shop. Even nonshoppers

admit that they prefer to shop when away

from home; they, too, love Hong Kong. If you

make a mistake while shopping in another

American city, you can usually return the mer-

chandise and get a credit with just a small

amount of hassle. On a foreign trip, returns

can be a major problem and usually aren't

worth the effort. So, to keep mistakes to a

minimum, we have our own rules of the game:

Take a careful and thorough survey of your

closet (including china and linen) and your

children's closets before you leave town. Know
what you've got so you can know what you

need. While you don't have to need something

in order to buy it, knowing that you need it

2S
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(and will be saving money by buying it abroad)

will help your conscience a lot.

If you need an item of clothing to complete

an ensemble, bring a piece of the outfit with

you. (At the very least, very carefully cut a

small swatch of fabric from the inside of the

hem or a seam.) We don't need to tell you

about the gorgeous black and turquoise silk

blouse we bought to go with last year's tur-

quoise silk suit that didn't match. All of

us have had that happen so many times it's

painful. Don't get caught again. When you

go through the closets, write down the holes

you may want to fill in on a foreign trip.

Organization will help keep you from a costly

error.

f If you are planning on having an item made
to fill a hole in your wardrobe, bring the other

parts of the ensemble with you. If you expect

to be 100% satisfied with anything you have

custom made in Hong Kong, you have to put

100% effort into your side of the deal. Show
your tailor the suit that the blouse is supposed

to go with.

f Figure the price accurately. Carry a calcula-

tor and do your figuring at the American Ex-

press rate, not the bank rate.

Figure in the duty. Each person is allowed

$400 duty free (see page 86). If you are travel-

ing with your family, figure out your family

total. Children, even infants, still get the $400

allowance. If you have more than $400 worth

of merchandise, you can pay a flat 10% on

the next $1,000; after that you pay a duty rate

accordingly. Hong Kong qualifies for several

GSP allowances—furs, gemstones, and many

artworks can enter the United States duty free.

See page 88 to check up on the GSP system.

f Will you have to schlep the item all over the

world with you? If it takes up a lot of suitcase
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room, if it's heavy, if it's cumbersome, if it's

breakable and at risk every time you pack and

unpack or check your suitcase, if it has to be

hand-held—it might not be worth the cheap

price tag. We fell in love with a blue and white

ginger jar at Stanley Market. We bought it for

Carolyn, to go with the rest of the blue and

white porcelains in her kitchen hutch. It took

up so much space in the suitcase, we had to

hand-carry it. The jar cost only $5 but was

$5,000 worth of trouble. When we got home,

we decided the jar was much too valuable to

give to Carolyn.

Estimate your time, trouble, and level of

tolerance per the item. Sure, it may be an

inexpensive item, but if it's an ordeal to bring

it home, is it really a good buy?

f Likewise, if you have to insure and ship

it—is it still a bargain? How will you feel if the

item never makes it to your door?

f Do your research on prices at home first.

We spent several hours choosing and shipping

lamps from a factory-outlet source only to dis-

cover an American discounter who, once the

price of the shipping was taken into account,

charged the same price. Urrrrrgh!

f We are ambivalent about the value of coun-

terfeit merchandise and cannot advise you to

buy it or to walk away from it. If you suspect

an item to be a fake, you must evaluate if this

is a good buy or a good-bye. Remember that

fakes most certainly do not have the quality of

craftsmanship that the originals have. You may
also be asked to forfeit the item at U.S. Cus-

toms or pay duty on the value of the real

object. But you may have a lot of fun with

your fakes.

f Our rule of thumb on a good buy is that

50% (or more) off the U.S. price is a valuable

saving. We think that a saving of less than

20% is marginal, is not worth the effort (of
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course, it depends on the item and how it will

come back into the country with you, etc.), and
usually is not a good buy. If the saving is 20
to 50%, we judge according to personal desire

and the ratio of the previous points. If the

saving is 50% or better, we usually buy sev-

eral and whoop with joy. That's a good buy!

f Remember, excess is the name of the game
in Hong Kong. It's easy to go overboard. Learn

to say good-bye to a bad buy before you set

foot on Anglo-Chinese soil.

Be Prepared

We thought we left homework the day

we graduated. But the bargains go to

the shopper who is ready to recog-

nize them, and that means doing some
homework.

f If you have favorite designers or targets of

acquisition for your trip, shop the major de-

partment stores and United States-based bou-

tiques (if in your city) for comparison prices.

Don't assume you will get a bargain on a

European purchase; keep a notebook with Eu-

ropean and U.S. prices of your favorite design-

ers handy. If you don't have access to European

prices, just write down the U.S. prices. It's no

fun to get to the Escada shop and get a head-

ache trying to figure out if this is a saving or

not.

f Do some shopping through Vogue and Har-

per's bazaar. In the ads for the designer bou-

tiques, you'll find phone numbers. Call and

ask about prices and sales. Don't be afraid to

explain that you are contemplating a shopping

trip and are doing some comparison pricing.
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f Realize that you might not recognize Chi-

nese designer big names (see page 109). Just

because you haven't heard of a designer doesn't

mean he or she isn't good, popular, or worth

the price of admission. Few American stores

carry any other Hong Kong designers except

for Diane Freis.

f Understand the licensing process (see page

31). The Krizia you buy at Top Knitter is

different from the Krizia you buy at the Krizia

boutique in The Landmark. Both are fabulous

—

but they have different makers.

The best buys in Hong Kong usually are on
defective goods made by designers you have

never heard of in America. Trust yourself

and take a chance if you want a real buy—or

do that homework and decide if the flaw com-

promises the garment. If your husband wears

a sweater over a $45 Alexander Julian shirt

that you can buy with a defect for $7 in Hong
Kong, do you really care about the damage?

Mail Order

Many
Hong Kong businesses do mail or-

der. While we generally do not like mail

order because it deprives us of the fun

of going into a store, we admit that

there are several catalogues we use often. You
can indeed take advantage of lower prices at

the point of manufacture by doing some arm-

chair shopping via mail order. We keep track

of mail order for the very important reason of

comparison shopping. Aside from the time (and

the fun) spent combing a foreign city for a

bargain, it's annoying to discover that you could

have gotten a better price through a catalogue

or by doing business with a tried and true

source through the mails. And now that we
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know Hong Kong so well, no matter where we
go all over the world, we compare items to

Hong Kong prices. One warning: Some shops

will only mail order their top of the line goods,

not their $10 bargains.

You are allowed to bring in up to $250
worth of goods through parcel post (you pay

duty, of course, but you don't need a custom-

house broker) without making a "formal" dec-

laration. This makes mail order a breeze.

Most companies have their own catalogues

or brochures. You may automatically go on the

list if you make a purchase, or you may have

to ask to be sent a catalogue.

If you, or a friend, have done business with a

firm abroad, you may just want to call, telex,

or write them directly for more of what you

bought, or something you saw in the shop.

Our rule on this is that it's relatively safe to

call a shop where you've been recently and

where you speak the same language as the

shopkeeper. Anything more complicated than

this should be handled by telex or letter. Keep
copies of all correspondence. Do not put a

credit card number on the telex, however (you

may give it on the phone).

Most Hong Kong catalogues are free, but

keep in mind:

f Foreign catalogues are easiest paid for by

credit card. You can get an international money
order (post office, bank, or Deak-Perera), but

this takes extra organization on your part. Ugh.

Firms that have done business with you proba-

bly will take your personal check. We never

send cash in the mail and don't suggest you

do, either. Long live plastic.

f To continue getting a catalogue after the

first order, you must usually buy something

during a twelve-month period. The continuing

catalogues are free.

f If you are buying clothes, make sure you

have the size right. Exchanges are going to be

a real hassle. Goods from Hong Kong can
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have any of several size systems, so know what

you are ordering and what size you wear from

that designer or maker (or give the size in

both U.S. and European sizes).

f Know a little British vocabulary—a sweater

is called a jumper in England, and Hong Kong
still is British, so don't think you're getting a

little navy apron dress when you order a navy

blue jumper. A boot is part of an automobile,

not something for your feet.

f Always specify the shipping arrangements

you want. Items shipped between November
and December always take longer to get here.

Santa is very busy these days, as is Father

Christmas in Hong Kong.

If you are ordering several small gift items,

under $50 in value, ask the store to ship them
in different packages to different friends of

yours. There is no duty on unsolicited gifts

under $50 in retail value.

We, being the most cautious snobs in the

world, usually limit our mail-order business to

adventures costing $25, but mail order is a

way of life in Hong Kong, and we spend many
times that amount with a resource we know
and trust.

Licensing as Big Business

Once you understand that the designer

may design an item but that it may not

be made by his factory or even in his

country, you begin to get the basis of

licensing. Licensing has become incredibly

popular worldwide, but especially in America,

where designer goods have a tremendous
amount of brand loyalty. There are people

who are loyal to one designer; there are people
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who are loyal only to the extent that every-

thing they own must be by some recognizable

name. Licensing has made their dreams come
true.

Licensing is the selling of a person's name
or likeness to another company for the pro-

duction of goods made in association with the

licensor. The licensee always is a manufac-

turer, usually one you have never heard of

before.

In foreign licensing, a deal may be available

in some countries but not in ours. Therefore

it's possible to buy European licensed goods

in Hong Kong that you've never seen in Eu-

rope or the United States.

A designer will make his reputation but not

his fortune in couture. But once the public is

clamoring for the goods, the designer will sell

his name to manufacturers who can produce

and distribute his creations. Within this sys-

tem there will be a wide range of quality, of

prices, and of merchandise. Pierre Cardin is

the king of the license, with over 150 items

with his name on them. Yves Saint Laurent

has a bevy of licensees, as do the Girbauds,

who are much newer to the game. Diane Freis

leads the Hong Kong pack in these. Needless

to say, licensing deals are made only with

nationally—or internationally—known names.

The designer (or the licensor) may be very

involved or barely involved with the licensee;

sometimes the person whose name is on the

item gave his approval to another designer's

sketches, sometimes he actually worked it all

out himself. How involved he is in the design

process usually is secret. Since people are paying

for the goods of a big-name designer, the sys-

tem wouldn't work if word got out that the

designer had nothing to do with the whole

thing and just laughs his way to the banque.

Licensed items may be made wherever the

licenseholder has his factories and then ex-

ported for international distribution. Thus a

sketch may go from Christian Dior (who hap-
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pens to be very dead) in Paris to a firm in

New York that will send it to Hong Kong for

manufacture. If the designer has a tight rein

on his manufacturers, he will make sure that

nothing is ever made that does not follow

through with his design concept and quality

standard. However, the bigger designers are

running empires, and often they are not as

careful as we would like them to be.

While designers are obviously in the license

game for money, they usually make their bucks

on the long haul—in royalties. Most license

deals do include an advance, but it is generally

in the $50,000 to $100,000 range (it can be even

less) and not the millions of dollars you might

expect. The millions come in on multiple sales

because the designer will be paid 3 to 8% of

the price of each item the manufacturer sells.

In Hong Kong, the population is poor and

does not buy most of what is manufactured

there. Licenses are popular for international

designers who have goods manufactured and
exported—a lot of these goods never even go
out for sale in Hong Kong. This is also true of

the private-label business in Hong Kong.

Private Labels

Private labels are the opposite of designer

labels but are now becoming competitive

and exciting. Almost all big American
department stores have private labels,

many of which are made in Hong Kong. The
private-label business is one of direct contract-

ing, whereas the license business is one of

indirect contracting.

The manufacturer who owns a license has to

charge a higher price for his designer goods
than his regular merchandise because he is

paying out a piece of the action to the de-
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signer. He can make that exact same merchan-

dise and sell it without the label or the logo

and charge much less. He can put his own
company name in it for some product recogni-

tion and brand following, or he can sew a

department store label in it and let the store

take the responsibility for convincing the pub-

lic that the item is of good quality. More and

more department stores are going into the

private-label business, connecting their fine rep-

utations with the quality of the merchandise

they have contracted for. Thus Neiman-Marcus

can promote its own line of goods that will

retail for less than designer goods even though

they may have been made in the same factory

as the designer goods. So when you are shop-

ping in Stanley Market, it's not unusual to find

sweaters with Neiman-Marcus labels.

The famous British chain Marks &c Spencer

has made their name on the quality of their

private-label goods. You don't have to go to

London to stock up but can stop by any of the

Dodwell stores in Hong Kong for the St.

Michael label. We are inclined to trust any

private-label goods we like from Marks & Spen-

cer because the firm is known for its devotion

to quality.

Marks & Spencer quality has become the

standard for the most in private label and has

come to mean:

f the best ingredients in food with freshness

dates on goods

f care tags on all garments

f dye lots that match

f polyfilament thread because it is the strong-

est kind available

f exact color match of zipper

f no puckering in stitching

When you inspect private-label merchandise,

pretend you work for Marks & Spencer and
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use this checklist as your own certification of

the quality of what you are buying. Stanley

Market is filled with private-label merchandise.

Franchises

Just
as the designer can sell his name (or

likeness) to a manufacturer, he or she may
also sell the right to be represented in a

retail business. Yves Saint Laurent does not

own all those little Rive Gauche boutiques all

over the world. The House of Chloe does not

own every single Chloe shop—and there aren't

even a lot of them. The Pratesi family owns
outright several of its international boutiques

but franchises many more. In the Orient, fran-

chises are the rule. The franchise owner is called

the **sole agent" for that area.

While the franchise owner is supposed to

follow guidelines set down by the designer and
work with suggested retail prices, he is free to

do whatever he wants. That's why you can

find some very high prices and some very good
sales in franchised boutiques. An American

franchise will mark down designer merchandise

far more than the designer ever would do.

Because the British sale tradition is a strong

one, franchise owners, agents, and boutique

managers of foreign designers in Hong Kong
play by pretty much the same rules.

If you are a tai-tai spender and think noth-

ing of dropping several thousand dollars on
clothes in one shop, ask to meet the owner.

There may be social or financial benefits at-

tached. Get friendly over the visits, make it

clear that you are a good customer. We've
seen people like this get the run of the house.

They also get discounts.
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Cultural Questions

Hong
Kong is not Chinatown in the flesh

or the Lower East Side of New York.

Unless you are used to traveling in the

Far East, you will find it extremely dif-

ferent from anything you've ever seen before.

Depending on how sheltered your life has been,

you may even go into culture shock. We won't

go into politics or poor people, since they have

nothing (or little) to do with shopping, but

we do suggest that you be mentally prepared

for what you are about to experience. Then
there are a few other little cultural details:

f Many Chinese street vendors and retailers

are rude to Anglos. We try not to generalize

about a thing like this, but you'll soon dis-

cover this is a common thread of conversation

among tourists and ex-pats alike. In shops

—

particularly big-name shops—the help usually

is nice or nicer. We cannot tell you how many
shopkeepers refused to let us try on garments,

refused to make change, or refused to smile at

us. They consider that we've raped their land,

and they're angry.

f The system is greased by "tea money"—tip

everyone and anyone if you want favors, infor-

mation, or even a smile. While a service charge

often is added to a restaurant tab, leave a few

cents extra.

You will never get the cheapest price possi-

ble, so forget it.

f The average Chinese does not speak En-

glish. Policemen who speak English have a red

button on their epaulettes. Most taxi drivers

do not speak English. Know how to draw the

Chinese symbol for MTR in Chinese ( X ) and

have the name of your hotel (in Chinese) on

stationery or matches on your person at all times.
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Because of the British tradition, the Chinese

queue for taxis, buses, etc. Do not butt in line,

etc.

Most Chinese are Buddhist. You may see

shrines or religious ornaments beside store doors

or apartments.

A Red Word or Two

The
Communist scare currently is over in

Hong Kong. Perhaps as 1997 gets closer,

there may be a new panic. But the panic

a few years ago, as the treaty was being

negotiated, has subsided. The Chinese are not

the same kind of Communists the Russians

are. While you will find T-shirts and souvenir

items that ridicule the upcoming Chinese take-

over, it is not particularly polite to mention it,

or to get involved in a political discussion

outside of a private home.

We find the Chinese Communists to be rather

good capitalists and not at all frightening.

They're building a Club Med not far from

Hong Kong; they invited Yves Saint Laurent

to show his clothes in Beijing. The Chinese

Arts and Crafts stores are gorgeous and profit-

motivated. There are several other Chinese de-

partment stores as well.

Shopping is pretty nonpolitical to us, and
the only reason we would not patronize a Chi-

nese Communist store is if their prices were
too high. (They often are!)
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Getting Around Town

f you speak to people who have been to

Hong Kong before the MTR opened, they

will tell you a very different tale of getting

around Hong Kong. In the old days, it was
rather difficult to get from Hong Kong to

Kowloon—you had to make a point of doing

it either by going to the Star Ferry or by

taking a taxi that goes into the tunnel. Taxis

aren't allowed to commingle, so you had to

pay a double tunnel fee. (This is still true.)

Not that it was hard, but most tourists tended

to stay on one side and visit the other side

only once for a peek (and The Peak).

With the opening of the MTR, the world

has changed. You can get back and forth in a

matter of minutes, and nothing is more than

an hour away. (Well, Canton is . . .) The MTR
is clean, gorgeous, simple, air-conditioned, and

did we also say fabulous? It's a huge boon to

retailing.

Buy a tourist ticket for the Underground;

these are not widely advertised, so ask. Once
used up, the card is a cute souvenir. Just

remember one thing: A subway is not the

metro in Hong Kong. **Subway" is the British

word for underground walkway—and there are

many of them in Hong Kong. If you ask for

the subway, you will be guided toward one.

And you will feel like a fool.

Taxis are not very expensive. Find them in

front of your hotel or at a taxi stand. You
must queue at a stand. Rush hours and rain-

storms are murder—just as in New York. We've

said this already, but it bears repeating: Do
not expect your taxi driver to speak English!

Our best trick for saving a little money is to

grab a cab when we're in a far-off location and

ask the driver to take us to the nearest MTR
station. This will save money and the frustra-

tion of a Hong Kong traffic jam.
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There are rickshas for hire in front of the

Star Ferry. The very notion is so upsetting to

us that we have no more to say on the subject.

Do ride the Star Ferry at least once—clon*t

forget that there are shops in the terminal!

(There's a very good bookstore on the Hong
Kong side.) You'll buy your Rice Paddy dolls

here, if you are looking for the Chinese ver-

sion of the Cabbage Patch doll.

Your hotel can arrange a car and driver for

you should you want to shop with all the

comforts in the world. This is nice so you have

someplace to leave your packages. Your con-

cierge will make arrangements for you; expect

to pay between $75 and $100 a day (unless you

are staying at the Mandarin, where they will

do it up right and get you a Rolls and charge

you a bundle).

Typhoon Retailing

During the summer. Hong Kong falls prey

to typhoons. To protect the population

best, the Royal Observatory now ranks

the typhoons in numerical order, going

up to 10. While each number has some signifi-

cance to the velocity of the wind, we will

translate this to you only in terms of shopping

habits.

No. 3 typhoon: The Star Ferry stops running.

No. 8 typhoon: All stores are supposed to

close; everyone is supposed to go home or

seek shelter. Offices will not be open during a

No. 8. However, hotel stores will stay open
and may even jack up their prices.

Tourists are told to stay inside the hotel

during a No. 8. The hotels circulate a bro-

chure telling you what to do: Close the drapes,

stay away from the windows, etc. You can stay

in your room all day reading the latest Judith
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Krantz novel, or you can drink Singapore Slings

at the bar. Or you could do what any normal

person would do: Go shopping.

We have been outside in No. 8 typhoons

and found it highly interesting. WARNING:
We do not recommend that you go out just

because we were stupid enough to do so. No.

8 typhoons are not that common, and the

chances of your being in one are small. We
happened to enjoy ours very much, but the

next day everyone was talking about how mild

it was and whether the signal system should be

changed. A No. 8 typhoon can be a life-

threatening situation. For your safety, you are

supposed to be indoors.

If you stay indoors, you'll find every shop in

the hotel is doing a booming business. We
were offered typhoon prices

—
"I make you spe-

cial price because today is typhoon day and I

want to do you favor." Only Debra lost out.

Debra was planning on buying some seed

pearls. She spent several days getting prices

and finally found the least expensive pearls

in town. She decided that all she had to do was

go to any pearl shop and say, "Look, I can go

to Hop Sing's Pearls and get these for four

dollars a strand, so if you match that price,

we've got a deal." Debra decided that rather

than return to Hop Sing's, she would tell the

pearl shop in her hotel what her bottom price

was and strike a fair deal. Debra's fall from

grace: On her last day in town, there was a

No. 8 typhoon. The price on pearls in the

traditionally empty hotel pearl shop went sky-

high. Debra went without.
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Market Heaven

Hong
Kong is market heaven. There are

fruit and vegetable markets, there are gen-

eral merchandise markets. There are

jade markets; there are thieves' markets.

There are markets everywhere. Most of them

are fun. One we find frightening (and don't

recommend it—see 'Thieves' Market," page

51); some we find disgusting (Western Market

is very real); but most we find exhilarating.

Some people need a cup of coffee to wake
them up; we need five minutes at Jardine's.

Before we get into specific markets, we do
have a general warning. Hong Kong is in China.

Maybe technically it's still a British Crown
colony, but for all intents and purposes you

are in China. It is the fanciest part of China

you may ever see, but it is China. It is a

Third World country. The sights, sounds,

and smells of a market—particularly one at

which foodstuffs are sold—may upset Western

sensibilities.

If you are squeamish, you may do well to

stick to tourist markets.

Remember:

f Dress simply; the richer you look, the higher

the price. If you wear an engagement ring, or

have one of those wedding bands that spells

out RICH AMERICAN in pave diamonds, leave

them in the hotel safe. We like to wear blue

jeans and to try to fit into the mode of the

country as best we can. There is a "kweilo

tax" added to the price of goods sold to Cau-

casians. "Kweilo" is Chinese for ''foreigner";

41
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you will hear it constantly. The only time we
ever saw the ''kweilo tax" removed was when
our perfectly lovely and gorgeous blond Brit-

ish friend Trish very politely concluded her

negotiations in Cantonese. You could have

knocked that salesman over with a laugh: When
he heard this white woman open her mouth
and speak perfect Chinese, he was totally

astounded. Unless you can do the same, you

will pay the "kweilo tax."

f Check with your hotel concierge about the

neighborhood where the market is located. It

may not be considered safe for a woman to go

there alone, or after dark. We want to be

neither chauvinist nor paranoid, but crime in

market areas can be higher, especially if tourists

go to the market.

y Have a lot of change with you. It's difficult

to bargain and then offer a large bill and ask

for change. As a bargaining point, be able to

say you have only so much cash on hand.

f If you look like a tourist, the price may start

out higher; if you pretend you are an expatri-

ate living in Hong Kong, the price may be a

bit lower. (This is most convincing if you

have a British accent. If you are wearing a

University of Texas sweatshirt, the jig is up.)

Take your time browsing; don't snap at every-

thing offered. Pretend you've got a two-year

tour of duty and can come back any time

—

you only want to buy a real bargain. You
do not need to speak Chinese to make a good

deal. Bargaining is an international language

of emotion, hand signs, facial expressions, etc.

If you feel as if you are being taken, walk

away.

f Branded merchandise sold on the street can

be hot, counterfeit, or of inferior quality.

f Sizes may not be true to the tags.

f Go early if you expect the best selection. Go
late if you want to make the best deals pricewise.
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f Never trust anyone who does business from

the street to mail anything for you.

f Don't give your hotel address to anyone who
wants to bring you some other samples the

next day.

f Make sure you are buying something you

can legally bring back to the States (see page

89)—Asian ivory is a no-no.

Don't pay the asking price unless you want

to give the vendor the privilege of telling all

his friends what a chump you are.

Most market areas are so famous that they

have no specific street address. Usually it's

enough to name the market to a cabbie, but

ask your concierge if you need more in the

way of directions. Buses as well as trolleys

usually service market areas. If you are a really

smart person, you will have the concierge write

the name of your destination in Chinese for

you, and you will always carry the name of your

hotel in Chinese on you. In that way someone
can always get you home. Fewer people speak

English in Hong Kong than you would like to

believe.

Stanley Market

Every
tourist bound for Hong Kong knows

about Stanley Market. It is the most fa-

mous place in the world to get bargains

on designer clothes. But since honesty is

the name of our game, we're going to tell you
a lot about Stanley Market. Maybe even more
than you want to know.

Don't get us wrong. We love Stanley Mar-
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ket. If you are on a whirlwind tour of Hong
Kong and will be in town three days or less, by

all means do all your serious bargain shopping

at Stanley Market. But if you will be in Hong
Kong longer and are very compulsive about

getting the best bargain, stick with us. We go

to Stanley Market twice: the first day we are

in Hong Kong and the last.

You see, Stanley Market is rather a tourist

trap. We have followed tourists around and

almost died laughing. They exclaim at the de-

signer names they see. They go wild over the

inexpensive prices. They think there's nowhere

else on earth they can do better. They are

wrong on all counts. Stanley prices are very

good, no question. For the most part, how-

ever, you are getting what you pay for—there's

a reason for that stuff being so inexpensive.

The first time we went to Stanley Market,

we said, "Oh, wow, a Polo shirt for eight

dollars!"

The next time we went to Stanley Market, a

week later, we said, **Are you kidding? Eight

dollars for that? We know where to get it for

four dollars!"

The next time we went to the Stanley Mar-

ket, yet a week later, we said, *'Look at those

crazy tourists paying eight dollars for that shirt!

They don't know they can get it for four dollars

and really should be paying only two dollars!"

Not to get overly philosophical or Oriental,

but the bargain is all in the eye of the be-

holder. Stanley Market is what you want it

to be.

You must go there; you cannot leave Hong
Kong without a trip there—but don't be

ashamed if you don't buy anything. If you

decide to hold out for better bargains, under-

stand that the shopping conditions will be more

Oriental than Western. Stanley Market is very

Western. Just to give you an idea of what we
landed: Valentino sweatsuits (two pieces) for

$15; Kangaroo boys' running shoes for $15;

ginger jars (six inches) for $4; Alexander Ju-
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lian shirt (damaged) for $10; Adrienne Vittadini

cotton knit sweater, $46; solid color, plain Nei-

man-Marcus cashmere sweater, $100. There's

scads of Gloria Vanderbilt, Liz Claiborne, Polo,

Armani, and Valentino merchandise. We buy

Fila at Style House, No. 66, and The Fashion

Shop, No. 53. The Factory, No. 68, is stocked

with labels from Nordstrom, Ann Taylor, Saks,

etc. Their men's shirt collection is excellent

and includes Bill Blass, Colours, Ralph Lauren

for Polo, etc.

Much of what you see in Stanley will not be

available to this degree of selection anywhere

else—so the Beijing Rule of Shopping applies.

(See page 69). You will find one similar and

maybe for less money elsewhere, but you must

be the kind of shopper we are—adventurous.

If you are in town for only three days, this is

the place to load up on gift items and to

reinforce your blue jeans collection. Plan to

return to Stanley if at all possible.

People "in the know" often tell you not to

go to Stanley on a weekend. We beg to dis-

agree. We have been to Stanley Market on
weekends and weekdays. On weekdays it is

virtually empty, but weekends—even during

season—are not the nightmare we have been

led to believe they are. It is crowded on
weekends, but let's face it, China is crowded

—

weekends or no. There is nothing you can't

handle at that market on weekends unless you
are in a wheelchair or are totally claustropho-

bic. (This happens to be an easy market for

wheelchairs, by the way; just go during the

week.) If you are in Stanley on an especially

lovely day, don't forget that you can walk to

the beach from the market. This is particularly

fun on weekends and during the Dragon Boat

trial races.

We usually go to Stanley by taxi and return

by bus (bus No. 6 or No. 260). It takes about

twenty minutes by taxi and forty minutes by
bus. You will wonder if you are being abducted

on your first cab ride. You are not—it's just
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very far away. Expect to pay $7 in cab fare.

Ask for Stanley Market, Main Street in Stan-

ley, or Watson's (a chemist's) in Stanley.

From there you can walk the course of the

market. This is not a huge market; although it

would be difficult to get lost, you may want to

tell your family that if you get separated, you'll

meet back at Watson's. Watson's is the only

Western-style store in the area—it's also air-

conditioned, which you will appreciate in sum-

mer. Watson's prices, by the way, are rather

high—so don't do any serious shopping here

unless you actually need something. Watson's

does, on the other hand, carry branded U.S.

toys—^which are hard to find in Hong Kong
even though they are made there (see "Chil-

dren," page 194, for an explanation). If you

must bribe your child with a Masters of the

Universe figure or a Care Bear, this is the only

place in the area to find it. There are two toy

stores in the market itself, but they do not

carry much in the way of American branded

toys.

Obviously the merchandise turns over at

Stanley, but we didn't see rapid change in our

last three trips—each spaced a week apart.

Dealers who said they were getting new mer-

chandise did not get their shipments. We
think this is the dinosaur graveyard where un-

sold merchandise goes to rest and thus sits

around for a very long time. The good stuff is

snatched up immediately. Stanley Market is

rather catholic in its selection—there's some

fruit and vegetables, some toys, some china

and crystal, and a lot of shoes and ready-to-

wear. There are a couple of food stands, which

we weren't brave enough to try. There is only

one Chinese restaurant in the market area

—

it's upstairs on Main Street. Many kweilo tour-

ists try it, although it is unmistakably Chinese

in food and atmosphere. If you're the type

who is put off by dirty tablecloths, forget it.

But you do get clean chopsticks! If you prefer

a snack while you shop, you can buy fruit
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from a stand (there's also a grocery store next

to Watson's) and eat a picnic on a bench

overlooking the South China Sea. You can

easily shop the market in a matter of hours, so

you don't even need to worry about eating.

Shopping just happens to make us hungry.

There is a bank at the far end of the market-

place if you need to change money. Many
vendors were reluctant to take a traveler's check

and give back Hong Kong dollars. Several shops

take plastic. If you are expecting exotic or

disgusting, this is the wrong market (try the

Central Market for that kind of thing). West-

erners will be very comfortable here; even men
who normally don't like to shop seem to have

a good time. If you take the bus back, ask for

directions to the bus stop—it's across the road

from the village. The bus has a place to store

packages under the stairwell. You'll need ex-

act change, which is H.K. $2.50. Get off at

Admiralty to connect to the MTR, or stay on
till the station (last stop). It's fun! Market
hours are 10:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M., seven days a

week.

Ladies' Market (Mong Kok Market)

The
Mong Kok Market is one of our very

favorites, and we hope everyone will try

it out. We have no idea why it's called

the Ladies' Market. It is not even a for-

mal market. At about 9:00 P.M., over one hun-

dred pushcarts-c«w-vendors suddenly show up
on Mong Kok Street, right near the MTR
station. The street is well lighted, there are

plenty of people, and we do not feel this is a

dangerous place. Keep handbags across your

body, and use commonsense precautions, but

you won't need a handgun. The street has the

feeling of a carnival. Lots of people, most of
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them young, parade by, and vendors hawk
their merchandise. The only thing that makes
us nervous are the men who are selling puppy
dogs—we don't know if these cute critters are

meant to be pets or dinner. Most of the mer-

chandise is unbranded and of limited quality,

but we found a six-inch sewing machine for $8
that made a dandy gift; polo shirts for $2;

socks for 50 cents; glasses frames for $15;

toys, trinkets, and trousers. Everything we came
to Hong Kong for was right here.

Poor Han's Nightclub

The
Poor Man's Nightclub is an outdoor

market at the Macao ferry depot. We
think you can live without this one, but

if you expect very little, you won't be
disappointed. Tlie market is small: One half is

food vendors; the other half is tables filled

with junk that is getting to look very familiar

by now—^watches, pens, jeans, shoes, T-shirts,

hair trinkets, tapes. The only real score we can

report for this market is that we did get a

fabulous imitation Carrier watch for $50. But

the clasp broke two weeks later. Ex-pats and

those who eat from local food stands will have

a better time, since this is sort of like a carni-

val, and if you're going to eat, you can make a

date of it. Frankly, we don't think it's worth

the cab fare. But if you have nothing else to do
and don't want to watch That's Incredible in

Chinese in your hotel room, go to the market

and live it up. Open at night only.
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Jardine*s Bazaar

We stay in Causeway Bay and thus have

a foot up on the rest of the world

when it comes to Jardine's Bazaar,

Jardine's Lookout, and the web of

streets between the two. (Jardine's Lookout is

a hillside residential area.) This is what we
came to China for. The first half of the market

is fruit, vegetables, and foodstuffs. This is where

you will find out why Wilbur (from E. B.

White's Charlotte's Web) wanted Charlotte to

spin faster. The fruits are beautiful even though

a large percentage of them are American (North

and South); the thousand-year-old eggs are

—

well, thousand-year-old eggs. Birds go tweet-

nveet in their cages; frogs hop around in large

plastic containers. You may turn into a vege-

tarian for life; you may decide that a morning

walk at Jardine's every day is the best incentive

toward weight loss you'll ever know (it's called

the Hong Kong Diet). You may adore it. Be
sure to wash very thoroughly any produce
you buy—even if it's American produce.

Jardine's becomes a dry-goods market at

midpoint and sells much the same stuff as the

Poor Man's Nightclub. We're big on the bot-

tles of imitation Revlon nail polish. We love

Jardine's for convenience and atmosphere, so

if you go to Jardine's first, you'll probably find

the Poor Man's Nightclub a bore. Jardine's is

in a home sewing neighborhood, so you may
enjoy wandering around looking at fabrics and

notions.

One of our favorite evenings is a night visit

to Causeway Bay—^visit Jardine's, Sogo, Mitsu-

koshi, and have dinner at the Shanghai Restau-

rant over Mitsukoshi. The food stalls open
very early in the morning. If you have jet lag

and want to know where to go at 5:00 A.M.,

this is the place.
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Central Market

I

f you have Western sensibilities, don't do
it. If you are an old farmhand, you'll see it

all at the Central Market.

Western Market

D..

Kowloon City Market

This
one's a bit far out, but is fun espe-

cially because the young locals like to

hang out here. Merchandise is a little

more with-it; there's more fun in the air.

This is one of the few markets where you'll

find china sold. This is the nice ending to an

evening in Kowloon if you are with a group of

people; don't go alone. Young Japanese fash-

ions and works of beginning designers are sold

here.
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Thieves' Market (Temple Street Market)

This
is the only market in Hong Kong we

don't like. Furthermore, we don't think

women should go there alone. We were

followed; our packages were felt up (our

bodies were not). If you go—don't look rich,

don't look attractive, don't carry any packages

with you. We admit that we are easy marks,

but all Americans are.

The goods for sale at the Thieves' Market

are slightly different from the usual fare but

still are touristy and of characteristic quality. If

you need a new suitcase to carry home all your

bargains, buy it here. For $25 you can get

anything you need. There are also fortune tell-

ers and rock 'n' roll bands—the music is boot-

legged American rock 'n' roll; the fortunes are

all in Chinese.

Confucius say: Buyer beware.

Jade Market

The
Jade Market moved in 1985, so be

sure you have the right address when
you make your pilgrimage; if you are

using an old guidebook, you could end
up in the wrong place. The new, improved
location is very close to the Thieves' Market,

and everything we say negative about the

Thieves' Market we reverse to the positive

when it comes to the Jade Market. Don't buy
jade anyplace else.

The Jade Market, now on Kansu Street, just

after Reclamation Street and across from the

Yaumati Food Market, is easily reachable by
MTR if you get off at the Jordan and Nathan
Road exit. (See our tour page 218 for exact
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directions.) Don't forget that the market closes

at 1:00 P.M. every day.

Unlike many markets in Hong Kong, the

Jade Market is run by the Hong Kong and

Kowloon Jade Merchants' Workers' and Hawk-
ers' Union Association. Any group that would
give themselves such a name must be as honest

as you can get. Indeed, each merchant inside

the chicken wire fencing that surrounds the

official Jade Market is licensed and displays

his license above his stall. It is a good idea

when buying to note the number next to your

purchase just in case you get confused and buy

some plastic instead of real jade but don't

realize the mistake until you get to your hotel.

Upon entering the market area you will freak

out. Row after row; stall after stall. Much more
than jade is for sale—there's jade in every

color, pearls, other semiprecious stones, etc.

Everyone is basically selling the same thing,

but for different prices. There are over a hun-

dred stalls. Unless you know your jade by

sight and touch, it is very discouraging trying

to figure out where to shop. But don't let that

stop you. A good bargain shopper is never

defeated! We always take one spin around the

market and check out who is buying that day.

We attach ourselves to a nice-looking Chinese

person, and we spy. If you have good eyesight,

you can observe how much is being paid for a

certain quality stone . . . after much negotia-

tion. Nothing changes hands without gestur-

ing, huffing, and the Chinese version of "How
could you ask me to sell it for that?" Our best

negotiating line has always been "This is all

we have left, would you sell it for ?"

More times than not, this works.

We bought a fabulous pendant—asking price,

$35—for $15 by using this method. Items that

look like Life Savers or doughnuts—round

pieces of jade with holes in the middle—are

the best buys. Expect to pay $1 to $5 per

piece. These small pieces are for sale right as

you enter the market. Look for lots of people
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hovering over a mountain of green pebbles.

Jasper and amethyst also are sold—a carved

piece of amethyst is a steal at $20; giant jasper

"doughnuts" are also $20. Seed pearls start at

$4 a strand—much cheaper than Kowloon store

prices. Big carved pieces of jade are about

$100; bracelets are $15. The thing to remem-

ber is to bargain and deal. Find one vendor

you like and buy a lot to keep the prices

down. Buying piecemeal is not very good busi-

ness in this market. Remember to lick your

index finger and then place it on the stone

—

real jade should be cold to the touch.

The Lanes

£ £ ^P he Lanes" is a cumulative term

I that refers to the markets set in

I streets and alleys—usually they are

I only one block long. Except for

Pottinger Street, which is a stairway filled with

booths, the Lanes are built between large build-

ings. Actually, you can think of **the Lanes" as

the Oriental version of Burlington Arcade.

"The Lanes" are all in Central and are within

walking distance of each other. They are also

near many other places in Central, so you will

come upon them automatically.

Li Yuen Street East

If you're looking for an imitation Gucci brief-

case, Li Yuen Street East is just the place.

There's not a lot of leathergoods available in

Hong Kong (of high quality, that is), and while

Li Yuen Street East is not Neiman-Marcus, it

is the location of choice by locals who need

handbags or briefcases. Expect to pay $36 for

a nice leather handbag of the old lady variety

—
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short strap, gold clasp, medium size, but well

stitched. It will last a year. There are no hip

styles; no Fendi copies. You may be disap-

pointed here. So sorry.

Be sure to look behind the stalls into the

actual shops nesded back there. You'll find

more of the same stuff; we like the stalls bet-

ter; there are also some cheapie teen places

you might like.

Li Yuen Street East is also famous for its

knitting shop, fabric stores, notions, and pad-

ded brassieres. We buy our notions on Pottinger

Street and don't wear brassieres, but it's a

great sight to see all those fiberfill bosoms
lined up in rows.

Li Yuen Street West

Perhaps you want one of those satin quilted

coats or vests that you associate with a trip to

China. Li Yuen Street West is crammed with

them. Be sure to try on—shoulders may be

tight. Large American bodies were not made
for Chinese clothes. Prices at Stanley Market

may be better. Bargain fiercely.

Pottinger Street

You'll give your leg muscles a workout while

you climb these stairs. There's nothing un-

usual for sale here—merely notions. However,

we buy shoulder pads here by the dozens.

Shoulder pads cost $L50 to $3.50 a pair in the

United States; they are 50 cents to $L00 in

Pottinger Street. Notions here are about 20%
cheaper than in a regular Hong Kong store

selling the same goods. If you buy jade circles

(they look like big Life Savers) for gifts, you

can buy polyester or silk cord in rainbow col-

ors in Pottinger Street. This makes a fabulous

gift item. One meter of cord per jade circle

will do it.
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D'Aguilar

This is a useful address if you need to send

flowers but is otherwise not important. D'Ag-

uilar Street is a lane off D'Aguilar Place. It

is also called Flower Lane and is filled with

little stalls that sell—^you guessed it—flowers.

Prices are low—as they are everyplace in Hong
Kong. You won't believe this, but D'Aguilar

Street actually reminds us of San Francisco.

Man Wa Lane

If you are looking for fun, Chinese atmosphere,

and maybe some business cards in Chinese,

you can't miss Man Wa Lane. Actually, Man
Wa Lane is headquarters of the chop business

(see page 171). But whether you are looking

for chops or not, you should see this street.

It's relatively clean, spans about three blocks,

and has a few other stalls that sell general

merchandise. There's a little fruit market at

one corner; you can grab a piece of water-

melon and sit down for a snack while you

watch the real world go by. (We know a woman
who did this and was photographed by a Chi-

nese person.) If you have teenagers, they will

like this excursion. If you do buy anything,

make sure you get a piece of paper with the

address—the stalls do not have numbers but

symbols, and they're all in Chinese. We tell

you from embarrassed experience: You will

never find your way back to a given stall un-

less you have a paper with the address on it in

Chinese.
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Paying Up

Whether you use cash, travelers check,

or credit card, you are probably

paying for your purchase in a cur-

rency different from American dollars.

For the most part, we recommend using a

credit card—especially in fancy stores. Plastic

is the safest to use, provides you with a record

of your purchases (for Customs as well as your

books), and makes returns a lot easier. Credit-

card companies, because they are often associ-

ated with banks, may give the best exchange

rates. We even know of people who have

"made money" by charging on a credit card.

That's because the price you pay as posted in

dollars is translated on the day your credit slip

clears the credit-card company (or bank) of-

fice, not the day of your purchase. Let's say

the Hong Kong dollar is trading at 7.9. Your

hotel may only give you 7.5 H.K.$ per U.S.

dollar when you convert your money. Ameri-

can Express probably will give you a higher

rate of exchange, maybe even as high as 7.8.

You gain.

The bad news about credit cards is that you

can overspend easily, and you may come home
to a stack of bills. The one extra benefit about

a credit card is that you often get delayed

billing, so that you may have a month or two

to raise some petty cash.

A thought about credit cards: We have been

shocked at the lack of enthusiasm recently for

the American Express card abroad. Visa seems

to be the most popular, then Diner's Club,

then MasterCard, and finally American Ex-

56
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press. Major hotels and shops always will take

AE, although they may ask you if you have

another type of credit card. Smaller shops may
outright refuse to accept AE. Do not think

you can buy everything you want with an AE
card—even if you've got one of those new
fancy platinum ones. Another thought along

the same lines: If you go to a shop that does

not honor any of the cards you hold but does

have a display of cards in the window, ask

them to pull out their credit forms to find the

names (and pictures) of their reciprocal bank

cards. Chances are, you can make a match.

Many shops give discounts only to those who
do not use plastic.

Travelers checks are a must—for safety's

sake. Shop around a bit, compare the various

companies that issue checks, and make sure

your checks are insured against theft or loss.

While we like and use American Express trav-

elers checks, they are not the only safe game in

town; don't be swayed by their clever advertis-

ing. Ask around. With check competition what

it is currently, you should be able to get your

American Express checks without charge. Ask
the bank you do business with to extend this

service to you. Thomas Cook provides travel-

ers checks free and in foreign currencies. This

is a big plus when changing checks at hotels or

shops, because you will have a guaranteed rate

of exchange. However, you must buy the checks

through a bank, Deak-Perera, or another cur-

rency broker who may not give you the same
rate of exchange as the American Express of-

fice abroad.

We change our money in banks rather than

hotels or change bureaus—of which there are

many in Kowloon. We stand by Her Majesty's

banks—everyone always speaks English in a

British bank; you needn't worry about being

"taken."
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Cash and Car^

f you must carry cash with you, use a money
belt or some safety device. We use Sport

Sac zipper bags that are large enough to

hold passport, travelers checks, and cash.

We won't tell you where we secure them, but

our valuables are not in our handbags, which

can be rather easily stolen, or around our waists,

since this can be uncomfortable. We've heard

of extra-large brassieres, under-the-arm con-

traptions, and all sorts of more personal and

private inventions. You're on your own here

—

but do remember to take care.

Crime is unfortunately an international prob-

lem, but Hong Kong happens to be one of the

safest cities in the world. Still, better safe than

sorry.

Currency Exchange

As
weVe already mentioned, currency ex-

change rates vary tremendously. The rate

announced in the paper (it's in the South

China Morning Post every day, if you're

abroad and want to know about your net worth)

is the official bank exchange rate and does not

particularly apply to tourists. Even by trading

your money at a bank, you will not get the

same rate of exchange that's announced in the

papers.

f You will get a better rate of exchange for a

travelers check than for cash because there is

less paperwork involved for banks, hotels, etc.

f The rate of exchange you get is not usually

negotiable per that establishment. Hotels do
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not give a more favorable exchange rate to

regular patrons, etc. If you have a letter of

introduction to a banker, or have zillions in a

sister bank, you may get a better rate—but it's

unlikely and would take some personal arrang-

ing. While you can shop for the best rate

available, you cannot haggle for a better rate

from a certain source.

f Hotels generally give the least favorable rate

of exchange, but we find some flexibility here.

Hilton and Sheraton hotels have been giving

the bank rate lately, without a service charge,

to their guests. Each Inter^Continental Hotel

makes its own rules, so ask at these hotels.

Shops may negotiate on the rate of exchange.

Let's say the item you buy costs the equivalent

of $40 and you sign over a $50 travelers check.

The shopkeeper may ask you the rate of ex-

change, or say something like "Let's see, to-

day the dollar is trading at ..." He (or you)

then will pull out a calculator and figure out

how much change you will get. If you have

bought a lot, you may ask for a more favorable

rate of exchange on your change, or bargain a

bit. Exclusive shops will be insulted at this

maneuver. (Use credit cards there, anyway.)

f Do not expect a bank to give you any better

rate than your hotel, although they may. We've
generally found the best rate of exchange at

the American Express office. Usually they give

as close to the bank rate as is humanly possi-

ble. (We really don't work for AE; we just use

them a lot and like most of their services

—

chances are you will, too.)

Don't change money (or a lot of it, anyway)

at airport vendors because they will have the

worst rates in town; yes, higher than your hotel.

f If you want to change money back to dollars

when you leave a country, remember that you
will pay a higher rate for them. You are now
"buying" dollars rather than "selling" them.
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Therefore, never change more money than you
think you will need, unless you stockpile for

another trip.

Have some foreign currency on hand for

arrivals. After a lengthy transpacific flight, you
will not want to stand in line at some airport

booth to get your cab fare. You'll pay a very

high rate of exchange and be wasting your

precious bathtub time. Your home bank or

local currency exchange office can sell you
small amounts of foreign currency. No matter

how much of a premium you pay for this

money, the convenience will be worth it. We
ask for $50 worth of currency for each country

we are visiting. This will pay for the taxi to the

hotel, tips, and the immediate necessities until

you decide where to change the rest of your

money. Happy announcement: If your hotel

picks you up at the airport, they will charge

your room for this service, so you won't need

money changed. On the other end, when you

leave, save money for the departure tax, which

should be paid in Hong Kong dollars, not

American dollars.

Keep track of what you pay for your cur-

rency. If you are going to several countries or

must make several money-changing trips to the

cashier, write the sums down. When you get

home and wonder what you did with all the

money you used to have, it'll be easier to trace

your cash. When you are budgeting, adjust to

the rate you paid for the money, not the rate

you read in the newspaper. Do not be embar-

rassed if you are confused by rates and various

denominations. Learn as much as you can, and

ask for help. Take time to count your change

and understand what has been placed in your

hand. The people you are dealing with already

know you are an American (for the most part,

they can tell just from looking at you), so feel

satisfied that you understand each financial

transaction. In some cases, the numbers you
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will be dealing with are so astronomical that it

will be hard for you to adjust to the mathe-

matical gymnastics you will have to perform to

know how much you have paid for an item in

U.S. terms and to count your change. You will

also be very confused because when a price is

quoted in dollars you will forget it is Hong
Kong dollars. This will be maddening for much
of your trip.

T Make mental comparative rates for quick

price reactions. Know the conversion rate for

$50 and $100 so within an instant you can

make a judgment. If you're still interested in

an item, then slow down and figure out the

accurate price. Do not make the mistake of

equating H.K. dollars to U.S. dollars on a

one-to-one basis, even as a quick mental fix.

You'll be sorry later. And poorer.

How to Get Cash Overseas

We've run out of cash on more interna-

tional trips than we like to admit (to

ourselves or our husbands, who hap-

pen to think that only women run

out of cash). This happens to us not so much
due to our inability to budget properly but

because of our patriotic feelings in wanting to

rescue a sagging economy by buying more and
more goods. Besides, men run out of money,

too.

If you do run out of money, know where to

turn so you can do so during business hours.

Holidays, saints' days, weekends, and late nights

are not good times to be without funds. If you

think you can sail into your deluxe hotel and

present your credit card at the cashier for an

instant injection of cash or the redemption of
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a personal check from your U.S. bank, think

again. Despite misleading ads to the contrary,

American Express gold cards do not bring the

respect you want when you are in this ticklish

situation. The people who are most anxious to

see your American Express card (be it gold,

platinum, or plain old adorable green) are the

people at American Express. Go there for quick

cash. Green card members may draw up to

$1,000; gold cards can get $2,000; platinum

cards, $5,000. You may also cash a check there.

{Never travel without your checkbook.)

It's all a relatively simple transaction: You
write a personal check at a special desk and

show your card; it is approved; you go to

another desk and get the money in the cur-

rency you request. Allow about a half hour for

the whole process, unless there are long lines.

Usually you get the credit advance on your

card at the same desk.

It's unlikely that your hotel will take your

personal check, unless they know you very,

very, very well and you are (a) famous or (b)

rich, rich, rich or (c) both. Be prepared to cry,

whine, or go to extraordinary lengths to get

your hotel to provide this service.

You can have money sent to you from home,

a process that usually takes about two days.

Money can be wired through Western Union

(someone brings them the cash or a certified

check, and Western Union does the rest—this

may take up to a week) or through an interna-

tional money order, which is cleared by telex

through the bank where you cash it. Money

can be wired from bank to bank, but this

works simply only with major banks from

big cities that have Asian branches or sister

banks. Banks usually charge a nice, fat fee for

doing you this favor. If you have a letter of

credit, however, and a corresponding bank that

is expecting you, you will have little difficulty

getting your hands on some extra green ... or

pink or blue or orange.
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In an emergency, the American consulate

may lend you money. You must repay this

money. (There's no such thing as a free lunch.)

Banking Abroad

As
ridiculous at it sounds at first, it just

may be very convenient for you to have

a foreign bank account. We are not talk-

ing about a secret Swiss account for stash-

ing cash so you don't have to pay taxes on it

or commingle it with your husband's money.

If you travel to Hong Kong often, it may make
life easier to have a checking account there.

Ask your own bank about making these ar-

rangements. There are also British banks that

do business in the United States and Hong
Kong and that allow you to open accounts in

both countries—it's a new twist on being

bicoastal. Just don't get mixed up on U.S.

dollars and Hong Kong dollars when you are

writing checks. Remember, a million-dollar

Hong Kong baby is worth only U.S. $125,000.

Foreign bank accounts must be reported to

the IRS.

The Big Payoff

w hen traveling, we've found that three

things make some of the difficulties

of the world a little bit better:

f a fabulous smile

f a pleasant tone of voice

fCASH
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What we're really talking about is what
Mother would call the "schmeer"—part tip,

part bribe, the payoff that can make your life a

lot easier. A generous or even overgenerous tip

in the right hands can work magic—particularly

if you are a woman traveling (or shopping)

alone, who may need some help schlepping

packages, shipping, getting taxis, getting extra

luggage through the airline desk, etc. Con-
cierges, taxi drivers, even escort and shopping

service representatives will be ever so helpful

if you cross their palms with some of the local

currency. This is common practice in Hong
Kong and is called "tea money."

Labor is inexpensive in Hong Kong; with

the exchange of a litde tea money you can get

people to run errands for you, pick up pack-

ages, have photocopies of papers made, etc.

While you might not be able to afford servants

in the United States, in Hong Kong you can

indeed hire people to make life better for you,

or to do "favors."

Returns, Repairs, and Rip-offs

The
problem with returns, repairs, and rip-

offs is that they take more time than cash

to fix, and your time is valuable. Never

buy merchandise abroad that you think

may have to be returned. However, should

you have a problem, see to it at once. Send a

telex rather than a letter (too slow) or a phone

call (there will be no record of your call). A
telex costs only 25 cents a word and can be

dictated over the phone to Western Union. It

will be charged to your phone bill or credit

card. You probably have a friend who has a

telex at their office and can send the message

for you free, if you want to trouble that per-
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son. Notify your credit-card company of the

problem as well.

Don't just return something to the place of

origin without a confirming telex that your

package is expected. If you are desperate,

you may want to contact the designer directly,

just to rat on the retail account. Don't send an

item back with a friend whom you expect to

do battle for you unless it's a ver\' good friend

who doesn't mind getting involved. Don't be

surprised if merchandise abroad doesn't match

—

or coordinate with—its American counterpans,

even when sold in that vendor's American bou-

tique. The merchandise sent to the United

States can be different from that available

abroad; dye lots may vary, seasons may have

changed, shopkeepers may be pulling the wool

over your eyes, etc. We truly believe that Hong
Kong gets different merchandise or old mer-

chandise—you may never even see it in the

United States.

Sometimes you can exchange foreign-made

merchandise in an American shop, of the same
designer or owner. Many of the shops are

franchises, so if the actual shopowner likes

what you have, he or she just may make a deal.

This is an unsual transaaion, however. The bigger

the firm, the better your chances. Expect a

store credit, not cash. This happens to work only

with big-name designer goods, by the way.

American outlets should repair Oriental-

bought European merchandise, provided it's

genuine. There may or may not be a fee for

this; this matter may be negotiable. On the

other hand, the biggest problem with warran-

ties is that they become meaningless once you
leave the Orient. We know a woman who
bought an Ebell watch for her daughter. She
bought it from a reputable Ebell shop in Hong
Kong, an Ebell dealer. When the watch broke,

she took it to a U.S. Ebell representative. Yes,

it had a warranty, and, yes, it was a real Ebell

watch—but the watch makings were from an-

other model than the watch case, the watch
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had obviously been "tampered with," and the

dealer refused to honor the warranty.

It always will be difficult to handle foreign

financial matters through the mails. Use credit

cards whenever possible, since they will expe-

dite matters somewhat; have your sales slips

and charge records and a copy of your side of

the correspondence with the vendor and the

bank or credit-card company; persevere but have

patience. The better the reputation of the shop

or designer you buy from, the better your

chances of not being ripped off in the first

place and of making returns for refund.

So remember the words of that famous seer

Oscar Hammerstein II as we paraphrase his

"Some Enchanted Evening":

Who can exchange it? Who can tell you why?

Fools give you answers; wise men never try.

Two Last Calculating Thoughts

1. Unless you have a Ph.D. in mathematics

from MIT, we suggest you keep a calculator

in your purse at all times. Furthermore, it

should be the kind that uses batteries. Solar-

run calculators are very cute, but your purse

is dark inside, and many shops are, too. Tliere's

nothing worse than trying to do a hard bit

of negotiating when your calculator won't

calculate. If you use your calculator frequently,

or your children like to play with it, buy new

batteries before you leave on the trip.

2. Departure tax from Hong Kong is one of

the steepest in the world. ($15 per person.) It

must be paid in Hong Kong dollars. ($120

H.K. as of 1986.) No credit cards, no U.S.

money, no checks even from local banks.

Each person pays the tax, even children—so

put this money away ahead of time. Don't

be caught short!
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Shopping Hours

Luckily,
everyone in Hong Kong likes to

shop as much as we do. Most shops open

at 9:00 A.M. On the Hong Kong side,

most shops close at 6:00 P.M.; on the

Kowloon side, at 9:00 P.M. Fancy stores (big-

name designers) open at 10:00 A.M. and close

between 5:30 and 6:00 P.M. Factory outlets

open at 9:00 A.M. Some factory outlets close

for lunch from 12:30 to 1:30 P.M.

Saturday is generally a regular business day.

Many shops are open on Sunday—especially

factory outlets and shops in Kowloon. Ask
your concierge to call if you have questions.

Don't forget the tea money.

The Building System

Most of us expect to find stores in store-

fronts. In Hong Kong, many of the

stores are run out of offices, so you
have to go into an office building, look

at the directory, find the floor and room num-
ber, and then go to the shop. You might think

this isn't worth the trouble, but we've found

that the best places are the hardest to find.

To coincide with the office shopping, the

addresses in Hong Kong are specific to office

buildings. Thus no one will tell you that a

shop is at 17 Hankow Street but will say it's in

the Sands Building. Luckily, maps are marked
with the actual buildings and their addresses.

67
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If you are not using one of our tours to plan

your shopping expedition, do work carefully

with a map so you get all the shops in one

building at a time. Remember that it is not

unusual for a business to have a shop on each

side—so you can decide if you are going to be

in Kowloon or Hong Kong and then make
plans. If the shops are of varying quality, we
have so noted in our listings.

Value-Added Tax

ost European countries levy a tax on

retail goods that can be refunded, or

partially refunded, if the goods are taken

out of the country. To show you just

how serious they are on this point, you must

prove that you have taken the goods out to get

your refund.

While there are different names in each coun-

try for the tax and the refund system, the Brits

call it VAT—Value-Added Tax. Even though

Hong Kong still is a British Crown colony,

there is no VAT in Hong Kong. It's not that

you don't get a refund, it's that the tax never

existed in the first place. That's one of the

reasons goods are so much cheaper in Hong
Kong.

You need not ask for VAT papers, worry

about showing anything to Customs officers at

airports, or get forms filled out to mail before

your plane takes off. Welcome to Hong Kong,

kweilo.
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The Beijing Rule of Shopping

The
Beijing Rule of Shopping is the Orien-

tal version of our Moscow Rule of Shop-

ping and has nothing to do with shopping

in Moscow and only a little to do with

shopping in Beijing—^which used to be known
as Peking.

Now: The average shopper, in his or her

pursuit of the ideal bargain, does not buy an

item he wants when he first sees it because

he's not convinced that he won't find it else-

where for less money. This is human nature.

He wants to see everything available, then re-

turn for the purchase of choice. This is a

normal thought process, especially in Hong
Kong, where every merchant seems to have

exactly the same merchandise. If you live in

Beijing, however, you know that you must buy
something the minute you see it, because if

you hesitate—it will be gone. Hence the title

of our international law.

When you are on a trip, you probably will not

have the time to compare prices and then

return to a certain shop; you will never be able

to backtrack cities, and if you could, the item

might be gone by the time you got back. What
to do? The same thing they do in Beijing: Buy
it when you see it with the understanding that

you may never see it again. But since you are

not shopping in Beijing and you may see it

again, weigh these questions carefully before

you go ahead:

1. Is this a touristy type of item that I am
bound to find all over town? Are there scads

of shops selling this kind of stuff, or is this

one a unique model that few other vendors

seem to have?

2. Is this an item I can't live without, even if I

am overpaying?
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3. Is this a reputable shop, and can I trust

what they tell me about the quality of this

merchandise and the availability of such

items?

4. Is the quality of this particular item so spec-

tacular that it is unlikely it could be matched
anyu'here else or at this price?

If you have good reason to buy it when you

see it in Hong Kong, do so. But also remem-
ber some of the caveats that apply specifically

to shopping in the Orient.

The Beijing Rule of Shopping breaks down
totally if you are an antiques or bric-a-brac

shopper, since you never know if you can find

another of an old or used item, if it's in the

same condition, or if the price will be higher

or lower. It's very hard to price collectibles, so

consider doing a lot of shopping for an item

before you buy anything. This is easy in Hong
Kong, where there are a zillion markets that

sell much the same type of merchandise in the

collectibles area. (This includes the entire Hol-

lywood Road area.) At a certain point, you just

have to buy what you love and not worry

about the price. You have to understand that

you always will get taken; it's just a matter of

how much.

If you are shopping for cameras, watches, or

high-ticket electronics, you must go through a

very elaborate bargaining process before you

ever get to the price you might pay if you

were going to buy. This makes comparison

shopping very difficult. Vendors know how to

make it even more difficult by putting the

screws to you. For example, you want a cam-

era. You have done your homework and know
that the camera you want costs $250 from 47th

Street Photo in New York. You decide to go

to a few shops in Hong Kong to find out how
the prices are running and what's available

before you make the big purchase. You walk

into Shop A, which you have chosen at ran-

dom, since there are several million such shops
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within shouting distance. The marked price on
the camera is $300. You begin to bargain be-

cause you know that $250 is the U.S. price.

You finally get the price down to $225. You
think this is a pretty good price, but you want

to try some other shops. You thank the ven-

dor and say you want to think about it. He
says, "If you buy it right now, I make it $215.

No one else would take this loss, but I've

spent all this time with you already, and my
time is valuable. If you come back later, the

price will be $225." Now you are in hot water.

Is this a con job to get you to commit, or must

you take advantage of a great bargain when it

comes your way and get on with living life?

Well, we can't decide this one for you because

there are many values at stake here—^which

include the fun of the chase, your time, and
other issues that have nothing at all to do with

the camera. But part of the Beijing Rule of

Shopping is the understanding that a bargained

price may come around only once. (On the other

hand, it may come around several times. . . .)

Because of the preponderance of seconds

merchandise and tourists, there is a high turn-

over in markets and with pushcart vendors. If

you see an item you adore in a street resource,

buy it—you may never see it again. Unless you
see it again. (That's Zen )

Who Ya Gonna Trust?

Trust being such a desirable commodity
(since it's also so elusive), the system has

provided for those of us who are con-

cerned arid don't know who to trust in

Hong Kong.

I. The Chinese System of Trust: The Chinese

know that you can't trust anyone except
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family. As a result, nepotism reigns supreme.

Rich people in Hong Kong (whether Anglo

or Chinese) do their business within a small

cadre of those they trust—most of whom
are interrelated. On high-ticket items, they

never take risks on outsiders or unknown
vendors.

I The HKTA System of Trust: The HKTA is

the Hong Kong Tourist Association. They
are a heavy-duty presence in Hong Kong
and are uniformly referred to as the HKTA.
Because rip-offs are so common in Hong
Kong, the HKTA put together a merchants'

association. They make merchants swear to

be honest when they join the association. In

exchange, the merchants get a little red Chi-

nese junk sticker (it's about six to eight

inches high) to put in their window, mean-

ing they are approved by the HKTA and

therefore are honest. This is nice in theory,

but let's face it, honesty can't be policed,

and if you pay to join the association, you

usually get in. While most red junk shops

are honest, a red junk in the window is

not a sealed-in-stone promise that you aren't

being taken. We take the HKTA certifica-

tion with a grain of salt because we are

cynics, but it is a helpful beginning.

3. The Lily System of Trust: We developed

this one ourselves, and it is a derivation of 1

and 2. We got the skinny on a good bit of

Hong Kong's retailing from a woman named
Lily, who comes from one of the grand old

Hong Kong British families (she's third-

generation Hong Kong). Lily ran off and

married the son of a Chinese warlord when
she was sixteen and then left him when she

was twenty-five. She now lives in grand style

in a villa nestled into The Peak. As a result

of her background, she is related to the

wealthiest of the British and the Chinese

families and knows everyone who's "in." If

Lily recommends a source, it's usually most
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trustworthy. If yet another connection in

Hong Kong—from the same circle—recom-

mended the same source, even better. Many
of the stores in this book, specifically the

outlets, have been recommended to us by

Lily, her friends, or both.

Frauds and Fakes

Now
that you understand what's involved

in manufacturing, you can put the coun-

terfeit business into perspective. For

many types of merchandise, it's just too

difficult to make a fake. That little guy on the

street selling you a great bargain does not have

the wherewithal to be connected to an opera-

tion that is churning out serious fakes. Serious

fakes take the same equipment and operation

as serious originals. It is harder to make an

imitation ruby than not. If a ruby were offered

to us on the street in Hong Kong, we would
consider it real but hot rather than fake. On
the other hand, no one has ever offered us a

ruby—so there you are.

People who sell fakes have to be connected

either to a crime syndicate or to a master

operation that supplies the fakes. The fake

watch business works this way: Say you want

an imitation Cartier watch. You aren't going

to walk into Cartier in the Peninsula Hotel

and ask them where to buy an imitation. You'll

pick a small operation in Kowloon and wander
in and ask for an imitation. The owner will

deny any knowledge. "We don't sell imita-

tions," he'll tell you with pride. After all, you
could be the fuzz. You insist on an imitation.

Finally he brings out a Rolex copy that says

Holland on it. You say, "No. I want the Cartier

that says Cartier; or the Rolex that says Rolex,
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not Rolland." He pretends not to understand

you and finally, in frustration, you will leave.

If you want a better chance of success, you say

to the vendor, "My friend [name or descrip-

tion, as appropriate] from home told me she

bought a great Cartier watch here. It was an

imitation, but it said Cartier on it. Do you

have any more of those watches? I'd like to

buy several."

The fakes that you will encounter in Hong
Kong usually are so poorly made that you

know they are fakes. This blanket statement

does not cover antiques. Faking antiques is a

thriving business; see page 196. There is very

little imitation Gucci in Hong Kong because

of a huge Gucci crackdown. (You get the best

imitations in Bangkok—Gucci, Cartier, etc.)

There are very few imitation Lacostes in Hong
Kong (go to Bangkok). In a section of Central

Hong Kong (the Lanes—see page 53) there is

a stall that sells "Gucci-like" merchandise

—

briefcases with a webbed stripe of green and

red down the center—but no one who knows

Gucci well would ever consider this a real

imitation. We've never seen imitation Fendi.

What we have seen a lot of are seconds of

brand goods that are of such poor quality that

we say to ourselves, "Are these fakes?" When
you go to Stanley Market, you will see a lot of

Fila merchandise. A lot of it is seconds, and

often the stitching on the logo is poorly done.

These are factory rejects that were shipped out

of Europe because of the high name Fila wants

to keep for itself. They are not imitations or

frauds.
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High-priced Imitations

While Hong Kong isn't the market-

place for cheap copies of designer

goods, it is the place to go to have

expensive imitations of even more
expensive merchandise made for you.

We like the story of our friend Mr. X, whose
name we cannot tell you because his last name
happens to be a household word. Needless to

say, Mr. X's family is unreasonably wealthy.

They make the Carringtons look poor. Prior

to her birthday one year, Mrs. X gave her

husband an ad she tore out of Vogue magazine

—

she saw a bauble from Van Cleef that she

thought would be appropriate.

On her birthday, Mrs. X received from her

husband the ad—stapled to an envelope con-

taining two plane tickets to Hong Kong. The
X's flew to Hong Kong, went to Trio Pearls,

and showed them the ad. The piece was cop-

ied for Mrs. X. Mr. X paid for the two tickets

to Hong Kong and the piece of jewelry—and
still saved money.

You can get excellent reproductions of fur-

nishings and jewelry in Hong Kong for large

savings—if you are the kind of person who
spends a lot in these categories to begin with.

You can also do well with furs and china

service for ten dozen. (Don't laugh—some
people have a lot of friends.) No one commis-
sions a fake antique, but you can have a great

time saving money with fabulous *'fakes" of

the very real kind.

We once had a rather heated discussion in

the china department of the Chinese Arts &
Crafts Store, where one of us (we're not nam-
ing names) fell in love with an imitation Ming
ginger jar. It was obviously a fake—made
cracked and dirty to look old—and cost $100.

One of us thought it was absolutely fabulous

and could pass muster in any respectable house-
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hold if not with Thomas Hoving. The other

woman said, "Are you kidding? How can you

waste good money on that piece of junk?" The
salesman at the counter was trying to suppress

his giggles while listening to our little fight. He
made it clear to us when we asked that the

store was famous for its copies, which are

produced in "new" and "old" versions, since

different people have different taste. Who says

the Chinese aren't into sophisticated marketing

techniques? We all hated the "new" version

and thought it looked cheap. But the fake

—

well, the fake was fake, but just how fake is

the question. This story is just a $100 story.

The really good fakes cost a lot more and are

passed off as serious pieces of art.

Tailors also pride themselves on making cop-

ies of high-priced clothes—if you want an

Ungaro original but can't go the green, bring

the fabric and the pattern to Hong Kong with

you, and a tailor wiU make the ensemble for

you at a fraction of the Paris price.

Scams

Hong
Kong is the original scam city. If

you think you are street smart, you may
learn a trick or two in Hong Kong. If

you know you are naive, get smart now.

The philosophers have a litde game that will

answer all your questions.

The wise man asks, "How can you tell //

you are being cheated in Hong Kong?"

The philosopher answers, "How can you

tell how much you are being cheated in Hong
Kong?"
We list only shops we have done business

with, so hopefully any retail establishment listed

in this book would never consider seriously

cheating you. But we don't guarantee it, and it
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doesn't hurt to be on the ball. Markets and

street vendors are much more likely to con

you than established retail outlets.

f Feel the goods and carefully inspect any item

wrapped in plastic. For example: You go to a

store and see the sample silk blouse and de-

cide to buy it. As you are paying, a seemingly

identical silk blouse, perfectly wrapped in sealed

plastic, is put in your shopping bag. You're no
dummy, so you say, "That's the same blouse?"

You probably even check the size. You are

assured that everything is correct and you have

just been given a factory-perfect blouse that

is clean—unlike the much-handled sample you

chose. You smile with contentment. Fool. Open
the plastic. There is a good chance that the

blouse you have been given is exactly like the

sample in every way—except that the silk is of

an inferior quality. Feel the goods. Not everyone

will cheat you. But many will try.

f Pick the skins for shoes or leathergoods that

are being custom-made, and make it clear that

you expect the skins you pick to be the skins

in your garment. Have them marked with your

initials. If you go for a fitting—before linings

are added, check your skins to make certain they

are the same. You can choose alligator skins for

a nice pair of shoes and pay the price of alligators

(steep) and then get your shoes, only to find that

you are too inexperienced to even know if your

shoes are actually made of snapper or pressed

calf that has been made to look like alligator.

f Jade should be cold to the touch when you
lick your finger first. Plastic is not cold. Some
plastic is sold as jade. Good luck, sailor.

Never trust anyone no matter how much
you think you can trust him. (Exceptions to

this rule soon will be spelled out.) Never un-

derestimate the possibility of a scam. Mur-
phy's Law of Hong Kong: If you can be taken,

you will be.
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ing

We have done a good bit of shipping

from Hong Kong and have good news
to report: It's easy and it's safe. Even
better news: It's relatively inexpensive.

Whether the item is as cumbersome as a

giant foo dog, as small as a few ginger jars, or

as fragile as dinner plates, you can arrange to

ship it home. All it takes is a little time and a

little more money.

Remember that Hong Kong is an island and
that shipping is a way of life—as it has been
there for centuries. The British are used to

bringing things in from overseas. People with

money who live in Hong Kong automatically

expect to pay the price of shipping something

in—especially items of Western design. When
Margaret was decorating her unborn baby's

nursery, she ran out of Laura Ashley wallpa-

per. No problem. She called Laura Ashley in

San Francisco and in London, compared prices

and shipping information, and then made her

order. Importing is a way of life for ex-pats;

exporting is a way of life for big businesses.

Shipping in and out of Hong Kong is there-

fore very easy.

If you anticipate buying an item that needs

shipping, do your homework before you leave

the United States. You may need a family

member to claim the item at Customs if you

still will be out of the country, or you may
even need a Customs agent (see page 83). You
will also want to know enough about shipping

costs to be able to make a smart decision

about the added cost of your purchase. To
make shipping pay, the item—^with the addi-

tional cost of shipping, duty, and insurance

(and Customs agent, etc., if need be)—still

should cost less than it would at home, or be

so totally unavailable at home that any price
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makes it a worthwhile purchase. If it's truly

unavailable (and isn't an antique or a one-of-a-

kind art item) at home, ask yourself why. There

may be a good reason—such as it's illegal to

bring such an item into the country! If you are

indeed looking for a certain type of thing, be

very familiar with American prices. If it's an

item of furniture, even an antique, can a deco-

rator get it for you with a 20% rather than

40% markup? Have you checked out all the

savings angles first? Are you certain the item is

genuine and is worth the price of the ship-

ping? There are many furniture fakes in Hong
Kong.

There are basically two types of shipping:

surface and air. (Air can be broken down two

ways: unaccompanied baggage and regular air

freight.)

Surface mail (usually by ship in a transpa-

cific transaction) is the cheapest. Surface mail

may mean through the regular mail channels

—

that is, a small package of perfume would be

sent through parcel post—or it may require

your filling an entire shipping container or at

least paying the price of an entire container.

Many people make the mistake of assuming

that the weight of an item will matter in the

shipping. While weight matters, there may be

a five-hundred-pound difference per price

bracket! A piano may weigh more than two
Chinese Chippendale chairs, but they may cost

the same to ship. Surface mail may take three

months; we find two is the norm. If you ate

doing heavy-duty shipping, look in the back of

the South China Morning Post for shippers

wanting to fill containers.

If you're shipping by container but can't

fill a container, you might want to save even

more money by using groupage services. Your
goods will be held until a shipping container is

filled. The container then will go to the United

States to only one of four ports of entry

(Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco, or

New Orleans), where you can meet the con-
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tainer at the dock, be there when your items

are unpacked, and then pay the duties due. A
full container is 1,100 cubic feet of space (or 8

feet, 6 inches by 8 feet, 6 inches by 20 feet

long—or big enough for about 100 pieces of

furniture) and will not be delivered to your

door (no matter how much you smile). Expect

a full container to cost you about $4,000 total

(without insurance). Packing usually is priced

apart from shipping, so if you are not shipping

chairs and need lots of packing, the container

could cost you $6,000. The Chinese pack beau-

tifully, by the way.

Air freight is several times more expensive

than surface but has the assurance of a quick

delivery. We can't think of anything that would

have to be flown to us in the States; if it were

so delicate and so important to need to be

flown, it may indeed need an international

courier, who is a person who hand-carries the

item for you (often this is done with pieces of

art or valuable papers). There are also over-

night air package services, much like Federal

Express, that deliver within a day or two. This

area is growing just the way overnight U.S.

services expanded in the past three years, so

check out the latest possibilities. Crossing the

dateline can make "overnight" deliveries seem

longer or shorter.

Here's a sampling of some airline air freight

prices to give you an idea of what you're in

store for:

British Airways Cargo: Under 100 pounds,

$3.90 per pound; over 100 pounds, $3.04 per

pound; over 220 pounds, $2.47 per pound;

over 660 pounds, $1.60 per pound.

TWA Cargo: Minimum charge, $147.23 for

10 pounds; first 220 pounds, $4.67 per pound.

Insurance is $1.00 per $100.00; your items

must be boxed or crated and delivered to

TWA at the airport.

If you want to price a few local freight

offices, we have used these with great success:
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Rical Air Express, (3) 634-218

f Ta Yuen Shipping Company, (5) 401-521

Unaccompanied baggage may be sent home
whenever you want—you take it with your

luggage to the airline desk and make the ar-

rangements there. It often goes on the same
flight you do, but is cheaper than being checked

as an extra piece of luggage. Of course, if the

baggage is going home and you're going on to

Cairo, it will not be on the same plane as you.

If your returning baggage has no new possessions

in it, tag it "Returning American Goods" so

the Customs people know what it is. (They

will still open it if they want to.)

Shipping prices to the United States from
Hong Kong are much more reasonable that

shipping from the United States to Hong Kong.

Unaccompanied baggage usually is the same
price either way.

Shop Ships and Nore

You
can have items shipped directly from

shops for you. Many people we know
who have done this are always surprised

when their goods arrive by UPS. Ask the

shop's shipping policies before you decide to

ship—some stores will charge you for their

trouble (a flat fee), then the actual shipping

rate, and then an insurance fee. We always feel

comfortable with the shopkeepers who pull

out a chart and look up the price, because this

seems fair. Since the prices are all in Chinese,

we have no idea if we're being cheated or not,

but at least it's comforting.

Try to pay for the purchase with a credit

card; that way if it never arrives you'll have an
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easier time getting a credit or a refund. Be
sure to ask when the store will be able to ship

out the goods. We planned to send home
some perfume so as not to have to lug it

around for a month's worth of touring. The
shopkeeper told us she was so backed up on

her shipping that it would take her at least

six weeks to mail our order. Then it would

take several weeks or months for the package

to arrive by surface mail. (We took it with

us.)

If you want to save a little money, and if the

item is of manageable size, consider shipping

it yourself. Get the materials from a stationery

store and go to the local post office. The
Hong Kong Postal Service is amazingly effi-

cient. Make sure you meet local requirements

—

they may not allow certain kinds of tape, etc.

We suggest twine and filament packing tape.

Hand-print the labels and on the package it-

self, so if they separate you still have a chance

to get the package.

The U.S. Postal Service automatically sends

all incoming foreign-mail shipments to Cus-

toms for examination. If no duty is being

charged, the package goes back to the post

office and will be delivered to you. If duty is

required, the Customs officer attaches a yellow

slip to your package, and your mailman will

collect the monies due when the package is

delivered to you. If you feel the duty charge is

inappropriate, you may file a protest, or you

don't have to accept the package. If you don't

accept it, you have thirty days to file your

objection so the shipment can be detained

until the matter is settled.

If you are caught between these two meth-

ods, ask your concierge to ship it for you. He
will bill your room for the actual postage and

supplies; you are expected to tip him for his

trouble. Also, we're suspicious snobs and trust

only concierges at first-rate deluxe hotels. We
advise you to do the same. (Eva Gabor tells us

she always trusts the Mandarin Hotel to send
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her packages and that they arrive without a

hitch.)

Be sure to keep all paperwork. If you use a

freight office, keep the bill of lading. If the

shop sends your package, keep all receipts.

Ask the policy for breakage from any shop

that ships for you.

Know the Zip Code where you are shipping

to in the United States.

Remember that you can ship unsolicited gifts

valued up to $50 duty free.

Customhouse Brokers

f you are bringing in more than $250 worth

of goods, or will not be home and have no

one to accept your packages for you, you

will probably need a customhouse broker

to help you. If you live in a port of entry (New
York, Charleston, New Orleans, Galveston,

Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle, etc.), there

will be a bounty of them listed in the yellow

pages. Most customhouse brokers deal with

businesses, so you may have to shop around a

bit to find one that will take a personal

shipment.

To make life even more convenient, many
customhouse brokers are also associated with

freight companies, shippers, and express pack-

age delivery services.

The customhouse broker will charge a flat

fee, a percentage, or both, depending on what
you are bringing in and for what purposes.

Expect to pay a $30 flat fee to an express

package delivery service and $50 to $100 for a

broker who must go to Customs to retrieve

your package.

If your shipment is being sent to you through

a customhouse broker, ask the company you
contract about the correct way to send in the
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package. Usually it is addressed to them rather

than you; then they deliver it for you. They do
not like to store your packages. If the broker

asks for power of attorney, find out why.

Packers and Craters

There is another service business that shop-

pers should know about that may be pro-

vided through your shipper or contracted

for separately—the actual pickup, pack-

ing, and crating of your many purchases. You
can go around town waving your charge cards

like magic wands and then have everything

picked up for you, packed, and sent home.

You never even return to your hotel with so

much as a shopping bag. Or you can schlep

everything to your hotel and leave it there to

be picked up, packed, crated, and then deliv-

ered to your shipper or sent air freight. Ask
the concierge about these services, or check

the yellow pages. The bigger shippers (see page

78) have packing services.

Make sure you have insurance—this usually

is a separate transaction and has another price.

Insurance rarely is included in the price of

packing!

If you are arranging shipping, ask specific-

ally if packing is included in the charge or is

billed separately. For antiques, breakables, and

serious works of art, the actual packaging can

be quite involved.
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Insurance

nsurance usually is sold by the package by

your shipper. Do not assume that it is

included in the price of delivery, because it

isn't. There are several different types of

insurance and deductibles or all-risk (with no
deductible), so you'll have to make a personal

choice based on the value of what you are

shipping. Remember to include the price of

the shipping when figuring the value of the

item for insurance purposes. If you bought a

desk for $1,000 and it costs $500 to ship it

home, the value for insurance purposes is

$1,500. If you have the replacement-cost type

of insurance, you should probably double the

price, since that is approximately what it would
cost you to replace the item in the United

States.

U.S. Customs and Duties

Have you ever noticed that when you get

off the plane in a foreign city, you more
or less breeze through Customs? Yet

when you return to the United States,

you may go through a rather involved system

that may or may not include inspection of

your luggage and a barrage of questions, some
of them personal or even insulting. Well, if it

makes you feel any better, all nationals go

through more or less the same procedures when
they return to their own countries. In fact, in

recent years, the United States has been chang-

ing its welcoming ceremonies to the red light/

green light system, an imitation of the European

system that's been in operation for years.
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To make your reentry into the United States

as smooth as possible, follow these tips:

Know the rules and stick to them!

f Don't try to smuggle anything.

f Be polite and cooperative (until the point

when they ask you to strip, anyway . . .).

Remember:

y You are currently allowed to bring in $400
worth of merchandise per person, duty free.

Before you leave the United States, verify this

amount with one of the U.S. Customs offices

(see the list on page 91). This amount does

change (recently it was raised from $300), and

if you miss the new item in the paper, you may
be cheating yourself out of a good deal. Each

member of the family is entitled to the deduc-

tion; this includes infants (but not pets).

T You pay a flat 10% duty on the next $1,000

worth of merchandise. This is extremely sim-

ple and is worth doing. We're talking about

the very small sum of $100 to make life easy

—

and crime-free.

f Duties thereafter are based on a product-

type basis (see the lists on page 90 for more

specific information). They vary tremendously

per item, so check out the lists before you

shop! (Look at the hefty levies on hand
embroidery!)

The head of the family can make a joint

declaration for all family members. The "head

of the family" need not be male. Whoever is

the head of the family, however, should take

the responsibility of answering any questions

the Customs officers may ask. Answer ques-

tions honestly, firmly, and politely. Have re-

ceipts ready and make sure they match the

information on the landing card. Don't be

forced into a story that won't wash under
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questioning. If you tell a little lie, you'll be
labeled as a fibber and they'll tear your lug-

gage apart.

You count into your $400 per person every-

thing you obtain while abroad—this includes

toothpaste (if you bring the unfinished tube

back with you), gifts, items bought in duty-free

shops, gifts for others, the items that other

people asked you to bring home for them,

and—get this—even alterations.

f Have the Customs registration slips for your

personally owned goods in your wallet or eas-

ily available. If you wear a Cartier watch, for

example, whether it was bought in the United

States or in Europe ten years ago, should you

be questioned about it, produce the registra-

tion slip. If you cannot prove that you took a

foreign-made item out of the country with

you, you may be forced to pay duty on it!

f The unsolicited gifts you mailed from abroad

do not count in the $400 per-person rate. If

the value of the gift is more than $50, you pay

duty when the package comes into the coun-

try. Remember, it's only one unsolicited gift

per person, and you cannot mail them to

yourself.

f Do not attempt to bring in any illegal food

items—dairy products, meats, fruits, or vege-

tables. Liquor-filled chocolates are a no-no for

some reason, but coffee is okay. Generally

speaking, if it's alive, it's verboten. Although

you will be tempted to do so, do not bring in

any goldfish from China.

We don't need to tell you it's tacky to bring

in drugs and narcotics.

f Antiques must be at least a hundred years

old to be duty free. Provenance papers will

help (so will permission to export the antiq-

uity, since it could be an item of national cul-

tural significance).
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f Dress for success. People who look like hip-

pies get stopped at Customs more than aver-

age folks. Women who look like a million

dollars, who are dragging their fur coats, have

first-class baggage tags on their luggage, and

who carry Gucci handbags but who declare

they have bought nothing are equally suspicious.

f Any bona fide work of art is duty free whether

it was painted fifty years ago or just yesterday;

the artist need not be famous.

f Other items may be duty free; check out our

listings on page 90. Also talk to the Customs
office about the Generalized System of Prefer-

ences (GSP), which allows many items (some

quite surprising) to be admitted to this coun-

try duty free to help the economy of the nation

from which they come. Hong Kong is a GSP
nation—you'll marvel at the gems that can

come in duty free . . . like gems, for instance

(unset stones are duty free).

T The amount of cigarettes and liquor you can

bring back duty free is under government reg-

ulation. Usually, if you arrive by common car-

rier, you may bring in duty free one liter of

alcoholic beverage. You may bring in an addi-

tional five liters on which you must pay duty.

The IRS taxes you at $10.50 per gallon on

distilled spirits—so obviously you don't want

to go over your allowance unless you are carry-

ing some invaluable wine or champagne. If

you drive across borders, the regulations may
vary—but it's unlikely you will drive home
from Hong Kong. (If you do, please write and

tell all.)

You may also bring back a hundred cigars

and one carton of cigarettes without import

duty, but there will be state and local taxes on

the smokes. You cannot trade your cigar-

cigarette-liquor quota against your $400 per-

sonal allowance, so that even if all you bought

while abroad was ten gallons of champagne (to

bathe in, no doubt), you probably will not have
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paid $400 but still will have to pay duty and

taxes. Also please note that you must be twenty-

one or over to get the liquor allowance, but

you may be any age for the puffables—thus an

infant gets the same tobacco allowance as an

adult. No cigars from Cuba, please.

Some no-nos are governed on a statewide

basis, so check your customs officials at your

planned port of entry. A few tips:

1. Asian elephant ivory is not allowed in

the United States, but African elephant

ivory in souvenir form is okay if accom-

panied by a permit. Now then, if you

did not make an A in fifth-grade sci-

ence, you will need to know: You can

tell the difference between an African

elephant and an Asian elephant by the

size of the ears (the African elephant's

ears are larger). Most ivory sold in Hong
Kong is Asian.

2. Tortoiseshell is a no-no no matter where

it comes from (unless, that is, it comes

from a plastic tortoise).

f If you are planning on taking your personal

computer with you (to keep track of your

budget, perhaps), make sure you register it

before taking it out of the country. If you buy

a computer abroad, you must declare it when
you come in.

The Department of the Treasury was kind

enough to give us their latest list of duty rates,

which we are passing on to you in case you

want to memorize it. Do read it carefully,

since the variables are rather amazing. You
pay this tariff after your personal exemption

and after the flat 10% on an additional $1,000

worth of goods. We don't know just how
much of Hong Kong you're planning on buying,

but here goes, just in case you need to know
the tariffs:
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Antiques: at least a hundred years old (prior to

entry) admitted duty free. Have proof of

antiquity from the seller.

Automobiles: passenger, 2.7%
Bags: hand, leather, 6.5 to 10%
Beads: imitation of precious and semiprecious,

4.7 to 9.1%; real ivory (when allowed), 6.3%
Binoculars, opera glasses, and field glasses: free

Books: free

Cameras: motion picture over $50 each, 5.1%;

still, over $10 each, 4.7%; cases, leather,

8.8%; lenses, mounted, 8.8%
Chess Sets: 5.92%
China (other than tableware): bone, 8.8%;

nonbone, 2.3 to 14.1%

China tableware: bone, 11.6%; nonbone, val-

ued not over $56 per set, 30.7%; nonbone,

valued at over $56 per set, 11.9%

Cigarette lighters: pocket, 10.1 to 15.6%; ta-

ble, 7.5%
Clocks: valued over $5 but not over $10 each,

46 cents plus 10%; valued over $10 each, 70

cents plus 10%
Drawings: by hand, free

Figurines: china, 14.1%; if by professional sculp-

tor, 3.4%
Film: exposed, free; unexposed, 4.2%

Fur: wearing apparel, 6.5 to 11.6%; other, 3.4

to 7.4%
Furniture: wood chairs, 5.3 to 6.5%; other

than chairs, 3.4%; Bentwood, 8.8%

Gloves: fur, 6.2%; horsehide or cowhide, 15%
Handkerchiefs: linen, hemmed, 7.3%

]ade: cut but not set, suitable for jewelry, 2.3%;

other articles, 21%
Leather: flatgoods, wallets, 5.6 to 8%; other

2.7 to 7.4%
Music boxes: 5%
Paintings: by hand, free

Pearls (loose or temporarily strung without

clasp): natural, free; cultured, 2.3%; imitation,

12.5%; permanently strung/ temporary but

with clasp, 8.6 to 17.2%

Perfume: $3 per pound plus 5.9%
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Postage stamps: free

Printed matter: free to 6%
Radios: solid-state radio receivers, 7.7 to 9.2%
Shavers: electric, 5.2%
Shell arts: }>A%
Skis and ski equipment: 5.2 to 6.8%
Stones (cut but not set): diamonds, free; oth-

ers, free to 2.3%
Sweaters: wool over $5 per pound, 19 cents

per pound plus 18.5%
Tape recorders: 4.5%
Toys: 10.9%
Watches: mechanical type, $2.00 to $5.37 (de-

pending on jewels) plus 10% on value of

gold case and 22% on value of gold brace

let; digital type, 4.9%
Wearing apparel: embroidered or ornamented,

12 to 38.8% (includes beaded); not embroi-

dered or ornamented, cotton, not knit, 8 to

21%; cotton, knit, 14.5 to 21%; linen, not

knit, 5.3%; silk, not knit, 11.8%; wool, knit,

19 cents per pound plus 11.5 to 23 cents

per pound plus 25.1%; wool, not knit, 13

cents per pound plus 19 to 31 cents per

pound plus 21%
Wood carvings: 6.2%

District Customs Offices

Anchorage, Alas.: 907-271-4043

Baltimore, Md.: 301-962-2666

Boston, Mass.: 617-223-6598

Bridgeport, Conn.: 203-579-4606

Buffalo, N.Y.: 716-842-5901

Charleston, S.C: 803-724-4312

Chicago, lU.: 312-353-6100

Cleveland, Ohio: 216-522-4284

Dallas/Fort Worth, Tex.: 214-574-2170

Detroit, Mich.: 313-226-3177

Duluth, Minn.: 218-727-6692

El Paso, Tex.: 915-543-7435

Galveston, Tex.: 713-763-1211

Great Falls, Mont.: 406-453-7631
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Honolulu, Hawaii: 808-546-3115

Houston, Tex.: 713-226-4316

Laredo, Tex.: 512-723-2956

Los Angeles, Calif.: 213-548-2441

Miami, Fla.: 305-350-4806

New York, N.Y.: 212-466-5550

Nogales, Ariz.: 602-287-4955

Norfolk, Va.: 804-441-6546

Ogdensburg, N.Y.: 315-393-0660

Pembina, N.D.: 701-825-6201

Port Arthur, Tex.: 713-982-2831

Portland, Me.: 207-780-3326

Portland, Ore.: 503-221-2865

Providence, R.L: 401-528-4383

St. Albans, Vt.: 802-524-6527

St. Louis, Mo.: 314-425-3134

St. Thomas, V.I.: 809-774-2530

San Diego, Calif.: 714-293-5360

San Francisco, Calif.: 415-556-4340

SanJuan,P.R.: 809-723-2091

Savannah, Ga.: 912-232-4321

Seattle, Wash.: 206-442-5491

Tampa, Fla.: 813-228-2381

Washington, D.C.: 202-566-8511

Wilmington, N.C.: 919-343-4601
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Big Names

BALLY: Here is a boutique that we can really

praise. Bally has a great line of shoes and
sportswear. We all know that. We like Bally.

This boutique not only has a good product, it

also knows how to market it. All of the sales

help is dressed in fun striped shirts and white

pants. Current rock music is playing on the

radio. The interior is the latest in high-tech

neoclassic design. All of this makes you want
to buy even more of something you already

wanted to buy. Why else would you be here?

The prices are the final coup. They are good.

Women's shoes cost $90 to $150; handbags,

$250. There is a good selection in the men's
line as well.

BALLY BOUTIQUE
Peninsula Hotel, E9, Kowloon
The Landmark, 216-A, Central, Hong
Kong

Royal Garden Hotel, GOl, Kowloon

BENETTON: Thankfully, there is not a Benet-

ton on every corner of Hong Kong (or Kow-
loon), as there seems to be in Manhattan. There

is one good-sized shop in Central, but it is not

as popular as Esprit or other local styles.

Benetton just hasn't made its mark on the locals

yet. Prices are as high as in the United States,

so there are no bargains here, but the store does

have a good selection of merchandise if you

93
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want to find something you might not find at

home. The kids' clothes, the 0-12 line, are to

the right of the door within the shop—there is

not a separate 0-12 store, as in some cities.

BENETTON, D'Aguilar Place, Central, Hong
Kong

CACHAREL: If you love the Cacharel look

of small pastel prints and sweet collars . .

.

and if you have a small boy or girl, you will be
very happy to find this boutique. This particu-

lar Cacharel showroom is owned and run by a

very bright local businesswoman who obvi-

ously has realized that there is a need for

European children's clothing in Hong Kong.

The store is wood-paneled but with a very

blond finish. The selection of clothing up to

the age of six is terrific. The baby clothing is

the best. A black-and-white checked dress with

a white pique yoke collar costs $30. Boys'

T-shirts are $15; dress shirts, $25. A pair

of dress pants for your little mister will cost

$25 to $35. In the baby line a wonderful

T-shirt and underpants set in all cotton is

priced at under $10; a one-piece sleeper set

costs a litde over $10. We only wish our chil-

dren were still this little. There is one other

Cacharel store, in Kowloon. We like The Land-

mark store better.

CACHAREL
The Landmark, Shop G40B, Central, Hong
Kong

267 World Shipping Center, Tsimshat-

sui, Kowloon
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ROBERTA Dl CAMERI NO: Located in the

Peninsula Hotel, this boutique shares its space

with another Italian designer, Mila Schon. We
happen to be a fan of the Roberta handbags

and just happened to spy one that we recently

bought in Venice, home of Roberta di Came-
rino. In Venice the bag, a large red woven,

was $150, and in Hong Kong $300, about the

same price as in the United States. The velvet

evening bags cost approximately $200, and the

large silk scarves are the value of the day at

$60.

ROBERTA Dl CAMERINO
Peninsula Hotel, MW 11, Kowloon
Mandarin Hotel, 5E, Central, Hong
Kong

C A R T I E R : Cartier has two boutiques in Hong
Kong. Our favorite is in the Peninsula Hotel.

The showroom overlooks the tai-tai tearoom.

We spend as many hours as we can resting our

feet and gaining our shopping strength in this

haven of fashion and Hong Kong society. Our
observance of Cartier over the years is that

those who go in to buy usually come out smil-

ing. We have drooled over the all-gold Cartier

watches for many years and in many cities. We
have bought and searched out illicit copies in

the markets. There is nothing like Cartier. Our
favorite Cartier gold watch with diamonds costs

$6,000. A gold-faced watch with leather-braided

band is $4,000. Alas, our search continues.

The leather and woolen goods are more rea-

sonably priced. A woven wool and silk scarf

costs $120, and a fine leather purse is $450.

You can buy Cartier in other stores, by the

way. We suggest the Geneve Watch Centre for

better prices than Cartier on honest-to-goodness

Cartier merchandise.
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LES MUST DE CARTIER
Peninsula Hotel, Ll, Kowloon
Prince's Building, ground floor, 8A

Chater Road, Central, Hong Kong
Geneve Watch Centre, 39C Carnarvon

Road, Kowloon

CELINE: It's not as big as in Rome or Paris,

but it is Celine. There are actually five bou-

tiques in Central and Kowloon, all operated

by the Lutece Company. Each boutique has its

own merchandise, depending upon the area in

which it is located. The boutiques in depart-

ment stores are geared to the less expensive

end of the line. The one in The Landmark has

the best-quality merchandise. Celine always is

a safe alternative to Gucci or Fendi. We espe-

cially like the smaller items, such as keychains

and wallets. The belts are practically indestruc-

tible. We have had some for over five years

and they still look good. A typical leather purse

costs $300 and it's not fancy.

CELINE BOUTIQUES
The Landmark, Central, Hong Kong
56 Nathan Road, Kowloon
Matsuzkaya Department Store, Central,

Hong Kong
Tokyu Department Store, ground floor,

Tsimshatsui, Kowloon

CHANEL: A Chanel boutique is a Chanel

boutique. You could be put in one in Beverly

Hills, Paris, London, or Hong Kong and know
what boutique you are in. The Chanel in the

Peninsula Hotel is a franchise and is smaller
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than most. Still, it occupies two storefronts.

The prices are just slightly lower than those in

the United States. A simple pair of mabe pearl

earrings costs $70 in Hong Kong and $90 in

the United States. We bought them in Paris

for $50. A pearl and stone chain costs $350,

about the same as in the United States. A
quilted white handbag costs $475 in Hong
Kong and $450 in the United States. The clas-

sic day suit is $1,200. The Chanel lipstick costs

$10 in the boutique.

CHANEL, Peninsula Hotel, Ell, Kowloon

COURR^GES: The Courreges boutique in

The Landmark is small, simple, white, and
well lit. Since the Courreges clothes stand on
their own, this lack of design is just the perfect

setting. The store is well stocked. You can

expect to pay $180 for a simple skirt, $200 for

a sweater, and $250 for a well-tailored pair of

pants. We think the prices here are good enough
to warrant a visit.

COURREGES
The Landmark, G15, Central, Hong Kong
54A Nathan Road, Kowloon

CHRISTIAN DIOR: Although this is not a

massive boutique, it is crammed with goods,

many of which no doubt come out of local

factories. A silk top costs $130, shoes run

about $150 to $180, and belts are the best

buys at $10. A good selection of the Christian

Dior costume jewelry, watches, and perfume

also is available.
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CHRISTIAN DI0R.TheLaxi(lmark,G43, Cen-

tral, Hong Kong

ELLESSE: We have always bought Ellesse

sportswear in Milan, Rome, or Florence. How-
ever, this particular boutique concentrates less

on the sports line and more on casual clothing.

Our husbands think this is one of the few

places where pacing can be done in the store.

The layout of the boutique is long and narrow,

with both sides lined with shirts, pants, sweat-

ers, and casual jackets fit for the finest jock.

There is no tenniswear sold here; go to the

basement for the active sportswear. A cotton

duck sailing jacket costs $70, a T-shirt $40, a

casual long-sleeve shirt $40, and a sport jacket

$250.

ELLESSE/MODA U M . The Landmark, G39B,

Central, Hong Kong

ESC A DA: This large shop in the middle of

Central is a temple to tai-tais and offers a large

selection of the West German fashion line that

is currently the rage in Hong Kong and the

United States. We did not see a lot of cross-

over merchandise in the shop; most of the

pieces we had never seen before. Escada is

pricey—even in Hong Kong—and we didn't

go on this trip to spend $200 for a skirt. If you

are used to dropping $500 to $600 for an

Escada outfit, you will find these prices slightly

better than in the United States. The clothes

are stunning, no question about it, and the

selection is much larger than in a U.S. depart-

ment store, but prices are cher.

If you like the line, take a look at the Crisca
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sportswear—this is a newly developed, less ex-

pensive, sportier version from the same maker.

Crisca is not available in the United States but

should be!

FSCADA
Wheelock House, Central, Hong Kong
At all Lane Crawford stores (see p. 130)

ESPRIT: This two-story monument to Es-

prit is in Causeway Bay, in its very own Esprit

Building and on the opposite side of Victoria

Park from Lane Crawford. In philosophy, it is

light-years away, however. The store is young
and hi-tech; the black-and-gray gridwork pat-

tern motif is accented with red. The changing

rooms are reminiscent of high-school metal

lockers. On the ground floor you will find

bright, casual unisex wear along with accesso-

ries and bathing suits. Upstairs is devoted par-

tially to the Esprit kids' wear. Prices are about

one half to two thirds of what is printed in the

Esprit catalogue. Socks cost $2.50 to $4.50.

Printed cotton shirts are $25. Full skirts run

about $30. In the children's line, blouses are

$15, skirts $19, shorts $15, and T-shirts $11.

The sales help is less than attentive, but you
can do most everything yourself, anyway. The
music is loud, the shoppers are fabulous to

stare at, the benches are uncomfortable—but

you'll be having so much fun that you won't

notice.

Esprit (pronounced "es-prit" by locals who
don't know from French and a silent *'t") is a

favorite of tai-tais and tourists, and even though

it is a bit off the beaten path, it should be on
your must-see, must-do list.

ESPRIT, 88 Hing Fat Street, Causeway Bay,

Hong Kong
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FENDI: Ouch! When you see the Fendi

prices you will march right out the door. Fendi

Hong Kong is a branch of the company owned
by the famous Joyce, of Joyce's. We love her

store, but Fendi is too much. Prices in the

United States are less expensive; save your big

shopping for Italy. No bargains here!

FENDI HONG KONG
Swire House, Central, Hong Kong

J. Hotung House, Hankow Road, Kow-
loon

DIANE FREIS: Diane Freis is, without doubt,

the most famous designer in Hong Kong. She

is possibly one of the most famous people.

(You've seen her on Lifestyles of the Rich and

Famous on TV, and her signature clothes are

her—^well, signature.) Originally from Califor-

nia, Freis was on a trip to Hong Kong in the

early 1970s and decided to stay. She began the

basic Diane dress—a panoply of three coordi-

nated prints—and sold them through local

stores. She was an instant smash with the tai-

tais and soon had her own company.

Now it's a multimillion-dollar company with

several floors of factory space, fabric library,

and artist studios. The basic idea still is the

same, although Diane continues to modify it

and update it to keep it new and live. Look for

her knits as the latest incarnation of an idea

that keeps on blossoming.

Because Freis lives and works in Hong Kong,

she sells a large percentage of her clothes from

her boutiques. She does not have a factory

outlet (there are no seconds) but charges only

a 10% markup from factory to boutique price

to account for the trucking and overhead of

the stores. The basic Diane Freis dress, which

sells for $375 at Neiman-Marcus, is $195 in
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the store in Hong Kong—and you have a huge

selection. It goes on sale for $130.

There are only ten made of each fabric

combination, so your Freis dress is almost an

original. They never go out of style and travel

without wrinkles—making them a favorite of

many women we know. In fact, whenever we
go to Hong Kong, we are swamped with re-

quests to bring back Diane herself.

One warning: There are some Freis imita-

tions sold under the name La Chine. They're

in Swire House and cost almost as much as the

real thing. Don't be fooled!

DIANE FREIS

258 Ocean Terminal, Kowloon
43-55 Wyndam Street, ground floor,

Central, Hong Kong

GIYENCHY: The Silvercord Building is one

of Hong Kong's most exciting architecturally.

Shoppingwise, there are also several boutiques

worth visiting. At Givenchy, you'll find ready-

to-wear, not couture. The shop is well stocked

with a wide selection of separates and some
silk dresses. Average price is $300. A great

big sweater we liked was $350—not bad for

Givenchy.

GIVENCHY, Silvercord Centre, Canton Road,

Kowloon

GUCCI: The Gucci boutique in The Land-

mark is in a corner. It is not easily visible from
the center fountain, it does not have an out-

side entrance, and it is in fact in a rather
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claustrophobic hallway. However, once you find

it, you will like it. There is nothing subtle

about this Gucci boutique, however. The dou-

ble glass doors have the GG insignia, the hunter

green carpet is inset with the GG insignia.

Even the mirror on the back wall is hung
under a large GG. The merchandise is typical

GG. A medium-size leather purse costs $250

to $400. A white canvas wallet with leather

trim is $75, and the Gucci scarf is $80—ex-

pensive! If you are a big spender, you can

purchase the Di Stephano horse's-head sculp

ture for a mere $2,600. We are sure that they

will ship. The Peninsula Hotel shop is large by

Hong Kong standards and has slightly differ-

ent merchandise.

GUCCI

The Landmark, Gl, Central, Hong Kong
Peninsula Hotel, Kowloon

H E R M E S: Do not be led astray by the teeny-

tiny showcase store you see across from Gucci

in The Landmark. This is not the main store.

We don't know what the purpose of this little

boutique is, but walk out the door and turn

left to find the real Hermes. The entrance is

on the street. Next to Paris, this is our favorite

Hermes. The prices are not as good as in

Paris, or at the Rome airport. However, the

selection of merchandise is phenomenal. If you

are dying for Hermes bath towels, jewelry,

belts, purses, ashtrays, bathing suits, sweaters,

or scarves, you will be a happy person. The
Hermes scarf that we collect from all over the

world is $80 here (it's $100 in the United

States and $65 in Paris). The price is only

lower than in the United States and higher

than in Paris. The Landmark Hermes has an

extensive collection of the pleated scarves that
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we have not seen much of elsewhere. The
classic H handbag costs $1,000, and a beauti-

ful sweater will run $150. We happen to be
very happy with the merchandise here.

HERHE S

The Landmark, 14A Des Voeux Road, Cen-

tral, Hong Kong
Peninsula Hotel, West Wing Arcade, Kowloon

JAEGER: The Jaeger shop in The Landmark
is actually in a store called Maxine's. The shop

is dramatically appointed in faux tortoiseshell

and beige parquet. The selection from the Jae-

ger line is, however, somewhat disappointing.

Jaeger is, at best, elegantly staid. Maxine's has

chosen some of the less elegant and more staid

merchandise from the line. We are sure this

changes with the season. With all of the Brit-

ish living in Hong Kong, Jaeger is a staple. A
simple wool skirt is priced at $70, and the

matching silk top costs $80. Men's suits are

priced at about $300.

MAXINE'S
The Landmark, G36-37, Central, Hong Kong
New World Centre, Bl, Salisbury Road,

Kowloon

KRIZIA: We've never been able to bypass a

Krizia without spending our allowance, and
this small but fun store got a lot of our money.
We were lucky enough to stumble in for the

half-price sale and paid $125 for a cotton knit

sweater that was $250 in Hong Kong and might

have been $300 in the United States. The ani-
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mal sweater was on sale for $600, and we
almost nibbled. This sweater can cost from

$1,000 to $1,300 anywhere in the world. There

is no crossover in merchandise in this store

and in Top Knitters, yet little of the merchan-

dise matched European styles during the same
period.

K R I Z I A, The Landmark, Central, Hong Kong

LANYIN: This very chic and elegant shop is

hard to miss on the ground floor of The Land-

mark, next to the fountain. The decor is all

cream and black lacquer with brass accents. A
center circular display holds the handbags and

accessories that are the most popular items.

Around the walls are the suits, silk shirts, and

other ready-to-wear pieces. The choices are

conservative, the prices are high, but not as

high as those in the United States. A beautiful

lipstick-red silk blouse is $300; a complete suit

is $900. The shoes are a steal at $100 to $190,

depending on the design. (Of course, we've

been to the factory in Italy, and the prices

there are even better.) Remember that Yves

Saint Laurent now owns the House of Lanvin,

so your investment in a good piece is worth

the money—assuming you are not going to be

visiting Paris soon, where we have the Lanvin

seconds shop. We saw no Lanvin in any sec-

onds stores in Hong Kong. This is purely

upscale and faaaaacy dancy.

LANVIN, The Landmark, Shop G42, Central,

Hong Kong

LEONARD: Our feeling is that you either love

Leonard or you don't. Half of us love him and
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half of us don't. Our husbands are especially

crazy for the ties. This is a very nice boutique

with a more than adequate collection of the

line, and extremely good prices, especially for

the ties ($54). The dresses are expensive at

$1,500, as are the shirts at $700.

LEONARD BOUTIQUE, Peninsula Hotel, W4,
Kowloon

MATS U DA: Matsuda is one of our favorite

Japanese designers. Prices are better in Tokyo,

and we do our U.S. buying at Robinson's,

where prices are less than those in Hong Kong.

Hong Kong and Tokyo prices are equally high.

We think prices are artificially raised, possibly

to pay the architect, who did a stunning job on
this boutique. It's in the soft-tech vein and
belongs in an art book. You'll pay over $100
for anything in this shop—men's or women's
ready-to-wear. The U.S. line is a license, so it's

cheaper but die merchandise is totally different.

HATSUDA
Swire House, Central, Hong Kong
Peninsula Hotel, Kowloon

ISSEY MIYAKE:If you are a Miyake fan,

you will enjoy this sparse but gorgeous shop.

Watch out for the small slate step—^you can

kill yourself if you don't see it in time. There's

not a lot hanging around, but it is primo Miyake
at much better than U.S. prices. Of course,

Miyake has never been inexpensive—but you
can get something for $250 here. Come loaded

with credit cards if you hit the sales in June or

December.
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ISSEY MIYAKE, Swire House, Chater Road,

Central, Hong Kong

ANDREA PFISTER: Andrea Pfister does

not have his own boutique in Hong Kong.

However, his shoes are well represented in

Romeo, a chic shoe shop in The Landmark.

The boutique is slightly overdesigned, having

the entire center core a series of backlit milk-

glass panels. However, Romeo still is a good
resource for your feet. Along with Pfister, you

can also find the Ottorino Bossi, Colette, and

Rocco Borocco lines. A current pair of Pfister

shoes will cost $300 to $400 (slightly higher

than in the United States). If you like the

classics, we found a pair of flowered Pfister

shoes we had purchased on sale at Amen Wardy
for $50 still selling here for $250.

ANDREA PFISTER AT R M E . The Landmark,

Shop G41, Central, Hong Kong

POLO / RALPH LAUREN SHOP:Weknow
that Mr. Lauren makes many of his designs

out of the factories of Hong Kong and Macao.

For that reason we were especially excited to

find the Ralph Lauren shop in The Landmark.

The design of the shop is in no way a reflec-

tion of its location. Ralph Lauren says, "The

American West," and so does this shop. Blond

wood paneling and Aztec-design carpets are,

of course, the perfect offset for *'the prairie

look." The men's side has a wonderful selec-

tion of pants for under $50, V-neck cotton

sweaters for $60, and the classic T-shirts for

$30 to $40. This is not the great bargain you
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might have hoped for. The women's selection

includes pants for $80 to $90 and T-shirts for

just under $30. If you must come home with a

Polo, horse and all, buy it in one of the au-

thorized shops. You might find it in Stanley,

but the controls on this designer's goods are

extremely tight.

THE POLO/RALPH LAUREN SHOP
The Landmark, Shops G2 1 A and B, ground

floor, Central, Hong Kong
The Peninsula Hotel, Shop BW-10, Kowloon
Mitsukoshi Department Store, Causeway Bay,

Hong Kong

R D I E R : No one loves Rodier more than we
do, but the prices are much less expensive in

Europe. If you hit a sale period, however,

prices are excellent. This is a smallish shop

that seems complete enough but isn't dazzling.

We rarely buy Rodier in Hong Kong. But

don't miss the Silvercord Centre.

RODIER, Silvercord Centre, Canton Road,

Kowloon

JEAN-LOUIS SCHERRER: This boutique

is not as elegant as M. Scherrer's clothing

warrants. It is located on the second floor and

shares its space with the Krizia Mirrors line. A
Scherrer silk dress was on sale, marked down
from $500 to $300. The prices are expensive,

just as they are in Paris. We prefer to shop at

our seconds store in Paris. But if you have this

kind of money to spend, you'll get a beautiful

garment. Krizia Mirrors costs less at Top Knitter.
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J
E A N - L U I S S C H E R R E R . The Landmark, 2 18,

Central, Hong Kong

MILA SCHONrThe Mila Schon boutique in

the Peninsula Hotel has large, well-lit space

with a more than adequate showing of the

line. The sales help is elegantly dressed in

matching Schon outfits. The silk dresses cost

$700, and the silk shirts $125. The boutique

shares space with Roberta di Camerino. Our
other favorite Schon boutique happens to be

in Venice, along with Roberta di Camerino's

anchor store.

MILA SCHON, Peninsula Hotel, MWl 1, Kowloon

TRUSSARDI: When we first discovered this

boutique in the Peninsula Hotel, we thought

maybe we were set to go on the next moon
mission. Little did we realize that a very classic

Italian designer would choose to decorate his

space a la space. Regardless, the style is still

there and the prices are good, especially on

the colored vinyl totes and bags. A good-size

tote is under $100, and a medium-size suitcase

is $500. The men's and women's clothing are

well displayed. There is a good selection in both.

TRUSSARDI, Peninsula Hotel, ElO, Kowloon

LOUIS VUITTON: Louis Vuitton has a street

entrance, while officially being in The Land-

mark. This particular Vuitton reminds us of a
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mini Paris store, with the emphasis on the

decor matching the luggage. However, the range

of merchandise is petite by comparison. The
small-size suitcase with pale beige trim (as op-

posed to the new dark trim) is $400, while the

large size is $500. This is better than in the

United States, but not better than in Paris.

The hard-sided briefcase with dark trim is over

$1,000, similar to the U.S. price. Although we
love Louis, and buy him in Paris, Rome, and

the street markets of the world, we are not

tempted here. We found no imitations on the

street.

LOUIS VUITTON
The Landmark, Gloucester Tower, Central,

Hong Kong
Peninsula Hotel, E2-4, Kowloon

Hot LoqIs

Just
about the only local designer Ameri-

cans have heard of is Diane Freis, who
lives in Hong Kong but is not Chinese. In

fact, she's American. Over the past decade

she has become internationally famous and
barely needs introduction. There are other lo-

cal talents, however, who are well known in

Hong Kong and have seldom been heard of

outside the area. Their designs have a lot

of status locally and may be just the kind

of thing you want to take home for a little

extra fashion attention. All locals mentioned
here design Western-style garments in Western
sizes.

CAVEAT: You may know of a designer

with a Chinese name and assume his or her

clothes are cheaper in Hong Kong. This is not

necessarily true. After all, there are many Amer-
ican designers with Oriental surnames who
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may not even manufacture in Hong Kong

—

such as Joanie Char, Flora Kung, and Alfred

Tsung.

PATRICIA CHONGiNot related to Cheech

and Chong, Patricia is a Hong Kong designer

who got her U.S. start at Bloomingdale's. Not

bad, huh? You may remember her as the de-

signer who invented the all-tan bathing suit

—

you could get tan without having to be in the

altogether. Chong designs her own fabrics first,

then her fashions. She does silk, linen, and

unusual suits as well as bathing suits. Her
label reads Patricia Chong; the name of her

company is Etuex & Co. Ltd. Prices are around

$100 for day clothes.

LANE CRAWFORD, The Lane Crawford Build-

ing, Central, Hong Kong

RAGENCE LAM: Lam attended design and

art school in London but returned to Hong
Kong a few years ago as a local hero. In 1977,

his first year back, he won several new de-

signer awards. He's no longer considered new

but is certainly considered hot. He does sell to

the United States and London, and has his

own factory in Hong Kong and a fabulous

boutique in Central. His reputation now is for

rather way-out, fabulously creative designs. If

you dress to be noticed, make sure you visit

the modern and lush boutique. Prices are $200

to $400. Of all the local talents you will see,

this is the one to write home about.

RAGENCE. Swire House, Pedder Street, Central,

Hong Kong
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EDDIE LAU: Eddie Lau is possibly Hong
Kong's most famous designer, second to Di-

ane Freis. His work is colorful, expensive, and

exciting, although early pieces are similar to

both Michaele Vollbracht and Flora Kung. He
is still a developing talent but has arrived in

Hong Kong. There is some small criticism by

locals that Mr. Lau decided to give the Com-
munist Chinese government the franchises for

his boutiques, which are in the Chinese Arts

and Crafts stores. We personally have no prob-

lem with shopping in one of these stores, but

be advised that some profits do go to the

Communist Chinese government.

An Eddie Lau design is usually bright, flam-

boyant, and exciting—but not inexpensive. Ex-

pect to pay $200 for a silk dress. For this kind

of money, you can buy an internationally known
designer at a non-Communist outlet. But if

you want something unique that no one in

your neighborhood will have, check out Eddie

Lau.

EDDIE LAU/CHINESE ARTS & CRAFTS STORES
Silvercord Building, 30 Canton Road, Kow-

loon

StarHouse, Salisbury Road, Kowloon
New World, New World Centre, Kowloon
Yaumatei, 233-39 Nathan Road, Kowloon
Central District, Shell House, Queen's Road,

Central, Hong Kong

JENNY LEWIS: Jenny Lewis is an unusual

talent and is strong testimony to the fact that

you can go into business in Hong Kong and
suddenly find yourself rich and famous. Con-
sidered a wonder by some, the English-born

Ms. Lewis has several shops and sells two
completely different types of lines—some West-

ern clothes and some quasilocal styles that can
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only be called modified costumes. We fell in

love with her beaded dresses that looked like

copies of the Fabrice gowns we love. With
price tags ranging from $500 to $800, these

dresses appeared to be the best buy in Hong
Kong. Then we tried them on. Too bad. Sud-

denly we looked like a battleship in beads—the

dresses probably are not cut on the bias, so

they do not fit the way they should. While the

beading is magnificent and the dresses are eas-

ily worth $4,000, they do not fit anyone we
know. Don't boycott them, but do try them on
before you get your hopes up.

JENNY LEWIS
Swire House, Central, Hong Kong
Ocean Terminal, Kowloon

KAI YIN LO: Tai-tais love Kai Yin Lo, and

if you are into the expensive ethnic look, so will

you. Ms. Lo is sold in American specialty stores

and is coveted by those in the know. Her
designs are one-of-a-kind accessories—necklaces

and belts, and some gift items. There is little

here for less than $100. The pieces are very

special and dramatic. If you came to the Ori-

ent for a single strand of pearls, you're wasting

your time here. If you love to have that unique

objet d'art that's worth many bucks, you'll adore

this shop and the designer behind the line.

KAI YIN LO, Peninsula Hotel, mezzanine,

Kowloon

WALTER MA: Lily and her friends raved

about Walter Ma, who happens to have a shop

almost next door to Ragence Lam. We admit
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that we were knocked out with Lam and left

lukewarm about Ma. Maybe we hit it on a bad

day. The Ma clothes are very wearable—as

opposed to the high-fashion Lam clothes. Ma
just doesn't strike us as anything you have to

fly seventy-two hundred miles to find. Give it

a whirl—the shop is small, nice, and conve-

nient enough—and if you're bored, don't blame

us.

WALTER MA, Swire House, Central, Hong
Kong

JUDY MANN: Judy Mann*s claim to fame is

that she is the first local Chinese designer to

have her own perfume. It's not Giorgio, but if

you're into perfume one-upmanship, this is the

one for you. It also makes a nice gift, as it's

very hard to find this perfume in the United

States. Mann does not have her own boutiques

but produces her own line, runs Cheetah Man-
agement, sells through big local stores, and is

well known all over Southeast Asia. She also

has a factory outlet.

CHEETAH (outlet). Prat Commercial Building,

eleventh floor, 17-19 Prat Avenue, Kowloon

WILLIAM TANG: The line is called W.
Tang, and we love it. Currently sold in the

United States and Australia as well as Hong
Kong, the clothes are young and hip and a

teensy bit for the with-it set rather than the

ladies who lunch. But he does a lot of private

work and is famous for his wedding gowns, so

you can see the man has a lot of range. Edu-
cated in Toronto and London, Tang returned
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to Hong Kong in 1981. He did some designing

for Daniel Hechter and YGM Apparel (Hechter

is a licensee of theirs), then worked in New
York for Alcena. In 1984 he returned home
again to make his mark in knitwear. Look out,

Sonia Rykiel.

WILLIAM TANG, no shop, department stores

only

Local Finds

AMAZING GRACE: This is a rather fancy

version of an arts and crafts store but is popu-

lar with locals as well as tourists. It's not cheap

like a tourist stand but does sell many of the

same items. Amazing Grace is rather a classy

Pier One or Azuma. If you really love this

kind of stuff, the factory outlet is worth check-

ing out.

AMAZING GRACE
Ocean Terminal, Kowloon
Excelsior Hotel Arcade, Causeway Bay, Hong
Kong

Cityplaza, Tai Koo Shing, Hong Kong

AMAZING GRACE WAREHOUSE, Hue Shing

Industrial Building, Kowloon

BIRDS: A small chain. Birds is everything

you want a local find to be—visually exciting,

creative, inventive, not too expensive, and in

enough locations so you can always go back

for more. The clothes are made and designed

locally and best fit the teen and young-pop

crowd. The D'Aguilar Place shop is multilevel

and high-tech with several other lines for sale.
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The shop in the Excelsior is tiny and doesn*t

have the same selection. Excelsior is also miss-

ing the children's selection.

Expect to pay $25 for a top, $16 for pants

or a skirt.

Also check out the line called Children*s

Clothing Company, which is owned by the Birds

group.

BIRDS

D'Aguilar Place, Central, Hong Kong
Excelsior Hotel Arcade, Causeway Bay, Hong
Kong

Cityplaza, Taikoo Shing Road, Hong Kong

THE COTTON COLLECTION: These are

very Western, very English garden dresses that

seem totally out of place in Hong Kong. We've
seen them all over the United States and in

France and find them a delight in design and
price. You have to be the type for the sweet

floral dress with a lace collar, but here it is for

only $50. Good maternity dresses also.

THE COTTON C L L E C T 1 N . D'Aguilar Place,

Central, Hong Kong

LOUISA HEGGLI: Nancy Neville told us

about this shop, since we are just the kind of

women who love a good sweater for $20. Prices

range from $5 to $150 in a variety of styles and
fibers—angoras, metallics, cotton knits, etc.

Many Nanell-like designs are available for those

who don't mind a copy. Louisa designs up-

stairs. Sales are in June and December.

LOUISA HEGGLI/FASHION WORKSHOP, Em-
pire Centre, Kowloon
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JOYCE: We've talked about her elsewhere,

but here's Joyce's official listing. If you love

fashion and expensive designer clothes, you
cannot shop in Hong Kong without knowing
of Joyce's presence. She owns two of her own
Joyce boutiques as well as several licenses

—

Krizia and Fendi, for starters. You can't be in

The Landmark without visiting Joyce.

JOYCE, The Landmark, Central, Hong Kong

SCRUPLES: Scruples is one of the most
interesting shops you'll see in Hong Kong. It's

incredibly fancy, with rose-colored curtains and

double-draped dressing rooms, but sells very

down-to-earth clothes. Don't be intimidated

by the fancy interior. The merchandise seems

to be from several different lines and does not

fit together, but there are working woman
clothes at very reasonable prices and of excel-

lent quality. We saw many things that looked

similar to styles we noticed in a major U.S.

catalogue.

SCRUPLES. 19-27 Wyndham Street, Central,

Hong Kong

DAVID SHEEKWAN: His name is pro-

nounced Chic-wan, and this is one of the chicest

shops you will ever see anywhere. The shop, in

the Pedder Building, is drop-dead gorgeous—as

is the merchandise. Prices begin at $100. He
also has showrooms in Manhattan.

DAVID SHEEKWAN. 201-2 Pedder Building,

12 Pedder Street, Central, Hong Kong
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WATSON'S: Watson's is a chemist, like

Boots in London. You can get anything you

want at Watson's, and there are several of

them, so you're never far from air condition-

ing, an English pharmacist, and products you

use at home.

Shopping Centers

Rumor has it that the shopping mall was
invented in Hong Kong by a brilliant

British tycoon who knew that all tourists

visiting Hong Kong want to go shopping

and that rain prevented them from doing some
of that shopping. Indeed, once you set shoe in

any of the plethora of shopping centers, you
will not know—or care—if it is day or night

outside, light or dark, winter or summer, rainy

or dry.

Hong Kong is totally overrun with shopping

centers. It's a contagious disease spreading to

all architects, who now feel compelled to build

a hotel or office building with three floors of

retail shops before they get to the good stuff.

Somewhere, somehow, they find tenants for all

these shops. While stores do come and go in

these locations, and there always is some com-
ment as to which location is hotter than an-

other, these shopping centers do offer all the

riches of the Orient under one roof. At some
you even get ice skating.

ADMIRALTY: If you stay in Causeway Bay
you will get to know the name "Admiralty"

very well, because you have to change trains at

this MTR station to get to Kowloon. Admi-
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ralty is one of those huge modern buildings

that are so fabulous and make Hong Kong's

architecture something to write a whole new
book about. We're not certain who's got of-

fices in Admiralty, but there are several layers

of shops conveniently located between the train

tracks and the offices themselves—about four

or five floors' worth, to be exact. Admiralty

interconnects (all shopping centers seem to) to

United Centre and Queensway Plaza. All three

of these shopping centers are geared to the

locals who work in these buildings. Queensway
Plaza is known for its Japanese flair—^you can

stock up on Hello Kitty items for your kids at

Gift Gate.

ADMIRALTY, Central, Hong Kong

CITYPLAZA: Cityplaza is rather far from

your hotel, but if you are in town for a while

and want to catch up on your sociology, you

can take the MTR out to Quarry Bay or Tai

Koo Shing. This is very much a "real people"

part of town that was considered rather inac-

cessible until the MTR was finished. Now it's

developing quickly, and locals say some of

their best finds are in Quarry Bay. Cityplaza is

famous for its ice-skating rink, roller-skating

rink, bowling alley, and assortment of chil-

dren's toy shops. Although Hong Kong is the

world's largest producer of toys, there are not

a lot of toy shops in tourist areas.

Cityplaza is very much a family kind of place.

If you happen to be traveling with kids and

don't know what to do with them, you can

create an excellent family adventure by taking

the hoverferry from Central to Tai Koo Shing

and then catching a bus or a taxi to the shop-

ping center. You can shop, use the recrea-
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tional services, eat, and even take in a movie.

Check to see if movies are in English with

Chinese subtitles; most are.

CITYPLAZA, Taikoo Shing Road, Hong Kong

HARBOUR CITY: See Ocean Terminal.

THE LANDMARK: The Landmark is one
of the newest shopping centers in Hong Kong
and is extraordinarily different from all others.

It is totally Western. It is totally elegant. It is

four levels of dark granite—or is that marble?—^with every conceivable luxury thrown in: air

conditioning, fountains, cafes, and hordes of

big-name designers. The basement (the sub-

basement is a grocery store) is young and hip,

with white-tile floors and white-fronted stores

and even a Pizza Hut. The Landmark has to

be seen, but it is closer to Neiman-Marcus
than anything Chinese, British, or Far Eastern.

About 80% of the big-name designers have

shops in The Landmark, but don't forget to

visit Joyce—^which houses even more of your

favorites.

THE LANDMARK. Central, Hong Kong

NEW WORLD CENTRE: We arent wild

for the New World Centre—it's a bit too

nouveau and is more of the same old stuff.

But people who stay at the Regent Hotel or

the Sheraton love the New World Centre be-
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cause it's almost out their bedroom door. The
New World Centre is yet another massive,

multilevel, spic-and-span, concrete-and-cold-

floor shopping center filled v^ith litde shops,

one-hour photo dealers, and ice cream ven-

dors. It has one of the best air-conditioning

systems in Hong Kong, which is important in

summer, and a cute Japanese department store

(called Tokyu—open 10:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.,

closed Thursdays) on the street level. Uncle

Lennie and Aunt LaRue like it here a lot and
swear by many of their bargains.

NEW WORLD CENTRE. Kowloon

OCEAN TERMINAL: Ocean Terminal was
the first shopping center in Hong Kong and

the one that caused the snowball to start roll-

ing. Ocean Terminal was so successful that it

was immediately interconnected with several

other shopping centers. We call the whole

mess of them Ocean Terminal. In reality. Ocean

Terminal is the one that juts out into the

water. As you walk the rest of the mall, which

forms an "L" with Ocean Terminal, you will

pass through Harbour City and Ocean Centre.

It is impossible to distinguish which one you

are actually in unless you note the pattern of

the floor tile or ask the specific address of a

shop.

We have very mixed feelings about Ocean

Terminal. But we're going to be honest with

you. Mostly, we hate it. There are aspects we

love, but on the whole it's crowded, it's tour-

isty, it's Western, and it's not the least expen-

sive place in town. It's just not what we came

to Hong Kong to see. The decision to go to a

place like this is very personal—certainly you

can walk in and decide if you like this kind of

thing or not. (When you get off the Star Ferry
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on the Kowloon side you are practically in the

Ocean Terminal.) If it's rainy, if the sights and
sounds of Hong Kong upset you, if it's too hot

to breathe unless you are sheltered by total air

conditioning, you may do well to spend a day
at Ocean Terminal, et al. If you are a con-

cerned shopper and like to go into just about

every store, it would take you probably three

days just to "do" this area. (There are fifty

jewelry stores, a hundred fashion boutiques,

etc.)

Our suggestion: Give it a half day or an

hour—to see what it's like—and then run in

the opposite direction. Or make a list of the

designers and shops you want to see anyway,

check if they have Ocean Terminal or Harbour
City outlets, and group them for easy shopping.

Diane Freis, Jenny Lewis, and Peter Pan Toys
all have shops in this area. If you are into fine

collectibles, Charlotte Hortsmann and Gerald

Godfrey are in Ocean Terminal. You can buy
a Rice Paddy doll—the Chinese equivalent of

a Cabbage Patch doll—in Ocean Terminal, as

well.

OCEAN TERMINAL. Kowloon

PRINCESS SHOPPING PLAZA: One of

the multitude of shopping arcades attached to

hotels, the Princess Shopping Plaza is attached

to the Miramar Hotel in Tsimshatsui and
distinguishes itself by providing the ambience
of a roller rink for blue-haired ladies. The
central ground floor is dominated by an or-

ganist grinding out almost recognizable tunes

while afloat in the middle of a fountain. Bored
tourists nibble at pastries amid the Astroturf

and too-white lights.

There are two levels of shops, each level

supported by mirrored columns. Most of the
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shops offer rather routine Hong Kong mer-

chandise—a bevy of tailors, jewelers, and fash-

ion boutiques. Toward the back, we did find

some fun shops where you didn't even have to

haggle for a bargain. Captain Wong offered us

a 200% reduction on a strand of pearls, de-

spite the obvious marked price (Fukuya Com-
pany, Captain Wong, 155 Princess Shopping

Plaza).

PRINCESS SHOPPING PLAZA. Miramar Hotel,

134 Nathan Road, Kowloon

Hotel Arades

Ever
since the 1950s, Holiday Inns of

America has hosted little shops in their

motel offices where you can buy tooth-

paste, aspirin, and tampons. Hotels in

Hong Kong have taken this basic idea and

carried it one step farther. They have little shops

in their lobbies—or arcade areas—that sell ev-

erything you might want or need. For life.

There are several reasons for hotel arcades

becoming as popular as they are: They're dry

in rain; they're cool in summer (like shopping

malls); they're handy for the tourist who will

spend according to convenience and, most im-

portantly, they carry the responsibility of trust.

Shoppers have come to judge the shops in a

hotel to be as reliable as the hotel itself. Thus

the fanciest, most deluxe hotels have the most

trustworthy shops. Shoppers believe there is a

direct correlation between the quality of the

store and the quality of the hotel.

Certainly the shops in the Peninsula, the

Mandarin, and the Regent are the most expen-

sive and most exclusive. But that doesn't mean

there's anything wrong with the shops in the

Holiday Inn. Some hotel arcades offer a hand-
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ful of shops. Others have three layers of stores

and one hundred choices. The Excelsior Hotel

has one of the largest shopping arcades. Many
times, a hotel arcade connects to a main shop-

ping center. With the Prince Hotel at the far

end of Ocean Terminal, you can walk from

the Prince through a shopping arcade to con-

nect to the Marco Polo Hotel and then go into

another shopping center and keep on connect-

ing for a few miles, several hotels, and thou-

sands of stores and end up at the Hong Kong
Hotel.

The most famous hotel arcades are:

Excelsior Hotel, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong
Hyatt Hotel, Kowloon
Mandarin Hotel, Central, Hong Kong
Prince-Polo-Hong Kong Hotel Arcades, Kowloon
Regent Hotel, Kowloon
Sheraton Hotel, Kowloon

Japanese Department Stores

Japanese department stores must be consid-

ered the eighth wonder of the world. They
are so total, so complete, so very stagger-

ing in their stock that it's almost overwhelm-

ing. Visitors to Japan often go nowhere else

but department stores. Visitors to Hong Kong
should take some time for a few of these stores

just to see what they are like, if not to buy
anything.

Basically, Japanese department stores in for-

eign countries (foreign to Japan) are there to

serve Japanese ex-pats. The Japanese depart-

ment stores in London sell the same things

Harrods do; the ones in Hong Kong sell a

little of everything. If you expect just Japanese

merchandise, you are very, very wrong. Every

big-name French and Italian designer is repre-
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sented in the bigger Japanese department stores.

Japanese cosmetics (fabulous) are sold in quan-

tities; lunch counters always are cute, and se-

lection of all types of products is maximum.
Causeway Bay has several Japanese department

stores right near each other, so you may want
to check a few of them out while you are

there.

Prices in department stores tend to be high,

but we must admit that Chanel makeup was a

few cents cheaper in Isetan than any other

resource in town—Japanese, French, British,

or Chinese. We don't buy a lot here, we just

drool. Prices usually are not outrageous, but

we don't go to Hong Kong to buy in regular

department stores and pay $100 for something

that's worth $100. (We like to pay $25 for

something that's worth $100.) Price is also rela-

tive: The service in Japanese department stores

is so superior to almost any other place in

Hong Kong that you don't mind if merchan-

dise is a little more expensive. The Japanese

have ideas about the value of good service that

the Chinese do not share. Even when the help

does not speak much English, you will be
pampered and cared for.

One final word to claustrophobics: Don't go

during rush hours. Stores are open until 9:00

or 10:00 P.M., so relax and enjoy yourself away

from the madding crowd.

DAIMARU: Closed on Wednesdays in the

traditional Japanese habit of closing one day a

week, Daimaru is fun and known to us for its

clean, well-marked toilets, which we use when
in the neighborhood. Oriental pop music blares

and major designer goods are abundant. Prices

are not bargain basement but are no higher

than at other Japanese department stores.

Daimaru is divided into two large depart-
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ment stores, one for fashions and one for

housewares and furniture. The stores feel much
more Japanese than the other department stores.

The music is Oriental, not American rock 'n*

roll—as in most of the other stores. This is a

good real-people resource if you live in Hong
Kong.

Inexpensive Japanese (a fashion style you

will grow to appreciate when you see it) is cute

and fun—great for teens; traditional French

and Italian designers are available. Men's Bally

shoes are $85 to $125; Alta Sports shoes (a

Japanese brand) are $50. There are watches

and pearls here, but the selection and quality

are not as snazzy as at Mitsukoshi. Daimaru is

more middle class than some of the other

stores; the real buys here are in Japanese fash-

ions. Hours are 10:30 A.M. to 9:30 P.M.

DAIMARU, Fashion Square, Paterson Street,

Causeway Bay, Hong Kong

I SET AN: Isetan is more young at heart than

the other Japanese department stores. It's a

great place for fun clothes, although there is a

good selection of international designers. This

store also has several basement levels but is

not attached to an MTR station. Fun for teens;

convenient enough to your basic Kowloon shop-

ping spree that you can pop in for a few

minutes.

ISETAN, Sheraton Hotel Arcade, Kowloon

MATSUZAKAYA: This department store

closes on Thursdays, but it's otherwise open
from 10:30 A.M. to 9:30 P.M. It feels a lot like
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Sears but has pockets of designer clothes here

and there. But if you crave Godiva chocolates,

you can buy them here. The ground floor has

cosmetics, perfumes, handbags, and accesso-

ries; the first floor is ladies' and children's

ready-to-wear; the second floor is men's and
sports, and the third floor is housewares, sta-

tionery, and toys.

The overall quality is everyday Hong Kong,

which probably is not your look back in the

United States. Display of fashion is not good,

and we aren't wild for the shop—except for its

good cosmetics department and those marvel-

ous Godiva chocolates.

MATSUZAKAYA
Causeway Bay Store, Paterson Street, Cause-

way Bay, Hong Kong
Queensway Store, Queensway Plaza, Cen-

tral, Hong Kong

MITSUKOSHI: This is our favorite Japanese

department store—in Hong Kong, anyway. It's

built a bit like a bomb shelter and seems to

have no relationship to the real world. It just

goes on forever, and there are no windows. In

fact, a good bit of it is underground. Floors

are numbered with substreet numbers—for

example, B-3 means it's the third floor down,

not up. This bothers some, but not us.

Mitsukoshi can be appreciated even before

you set foot into the actual store. Occupying

most of the ground floor of the marbled

Hennessy Centre, the store is one of the larg-

est and fanciest of the Japanese department

stores in Causeway Bay. Just looking at it is

exciting. Fine watches, pearls, leather hand-

bags, and some designer labels dot the ground-

floor display cases. Compared to other Japanese

department stores, Mitsukoshi is one of the
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most lovely and elegant—especially on the main

floor. Prices here are Japanese standard, which

means there are no bargains.

As you descend into the guts of the store,

each floor gets less and less American. The
downstairs lower-level fashions are geared more

for Hong Kong taste and budget. As you go

down, the lights get brighter and the music

seems louder. Don't go if you have a headache.

We have been through every inch of this

store and must confess our favorite depart-

ment is men's socks. They're pricey ($5 a pair),

but these socks come in the most incredible

colors you have ever seen. They're all cotton,

well made, and are exactly the kind of thing a

Japanese eye appreciates but an American man-

ufacturer will not make. The book department

is fun; toys is merely okay; cosmetics is fantas-

tic; kids' clothing is fun.

But getting on to bigger things: The watch

department sells every brand you may think

of—a Rolex perpetual date in silver and gold

for $1,300; a dressy Seiko for $200. If you are

interested in pearls, they'll cost more here than

on the street, but you'll know what you're

getting. At the pearl counter you get good

help, good information, and anything made up

for you in a matter of hours. There's no charge

for stringing and knotting on cultured pearls.

A sixteen-inch strand of seed pearls starts at

$11. You can buy it for $5 at the Jade Market,

but it won't be under such comfortable circum-

stances.

Mitsukoshi has designer clothes and acces-

sories—Gucci, Lanvin, Christian Dior, Guy
Laroche, Chloe, Mila Schon, etc. The house-

wares department is great fun; there is also a

grocery store on B3.

MITSUKOSHI, Hennessy Centre, 500 Hennessy

Road, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong
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SOGO: A rather new addition to Hong Kong,

Sogo is right over the Causeway Bay MTR
station, which makes it very convenient (or, if

you are driving, there is free parking for two

hours at Windsor House). Sogo is a brand-

new, modern store, open from 10:30 A.M. to

10:00 P.M., so you can get in some nighttime

shopping with pleasure. All the big designers

are represented here. Prices are good on Jap-

anese designers, such as Hiroko Koshino, whom
we have been buying in Milan or at Alma in

New York, Here a blouse is $100, dresses

are about $200, and slacks are $150. This

is almost half price compared to the United

States.

Sogo plays very recognizable Muzak as you

zip up and down escalators—designers on GF;
ladies' fashions, cosmetics, and shoes on Bl;

food on B2. There're more ladies' fashions on

floors one and two; men's on three; four is

sports and hi-fi equipment; five is household

goods and furniture; six has babies' and ma-

ternity items; and seven offers stationery. On
the first floor there's an adorable "Cafe City"

decorated with pink-and-black Art Deco and

ready to convince you that you aren't in Hong
Kong. Sogo claims to be the world's largest

department store.

Whatever you do, don't miss the cosmetics

bar on the first floor.

"I wish we had one of these in Houston,"

we overheard an American woman say. We
agree for L.A.

SOGO, Lockhart Road, Causeway Bay, Hong
Kong
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British Department Stores

t seems perfectly normal for there to be
British department stores in a British Crown
colony—especially one that was set up for

the sole purpose of trade—but we are sorely

disappointed that Harrods doesn't have an out-

let in Hong Kong.

DO DWELL: Not one of our Hong Kong
friends even so much as whispered the name
Dodwell to us when we were doing our re-

search for this book. Luckily, we found it on
our own. (It is hard to miss.) Dodwell is a

bargain basement of the British variety. It is not

Chinese, but British in nature, even though the

Chinese like the store as much as everyone else.

The skinny on Dodwell is that they sell

Marks & Spencer merchandise, including the

excellent Saint Michael private label. Dodwell

does not appear to be owned by Marks &
Spencer but probably is a separate import-

export firm with the license for that merchan-

dise. Or perhaps they manufacture it and have

the right to sell it in the Far East. Whatever
the deal, you get the best deal. Dodwell is not

the place to pick up souvenirs, but if you need

inexpensive clothing Western style, there are

bargains galore. Little girls' dresses cost $9.00

to $10.00; cotton T-shirts are $2.50; socks are

$1.75.

There are several Dodwell stores; the one in

The Landmark is the snazziest.

DODWELL
Ocean Terminal, Kowloon
Excelsior Hotel Arcade, Causeway Bay,

Hong Kong
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Cityplaza, Taikoo Shing Road, Hong Kong
Elizabeth House, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong
The Landmark, Central, Hong Kong
Harbour City, Kowloon

LANE CRAWFORD: Lane Crawford is the

most prestigious Western-style department store

in Hong Kong, and a jewel to those who work
and live in Hong Kong but who crave the

elegance of Old World charm in a retail set-

ting. Lane Crawford is not huge by American

standards, but it's large enough to give com-

fort and to offer the leading brands of mer-

chandise. Lane Crawford is not really there for

tourists, but it does offer the guarantee that

you are not getting fakes, seconds, or inferior

merchandise. Snobs often like to buy their

jewelry here.

Lane Crawford was created as a full-service

English department store for the people who
live there. It doesn't have the food halls of

Harrods or the young-working-girl selection of

Selfridge's, but it does offer cradle-to-grave

services along with the merchandise. Yes, you

can take your Maine Chance Day at the Eliza-

beth Arden here.

We have never seen anything in Lane Craw-

ford we didn't see anywhere else and find the

store worthwhile only if you seek to escape the

realities of Hong Kong (and many do ... if

only for an hour), or want to see a lot of

merchandise in a manner you can deal with—as

opposed to the wretched excesses elsewhere in

Hong Kong.

LANE CRAWFORD LTD.

Lane Crawford House, Queen's Road, Cen-

tral, Hong Kong
Peninsula Hotel Arcade, Kowloon
74 Nathan Road, Kowloon
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Chinese Department Stores

There are several Chinese department stores

in Hong Kong, but the most glamorous

of them is run by the Communist Chi-

nese government. They have nothing to

do with the other Chinese department stores,

which are owned and operated by locals.

CHINESE ARTS & CRAFTS: It was Eva

Gabor who first told us about Chinese Arts &
Crafts, although many people mentioned it to

us. The store is shocking to most Americans

because it is so downright glamorous. (There

are several branches, but all are very nice.)

Stores are open every day of the week, includ-

ing a half day on Sunday. Those Communists
are very good at capitalism.

There are several shops and each is slightly

different, but most of the merchandise is the

same. One warning: The shops are meant to

bring cash into the Communist Chinese gov-

ernment, as we've already said one million

times. To make the most, the most is asked.

These stores happen to be very expensive, for

what they are selling. By American standards,

the prices are good. By local standards, they

are outrageously high.

Eddie Lau has his own boutique in each

store; the jewelry departments are glorious.

You may find merchandise here that you can

get cheaper in the United States. We saw great

expandable lapis bracelets for %25 and thought

they were a steal. We found them for $20 in

the United States. Oh, well.

All big-name cosmetics brands are sold here.

We priced the Lancome mascara here and
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everywhere and found it to be $10—everywhere.

So the price is no more or no less than that of

the competition. ($10.50, U.S. price.)

The silk fabric (yardgoods) department is

fun, although the prices are cheaper in Jardine's

or the Lanes. There's no question that the

quality of everything here is excellent—after

all, these goods were made for tourists, not for

nationals. We love the porcelain, baskets, and

tablecloths. The store will ship for you; sales

help have been very pleasant to us. We like it

here, but we seldom buy much only because

we find prices are cher.

CHINESE ARTS & CRAFTS (H.K.) LTD.

233-37 Nathan Road, Yaumatei, Kowloon;

hours, Monday to Saturday, 10:00 A.M. to

9:00 P.M.; Sunday, noon to 6:00 P.M.

New World Centre, Tsimshatsui, Kowloon;

hours, Monday to Saturday, 10:00 A.M.

to 6:30 P.M.; Sunday, noon to 6:00 P.M.

Shell House, Central; hours, Monday to Sat-

urday, 10:00 A.M. to 6:30 P.M.

Silvercord, Kowloon; hours, Monday to Sat-

urday, 10:00 A.M. to 6:30 P.M.

SINCERE: This is kind of like the Blooming-

dale's of the Chinese set. The stock is more

Alexander's than Bloomies, but you might want

to poke your head in to visit. If it's summer,

be sure to stop by. The high-powered air con-

ditioning is a treat. We liked the kids' depart-

ments and the inexpensive teen fashions. Huge
cosmetics department. Quite the scene, in ei-

ther location. Sincerely.

SINCERE COMPANY LTD.

83 Argyle Street, Monkok, Kowloon

173 Des Voeux Road, Central, Hong Kong
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WING ON: Conveniently located across the

street from the Wing On Leather Fashions

and Pet Store, Wing On has Western-style

merchandise at cheap prices. Many prices are

less expensive than at Stanley Market. We're

not talking Calvin Klein, but you can find

some inexpensive work clothes here. Large-

size Americans need not apply. This store was

really a shocker in that it offered so much.

Needless to say, there are not a lot of tourists

here.

WING ON COMPANY LTD.

361 Nathan Road, Yaumatei, Kowloon
211 Des Voeux Road, Central, Hong Kong
26 Des Voeux Road, Central, Hong Kong

YUE HWA: If you can't make it all the way
to China, stop by here for a taste of the real

thing. If you need acupuncture needles, stop

by the counter on the first floor. (Promise her

anything, but give her acupuncture needles )

Besides the medicines and herbs and spices,

inexpensive men's wear is on the first floor.

The second floor has rows and rows of Chi-

nese working clothes. This is not what you

came to Hong Kong for. There is a fur corner

on two—the furs are of questionable origin

and bring immediately to mind the question of

U.S. Customs. You can find a fabulous Chi-

nese vest lined with fur for $75. You will need

a country-of-origin form to bring the fur into

the United States. If the thought of a fur ap-

peals to you, call your district Customs office

to ask about GSP breaks on fur and which

animal fur cannot be brought into the United

States.
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The third floor has lots of fun gift items,

jade flowers, little wallets, cloisonne bracelets,

etc. Children's Chinese pajamas are $10; beaded

evening bags are $12; Suzy Wong gowns are

$16. They mail to the United States—a ten-

kilo package (twenty-five pounds) costs $30 to

ship. Not bad at all.

YUE HWA
Main store, 301-9 Nathan Road; hours, 10:00

A.M. to 9:30 P.M.

Tsimshatsui branch, 54-64 Nathan Road;

hours, 9:30 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.

Kowloon Bay branch, Telford Gardens, Kow-
loon Bay; hours, 10:00 A.M. to 9:30 P.M.

Factor Outlets

Do
the words "factory outlet" make your

spine tingle and your feet begin to jig-

gle? Are you tempted to skip reading

this text and jump right to the listings?

You are right; this is it—Nirvana. Every faith

has its temple. Shoppers Unanimous visit Hong
Kong just to make pilgrimages to their favorite

factory oudets. Sounds simple? However, what

was it Mother always said about nothing worth-

while in life being easy or simple? Mother

must have known about Hong Kong's factory

outlets.

There are hundreds of them. Actually—there

are probably thousands of them. They are in

nice neighborhoods, working-class neighbor-

hoods, out-of-the-way neighborhoods, scary

neighborhoods, and chic neighborhoods. Find-

ing them all is easy; getting to all of them in a

short amount of time (three days) is impossi-

ble. Many of them are not worth finding.

In the past few years, factory owners have

become wise to the fact that the tourist wants
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a bargain, wants to buy at the factory, and is

disappointed when she cannot do so. The fac-

tories that opened up outlets became enor-

mously successful. Some of them even banded

together to form an association and make shop-

ping easier by being all in one location. For

the most part, the more commercial the outlet

became, the greedier the owners got. The real

bargains disappeared; fake bargains appeared.

Instead of getting good-quality merchandise,

you got junk—for the same price that once

bought a fine item.

On top of that, the designers themselves

have put restrictions on their factories due to

the serious problem of "rip-offs" that have

plagued them in the past few years. Current

merchandise has been known to disappear from

the factory and end up in the stores under

another name. Sometimes the style is slightly

modified, sometimes it is not even changed.

Many factories that you would hope to visit

are closed and guarded. The factories that pro-

duce many lines still pass overruns off in their

outlets, but labels are cut out. Damages or

seconds are shipped to certain outlets that

specialize in these. Very often the designers

know nothing about this. The point is that

weeding through all of the available sources is

time-consuming but successful only half the

time.

Having learned it all the hard way (hours on
the MTR in search of a bargain and winding

up with junk, being frightened to death in the

back hallways of Kaiser Estates, wearing through

many pairs of shoes walking the back alleys of

Kowloon and the New Territories), we are

here to tell you that you need not make the

same mistakes. We have listed only those out-

lets that we think are worth visiting. If we
have left some out, it is either because they

were too far away to make the trip reason-

able, or the quality of the merchandise was not

up to our standards. If you have only three to

five days in Hong Kong, you don't have time
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to waste. If you are seeking more outlets, buy
Dana Goetz's book, or stop by HKTA for

their list (see page 72).

We list the outlets in alphabetical order and

in our tour section (pages 201-227) we have

combined our very favorite outlets with shops

by area. Some tours deal only with outlets and

take you step by step, street by street. If you are

pressed for time, we suggest you just pick a

tour and follow it.

Ambience in the outlets varies widely from

place to place. Some good outlets are in the

factories themselves and are exciting to visit.

Other outlets are funky but have good-quality

merchandise mixed in with seconds. Two of

our favorite outlets are quite elegant; have large,

modern showrooms; and accept credit cards.

One thing to remember about shopping in an

outlet is that there are no returns or credits.

Once you leave the store, the merchandise is

yours, even if you find a huge hole in the

sleeve when you return to your hotel room.

Always check the merchandise for dye lots and

damages before you buy it. Always try on an

item; verify sizes. Most outlets will have some-

place for you to try on items. Sizes are not

always marked correctly. As with the rest of

Hong Kong shopping, the motto is "Buyer

Beware." Having a good time will not be your

problem.

Central

THE PEDDER BUILDING
12 Redder Street, Central, Hong Kong

If you are having trouble adjusting to Hong
Kong, you may want to start in the most Brit-

ish part of town—Central. There you can spend

a big hunk of time in the Pedder Building.
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This is also a good place to visit on a rainy

day. Located across the street from The Land-

mark, the Pedder Building is where you will

find three of our favorite outlets as well as some
fabulously designed small boutiques carrying a

variety of European and Japanese designers

(see "Local Finds," page 114).

The Pedder Building is a Hong Kong rehab.

Originally an industrial building, it has been

converted to hi-tech, hi-fashion. It's very safe

here, very Western. And grrrreat fun.

SHOPPER'S WORLD SAFARI: There is

another branch of Shopper's World Safari, but

this is our favorite for both ambience and
merchandise, and we're not mentioning the

other one because it's downstairs and weird

and we didn't like it nearly as much. In the

Pedder location, you walk into a big square

room filled with racks and bins. The pink

pelican logo is hard to miss, as are all the

bargains. Head for the back wall, which con-

tains bin after bin of the Alexander Julian

Colours line of shirts, most selling in the $5 to

$10 range. In the racks we saw Fila, Villager,

Geoffrey Beene jackets, Adrienne Vittadini knits,

Armani's Emporio sweaters, and Christian Dior

ties. All of the merchandise was either slightly

damaged or of seconds quality. Prices were
half to one third what the retail price would
have been had the goods been perfect. We saw
a Vittadini sweater we had priced in the United

States at $146 and almost bought when it was
marked down to $99. It was $40 at Shopper's

World Safari—and no defect could be found!

SHOPPER'S WORLD S A F A R
I . the Pedder Build-

ing, Room 104

WEAR HOUSE: Don't walk out of this

oudet because you can't stand to walk in. Yes,
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it is crowded and confusing, but if it is your

lucky day it will be a very lucky day. The shop

buys seconds, samples, and damages from all of

the famous factories that we told you had

guards and were impenetrable. Indeed, they

are, but the inscrutable owners of Wear House
have an in somewhere (maybe a third cousin

twice removed) and stock odds and ends from

a large variety of designers. When we were

there, they had just brought in merchandise

from New Man, Issey Sport (as in Miyake),

Marithe and Francois Girbaud, Bill Blass, Pierre

Cardin, Kansai, Gant, Diane Von Furstenburg,

Talbots, Oscar de la Renta, Generra, Alexan-

der Julian, and Beene Bag. These design lines

are not guaranteed to be there when you are, nor

are you guaranteed to find something that fits

you or even matches, but it is so much fun trying.

Wear House now has many branches, but this

is the easiest one to find. Don't miss the special

bin of factory samples priced at $5 to $25.

WEAR H U S E . the Pedder BuHding, Room 102

BOUTIQUE 506-7: This showroom is only

partly a factory oudet, and that part is under

wraps. The real bargain here is the Yves Saint

Laurent men's shirts. We hear tell that these

are straight from the factory to you. A men's

polo shirt sells for approximately $15, and a

long-sleeve cotton shirt is $30. Also available

are YSL belts, slippers, and Kouros cologne.

The rest of the showroom is a showplace of

filtered light, wide-open loft space with arched

industrial windows, and bleached blond wood
floors. Many locals shop here.

BOUTIQUE 504-7, the Pedder Building, Room
506-7
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W I N T E X : This outlet openly advertises them-

selves as the manufacturers and licensed dis-

tributors of Lisa Ferranti. Indeed, they stock

more Lisa Ferranti in their shop than anything

else. We don't happen to know who Lisa

Ferranti is, but that hasn't stopped us from

becoming fans. The showroom is very small

and civilized. All of the clothing is still in

plastic bags, which makes rummaging diffi-

cult. The prices are not as competitive as at

Safari and Wear House, but the clothing is

very often in better shape and there are more
sizes and styles available. You can actually buy
all the pieces to a suit in one size and have a

hope of finding the sweater that matches the

skirt you have fallen in love with. Lisa Ferranti

produces in both silk and gabardine, with a

silk skirt selling for $20 and the matching top

for $10.

We also saw a good variety of Calvin Klein

suits selling for $150, and a complete Charlotte

Ford outfit for $100. Not to be outdone by
Safari or Wear House, Wintex also stocks the

Alexander Julian line of shirts.

W I N T E X , the Pedder Building, Room 404

BLOOMWEAR LIMITED
Tak Shing House, Room 808, 20 Des Voeux Road, Central, Hong Kong

Although Bloomwear has a Des Voeux Road
address, you will drive yourself crazy trying to

find it. The entrance to the building is actually

around the corner, on Theatre Lane. Take an
elevator to the eighth floor. Room 808. Bloom-
wear is notable for one thing only and that is

the sweaters they manufacture that are identi-

cal to the ones we purchase at our favorite

boutique in Beverly Hills for twice the price.

Sometimes the label is called Lorenzo, some-
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times it has a private label; it is the same
sweater. We have not seen duplicate sweaters

at our other outlets. In Hong Kong shopping

you get used to seeing the same merchandise

at many resources. Bloomwear is a total origi-

nal. You'll pay $35 to $50 per sweater. We've
seen this sweater in the United States for $90
to $250. Bloomwear also manufactures a com-

plete line of suits and silk blouses, with a wool

suit selling for $100 and a silk blouse for $50.

The quality is good, but the styling is not

great. We also saw some Calvin Klein on sale

that was, without question, four years old.

Cash or travelers checks are accepted; also

Visa but not AE. The shop is open Monday to

Friday from 10:00 A.M. till 6:00 P.M. and on

Saturday till 4:00 P.M.

LIM YING YING
Hong Kong Chinese Bank Building, tenth floor, 65 Des Voeux

Road, Central, Hong Kong

The entrance to Lim Ying Ying is not on Des

Voeux Road, as you might have guessed, but

around the corner to the right, on Pottinger

Street. This is the place in town for silk paja-

mas; dressing gowns; robes; and other sensu-

ous, silky things. If you have ever had visions

of dressing like a movie star when you went to

bed, this is a fantasy come true.

The outlet is in a tiny room to the side of

the offices and is crammed with merchandise.

Stuffed in the racks are embroidered silk dress-

ing gowns with the Bill Tice label, fabulous

quilted robes from Saks, Oscar de la Renta

lace and silk nightgowns, and Fernando San-

chez's luxurious robes and gowns. Prices hover

around $90 to $125 for most things. Also avail-

able are sweaters and blouses, but the quality
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does not match that of the loungewear. Lim
Ying Ying accepts travelers checks, MasterCard,

Visa, and Diner's Club. It is open Monday to

Saturday from 9:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.

Kowloon

THE SANDS BUILDING
17 Hankow Road, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon

The Sands Building is not a factory building.

It's another office building, but in Kowloon.

It's a hop, skip, and jump from the Peninsula

Hotel, and you will be doing a lot of your

browsing in this area of Kowloon. The Sands

Building is the location of the two best sweater

outlets in the world. If you had only one hour

to shop in Hong Kong, this is where we would
send you.

TOP KNITTERS: One of the happiest days

in our Hong Kong lives was when we were

introduced to Elizabeth Li and her Top Knit-

ters outlet. Elizabeth is part of an old and wise

Chinese family (from New York, by the way)

that has been in the knitting business for years,

maybe centuries. Elizabeth is, however, nei-

ther old nor wise. She is young, hip, and savvy.

She went to Columbia University and F.I.T.,

and she travels the European designer circuit

regularly. A great many of the top European

designers come to Elizabeth when they want

to design a knit line. The outlet is run like a

retail boutique, except that the prices are dis-

count. Don't expect cheap. Don't expect rum-

maging. Everything here is well displayed and

in good shape. If you are a finicky shopper but

want a nice discount, this should be where you
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spend all your time. There aren't too many
outlets this nice.

Top Knitters produces the Krizia Mirrors

line of knits as well as many, many others.

Every big name in the world knows Elizabeth.

Expect to find anything from Krizia sweaters

with half labels for $200 to well-made ready-to-

wear without labels for $50 apiece. We had

the uncanny experience of falling in love with a

cotton knit skirt and top that had no label.

They were so incredibly well made that we
were forced to buy them. Three months later,

we found the outfit in New York for 200%
more than we paid for it.

TOP KNITTERS.the Sands Building, tenth floor

ORIENTAL PACIFIC: Oriental Pacific is

very well organized. Oriental Pacific is very

cheap. Oriental Pacific is very wonderful. O.P.,

as we fondly refer to Oriental Pacific, bills

itself as a retail store. We can't imagine what

discount would mean to them. The shop is

one large, open showroom lined with sweaters.

Circular racks fill the central floor space, filled

with even more sweaters. There are bins against

one wall, filled with—^you guessed it—more
sweaters. The cashmeres are in the bins to

your right as you enter and are organized ac-

cording to weight and style. Men's argyle

V-necks (double-ply) are $92, and nonpatterned

cashmeres are $35. Women's button-down

single-ply sweaters sell for $45. Heavy cash-

mere and lambswool sweater jackets are $150.

On the back wall are bins and racks of heavy

sweaters, great for skiing or if you live in the

East. We recognized a Perry Ellis sweater from

a few seasons back; the O.P. price was $50.

In the United States the price had been $350.

The side racks are a collection of seasonal
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goods. We have purchased all of our birthday

presents for our children's friends here. A fab-

ulous crew neck wool sweater with a fun de-

sign is never more than $10. Men's crew neck

sweaters in fabulous colors sell for $12. We
have purchased all of our Forenza look-alikes

here for $15 to $30. We have purchased a lot

here and will continue to do so. They accept

all major credit cards and do a very active

mail-order business. You will even be given a

marketing survey to fill out, asking what your

favorite colors are. These people mean to please.

The mail-order brochure comes complete with

a four-color layout of their classic styles, prices

in both Hong Kong and U.S. dollars, size

equivalences, and shipping prices and duties.

You shop O.P. as you do many Hong Kong
showrooms—the sweaters that are out are

merely samples. Pile up your selection on the

table and then ask for the size you want from

the samples you have selected. If they don't

have your size, you're out of luck. If all they

have is the sample, you are allowed to buy it.

There is a second O.P., in Star House. It's

very similar to the one in the Sands Building

but doesn't have quite as large a selection.

ORIENTAL PACIFIC RETAIL LTD.

the Sands Building, sixth floor, Kowloon
Star House, Kowloon

GRANVILLE ROAD

Granville Road is not a building, but it is a

street that has become ripe with "factory out-

lets." This is like Kaiser Estates, where a group

of businesspeople are trying to make a few

extra dollars from the unexperienced shopper

or the overexcited tourist. Just because a sign

says "outlet" or "factory prices" does not mean
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that this is true. Usually a true outlet will not

be on the street level, because the rent for a

storefront is too high. Most outlets are either

attached to the factory or in the factory, espe-

cially in this high-rent district. We guide you

through this area with care.

To find Granville Road, follow the crowd

from the Peninsula Hotel up Nathan Road. As
you see the Kowloon Park on your left, start

looking to your right. Granville Road will be

the second big street on your right. Most of

the outlets on Granville Road are lower end. If

you have a teenager, this will be the place to

come for casual clothing and jeans.

PI ALLIG 10: Of all the silk outlets in Hong
Kong, this is the best for the everyday silk

blouse. The showroom is on the side of the

offices, and stock can be superb or just ho-

hum, depending upon luck. The room is long

and skinny, with samples on the racks and

more sizes in the back. The silk blouses range

in price from $20 to $40 and are terrific qual-

ity for an everyday work situation. The thing

that distinguishes these blouses from the oth-

ers is an extra pizzazz in the styling. They don't

look cheap, but your boss won't think that

you are spending your money frivolously,

either—especially if you tell him what you

paid. You might even get a raise for being

so smart.

Wool gabardine suits are available after Oc-

tober and silk dresses sell all year long for $80.

We feel this is a must-see for the value. Bring

cash because no plastic is accepted. They are

open Monday to Saturday from 9:00 A.M. to

6:00 P.M.

P I A L L 1 6 1 . 10 Granville Road, sixth floor
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GEIS & TIJAN INTERNATIONAL LTD.:
Enter the Taurus Building and take the eleva-

tor to the tu^elfth floor even though the direc-

tory says thirteen. The offices are on thirteen;

the factory is on twelve. This is a place to

bring your teenagers. The outlet is part of a

factory storeroom, sewing room, and sales

office. The merchandise is displayed on racks,

in bins, on the wall, and hanging from the

ceiling. The quality and styling are mid-range

casual, the kind of things that you might ex-

pect to find in the sportswear department of a

large chain department store. There are no
designer goods, but the clothes are fun. A
sequined Hawaiian shirt is $10, and a cotton

matching shirt and pants outfit is $35. A
nice-quality linen blouse is $30, while a dress

in the same material is $40. Cash only; hours

are Monday to Friday, 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.,

with an hour break for lunch from 1:00 to 2:00

P.M. Saturday hours are 9:30 A.xM. to 1:00 P.M.

GEIS & TIGAN INTERNATIONAL LTD., 21
A-B Granville Road, twelfth floor

A-WIN GARMENTS MANUFACTORY:
This outlet is a must if you have teenage chil-

dren or love those comfy, casual outfits that

your favorite boutique sells for outrageous

prices. However, part of the trick is finding

A-Win. After you leave the Taurus Building,

look up and see the very small sign above the

Fung Lum Restaurant pointing to A-Win. Go
through the tacky old notions store and up the

rickety stairs in the back to the first floor. You
will think that for sure we are crazy at this

point. However, once you get inside and take a

tour around, you will love us forever. This is

mid- to lower-range merchandise, but just the

kind of thing that you probably like to wear
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on a Sunday, or that your teenager wears all

the time. It is the California casual look. Skirts

can be purchased for as low as $3 and wool
sweaters for as low as $20. Nicer lines, such

as Fenn Wright & Manson, Ann Taylor, and
Emmanuele also are available. A-Win even man-
ufactures a line of skiwear. We're not sure

what they don't manufacture. There is a tailor

on the premises who will alter your purchases

for you. This is a favorite find of our friends

who work for the airlines. A-Win will take

travelers checks and are open every day. Hours
are Monday to Saturday, 11:00 A.M. to 8:30

P.M.; Sunday, 11:00 A.M. to 7:30 P.M.

A-WIN GARMENTS MANUFACTORY
23 Granville Road, first floor

58 Granville Road

KWOON SUN FASHION COMPANY:
This outlet is actually more like a street stall

than a store. The sweaters that they are fa-

mous for are all neatly displayed on the street,

with stock sizes on the first floor. There is no
sign above the door, but you can find them

between the Porcelain and Curtain shops. The
wool and cashmere sweaters they sell have the

Michael Carol label and are very well made
and priced. A round-neck cashmere sells for

$30 (single-ply), while a double-ply V-neck is

$75. Heavy wool sweaters sell for $45 and up,

depending on the construction and detailing.

Sweaters are for sale even in the middle of

summer. They are open Monday to Sunday

from 10:30 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.

KWOON SUN FASHION COMPANY, 45 Gran-

ville Road, ground floor
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Y & FUNG COMPANY: Across the street

from A-Win, in a ground-floor display win-

dow you will see a sign that says, "Retail,

wholesale, export, mail order, welcome en-

quire, mezz. floor." We figured 'This is our

kind of outlet," and indeed it is. This is not a

manufacturer, but a jobber who buys from

many different factories. At various times of

the year Y & Fung Company carries Forenza,

Paco Rabanne, Halston II, Ellen Tracy, Sas-

soon, and the Bill Blass casual line. Lines come
and go depending on the manufacturing season.

You must walk up two flights to get to the

mezzanine. The merchandise is displayed in a

big open room with boxes of stock every-

where. Prices range from $5 for a pair of Bill

Blass shorts to $30 for a man's sport jacket. An
Ellen Tracy blouse sold for $6, while a silk

dress by La Fontana was $25.

Y & FUNG COMPANY
64 Granville Road, mezzanine

57 Granville Road

KAISER ESTATES

Everyone who comes back from Hong Kong,
comes back with stories of where you have to

go. A few years ago, Kaiser Estates was it. This

was when the factory-outlet craze began and
when factory owners became wise to the fact

that there was a market for their overruns and
seconds. According to locals, in the early days

of its open-to-the-public phase, Kaiser Estates

was a find. Now we think it is better lost than

found, but we'll leave it up to you.

Kaiser Estates is neither an estate in the

sense you are thinking about; nor is it Ger-
man. It is a series of high-rise concrete-slab

industrial buildings in a neighborhood that
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will make you clutch tight to your handbag
(don't worry—Hong Kong is, for the most
part, very safe) and may make your skin crawl.

It is far from fancy. The factories are in three

buildings, called Phase I, II, and III. Kaiser

Estates is about ten minutes by taxi from the

Star Ferry. Getting there any other way is not

reasonable, even with the MTR. The exact

street address is Man Yue Street, Hunghom,
Kowloon, but your concierge will write a few

cuniforms on a paper, and the driver will

know where to take you. Besides, he probably

has been taking tourists there for years.

When our good friends ask us about shop-

ping in Hong Kong, we tell them that we
consider Kaiser Estates a matter of trust. If

they really trust us, they won't go there. Most
people can't stand the urge at least to check it

out, since it is supposed to be so wonderful.

We have been on every floor of every building

in every block of Kaiser Estates. If you have

only three days in Hong Kong, it would be sad

to waste your time there. But if you can't

resist, we have one word of encouragement:

Camberley.

There is a Camberley in Swire House on the

Hong Kong side, and we suggest you run there.

From the airport. We can't rave about this

resource enough. Nor can we buy enough. We
last bought four Anne Klein II pieces there for

a grand total of $200. They have labels intact

and are in perfect condition. If you can't stay

away from Kaiser Estates, spend as much time

as you like prowling around, and good luck.

Or give the place a speedy once-over, head for

Camberley on the ground floor of Block II,

and then grab a taxi for someplace else. One
note: The elevators stop at every other floor.

Use the stairwells.

Many people push the jewelry stores in Kai-

ser Estates as some sort of treat. We went to a

few and were not impressed enough to report

them. The HKTA keeps up with the comings

and goings of shops in Kaiser Estates and
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publishes a few typewritten pages on the sub-

ject. You can ask them for more specific infor-

mation. As we've already told you, we are not

knocked out by Kaiser Estates. These are the

only resources we found user-friendly:

CAMBERLEY: This shop is as chic as any

New York boutique. The high-tech decor is a

pleasure to sore eyes that have just witnessed

how disappointing Kaiser Estates really is. Car-

pet is gray; sales help are nice, nice, nice; and

the clothes are to die over. If you like Anne
Klein 11, this is the place to go. Both Camberleys

(Swire House and Kaiser Estates) have an al-

most identical selection. Dressing rooms are

comfortable; the staff will help you coordinate

the clothes, and no one is pushy. They take

plastic; they are divine. To us, a half hour in

Camberly is worth the price of a plane ticket

to Hong Kong.

CAMBERLEY, Kaiser Estates, Block 11, ground

floor

FOUR SEASONS: The way we hear tell.

Four Seasons was a great place when it opened.

It's not ungreat now—it's just extremely tour-

isty. Silk is the name of the game, and these

goods are produced to be sold directly to you.

We think the best offer in the shop is the silk

kimono that comes in its own little silk bag and

sells for $35. We also admit that we don't give

gifts that cost $35 to a lot of people. (We like

$10 gifts.) Most of the stock here is silk blouses,

shirts, camisoles, and robes in various solid

colors. An average silk blouse costs $20; silk

pajamas are $68; Flora Kung-style outfits are $70;

a traditional V-neck cashmere sweater is $40.

FOUR SEASONS. Kaiser Estates, G-1
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C . H . S . : You actually have to go through the

factory to get to this one, so don't let the

sewing machines get in your way. If you like

the Christian Dior silk robes, press on through

the factory and into the offices, where some-

one will accompany you to a junked-up back

room. The robes sell for $70 and have no label

. . . but take our word. They also sell some
attractive silk blouses from Parachute and Fenn
Wright & Manson for $20. Be prepared to

rummage.

C . H . S . , Kaiser Estates, Building I, tenth floor

A-CLUB: This is sort of a minimart of many
designers—including Arnold Palmer, Wrangler,

Puma, Fred Perry, Hang 10, Snoopy, and even

a little Fila. A Fila cotton T-shirt is $50; a

windbreaker is $65. The shop is clean, well

lighted, and easy to browse. Very Western.

A-CLUB, Kaiser Estates, Building H, twelfth floor

VIC A MO DA: Vica Moda is a pleasure after

the high-rise Kaiser buildings, this shop is across

the street from the blocks and is very Western

in style and content. Sweaters range from $15

to $30. We bought some nice cotton knit sweat-

ers for $15. No names we recognized. Nice

silk dresses for work, around $100. Vica Moda
also has an outlet in the Bank of East Asia

Building, which connects to The Landmark

via a third-floor walkway. The exact address is

IB, 10 Des Voeux Road, Central. The mer-

chandise is the same. Open 9:30 A.M. to 6:30

P.M. every day but Sunday.

VICA MODA, 30 Man Yue Street
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CA VA: This is similar to Vica Moda, with

European-style merchandise. Sweaters begin at

$15. Also some nice accessories. Next door to

Vica Moda.

CA VA, 32 Man Yue Street

LAI CHI KOK

If you're looking for adventure but aren't will-

ing to go all the way to Kwun Tong, we have an

excellent midpoint for you. Lai Chi Kok is not

even half as far and smacks of adventure with-

out the fear element you might experience in

Kwun Tong. (There is little to be afraid of, by
the way—it's just a matter of education.)

LILY CHAO: Take the MTR to the Lai Chi

Kok stop; go out of the station at the door

marked Leighton Textile Building/Tung Chau
West Street. As soon as you hit the street, you

will be confused. Stay calm. Turn left so that

you are actually hugging the side of the MTR
stairway as you turn—this is a lot like making

a U-turn, directionwise. The area is a tad fright-

ening but is not spooky. Once you've been

here a first time, you would never be afraid

again. One thought: If you hear a strange,

heavy, beeping noise, it means a lorry is about

to back up on top of you. The sound of a lorry

backing up is totally unfamiliar to Americans

—

so listen and keep your eyes open. (A lorry is a

big truck.) Lai Chi Kok is extremely indus-

trial, almost like parts of Detroit. From the

station, after you've turned yourself around,

turn left at the first garage and walk through.

You'll see lorries and activity and doorways.

Turn right and head for the Block B elevator

bank. Do not get on an elevator, however.
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Pass the elevator. To your left is the Lily Chao
outlet.

We saw some of the most elegant, original,

and stunning clothes at Lily Chao that we ever

saw in Hong Kong. They look more expensive

than they are, but they aren't cheap. If you

traditionally wear $300 to $1,000 outfits, that is

what you'll find for $100 to $200 here. There

are regular Lily Chao boutiques. The show-

room is large, spacious, well hung, well stocked,

and quite impressive. It's unlikely there is any-

thing for sale here for less than $50; perhaps

$100. Plastic accepted. Open Monday to Sat-

urday from 10:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.

LILY CHAO, Hong Kong Industrial Centre,

489 Castle Peak Road, Flat B-7, ground floor

AH CHOW PORCELAIN: This is in the

same building as Lily Chao. Go back to the

elevators you just passed when you entered

and go to the seventh floor. These are not the

kind of elevators they have at Saks. They are

industrial elevators. Never mind. On seven,

turn right and then right again. On your right

will be a double-door office, decorated with a

fabulous set of tiles depicting a magnificent

dragon. Have we sent you to a good place or

not? Just look at the workmanship in those

tiles.

Ah Chow is a factory, complete with an

official showroom for buyers, offices, and a

room filled with overstock. We thought we
had found God the first time we were there;

later we learned that their prices are not any

cheaper than those at any other good dis-

count china or porcelain outlet. But who cares?

You'll have so much fun here, it won't matter.

We'd even make the trek here just for the

factory, but we do know enough to warn you
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that if your time is limited, you can get the

same prices at Stanley Market and don't need

to shag all the way out here.

From what we can gather, Ah Chow is a

contractor to major department stores, as well

as the Horchow catalogue. If you look at the

fine Chinese-style ashtrays, lamps, and ceramic

goods in American department stores, you'll

recognize Ah Chow's merchandise. While they

will make any pattern you want, or copy any-

thing for you (and not necessarily an Oriental

design), their overruns of gift items are heaven.

We bought a dozen ginger jars (four inches,

$3; six inches, $4) and shipped them home
(shipping, $30) for gifts. They arrived in per-

fea condition—^wrapped better than a mummy.
If you buy a lamp, make sure you discuss the

current and the type of plug. Complete dinner

services are available; so are tea sets.

The place is a little bit dusty, but this only

adds to the charm. Don't bring your children!

No plastic; travelers checks are okay.

AH CHOW FORCE LAI N.Hong Kong Industrial

Centre, 489 Castle Peak Road, Block B,

seventh floor

BROADWAY SPORTSWEAR: This is es-

sentially two blocks from the Hong Kong In-

dustrial Centre. While the neighborhood is

industrial, it is just unfamiliar—not forebod-

ing. You'll find the shop by looking for the

address. There are no storefronts here. Walk
into the building and up a few steps, turn

right at the doorway, and enter at the glass

door to your right. You'll see the pipe racks

laden with coats.

Broadway Sportswear is the place to go if

you want a raincoat or windbreaker—for men
or women (sorry, no children's sizes). It's a
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small shop—there's only one woman to help

you, and there doesn't even appear to be a

cash register. Ask about bargains and close-

outs. While everything here is a bargain, you

don't want to miss hearing about the raincoats

for $10. Last time we were there, an entire

rack of traditional trench coats (black) were

being sold (at $10 each) because the owners

thought the style was old-fashioned. Since when
is a classic old-fashioned?

About 80% of the merchandise has Calvin

Klein labels. The rest is private-label depart-

ment-store merchandise, ranging from the very

slick slicker to the very traditional. We bought

a Calvin Klein electric blue trench coat with

wool lining for $125. Had we bought the same

coat at Burberry in London, it would have

been a more boring coat and would have cost

at least twice as much. There is little for sale

here over $150; most items cost $30 to $50.

Try everything on—the sizes are meaningless.

A size 12 woman ended up with a size 4

raincoat while we were there. After a trip to

Broadway Sportswear, you'll know why every

cloud has a silver lining.

BROADWAY SPORTSWEAR, 7 Wing Hong
Street, ground floor

KWUN TONG

Real factories are in far-out Kwun Tong. If

you've got the time, the energy, the courage, and

the money, you will have a never-to-be-forgotten

adventure in any or all of these factory oudets.

THE LEATHER CONCEPTS LTD.: This

outlet is a must if you love leather. How you

get there is another matter. We suggest you

(

i
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hire a car and driver. Don't take a cab because

you will never find one to bring you back

home. We go everywhere on the MTR because

it is an adventure, and you have figured out by

now that we love adventures. However, the

MTR and finding this outlet are not for the

weak of heart or leg. Leather Concepts is in

the factory district of Kwun Tong, about forty

minutes on the MTR from Kowloon. It is the

last stop on the Kwun Tong line. You will be

the only tourist in the neighborhood. All the

signs are in Chinese. It is very confusing. How-
ever, we have given some explicit directions

(see page 226) for taking the MTR and finding

the outlet. Hing Yip Street has the Bank of

Canton on the corner. You must find the num-
ber for the building above the garage door

(No. 20). It is almost at the end of the block,

and it is on the same side of the street as the

Bank of Canton. Go into the garage and look

for the elevators on the left. There are two

elevators—one is up a flight of stairs, the

other through double brown doors. Take the

latter. The elevator operator will help you find

the eleventh floor. When you exit from the

elevator, there will either be a guard at a desk,

or an empty room. Both can be disconcerting,

but forge on. The guard will call a salesgirl

to escort you to the showroom. Leave yourself

plenty of time for this trip, but it is worth it!

The first time we set eyes on the goods here,

we didn't know if we should sit down for a

second to calm ourselves, or just leap around

like frogs. There are tiny dressing rooms in the

back. Leather Concepts is a jobber. Among
other clients are the Yves Saint Laurent and

Calvin Klein leather lines. Hannah Ping is the

company mastermind. We tried on a St. Laurent

dress in stamped leather and suede that sold

for $225. This was easily a $1,000 piece in the

United States. A Calvin Klein raspberry jacket

and skirt were similarly priced. Men's jackets

went from $100 to $300 depending on the

complexity of the design. Some were even lined
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with fur. Regular leather pants are $100. A
cashmere and leather coat was $300. Bottega

look-alike handbags were $40. The leather qual-

ity was not as fine as we would have liked. A
beaded leather dress won the prize for elegance

and cost only $260. The quality of what is

available in the outlet varies widely, depending

upon time of season. If you are lucky and the

factory has just shipped a line, you will find

great buys. However, sometimes the quantity

and quality of bargains are scarce. Take your

travelers checks and Hong Kong dollars—lots

of them—because Leather Concepts accepts

nothing else. The showroom is open Monday
through Saturday but is closed for lunch (12:30

to 1:30 P.M.).

THE LEATHER CONCEPTS L T D .. Union Hing
Yip Building, eleventh floor, 20 Hing Yip

Street, Kwun Tong, Kowloon

TRINITY TEXTILES LIMITED: Make this

stop on the same day you are going to The
Leather Concepts Ltd., because basically it is

on the next street. Directions for getting there

are in our Tour 3. You will be in the Kwun
Tong section of Kowloon, which is one of the

major factory areas. Trinity Textiles is on Shing

Yip Street, which cuts off of Hoi Yuen Road,

the main drag. Actually, there are two show-

rooms, one on either side of the garage en-

trance. We are not sure why garages seem to

be the center foci of all of these buildings, but

lobbies do not seem to be a major concern to

architects in Hong Kong.

These two showrooms are particularly inter-

esting because they cater to men only. It is not

as easy to find oudets for men's wear as it is

for women's, so these two are particularly ap-

preciated. The showroom closer to Hoi Yuen
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Road specializes in casual clothing, and we
think it is a better value for the dollar. The
line is well styled, with a European look. The
production quality is excellent. We found sum-
mer cotton jackets for $40 that would have

been $90 to $150 in the United States. A
good-quality casual T-shirt was selling for $15,

and casual pants were $30. Across the garage

is the showroom specializing in men's suits

and more formal wear. The quality is similar

to that in a good private-label department store.

Suits sell for $100 and up, depending on the

fabric. In the summer they have linen/polyester

blends; in the winter, wool. Plain jackets, well

cut, sell for $70, and separate pants for $25.

The wonderful thing about Trinity Textiles is

that they operate the showrooms like regular

stores. Both are on the ground floor, are well

designed, spacious, air-conditioned, and accept

American Express and Diner's Club. They close

for lunch but are open on Saturdays.

TRINITY TEXTILES LIMITED, 10 Hing Yip
Street, ground floor, Kwun Tong, Kowloon

TUNG TEX: On your Kwun Tong day, you
must visit Tungtex, However, be warned that

getting to Tungtex, even after you are in Kwun
Tong, is scary. You are probably not in danger

(we don't promise), but you sure feel like you
might be. We love going here because you
truly are in the world of factory bargains.

Tungtex is on How Ming Street, which is

across the main drag (Hoi Yuen Road) from

Leather Concepts and Trinity Textiles but on
the same side as Personality. (See page 225 for

directions.) If coming directly from the MTR,
turn right onto How Ming Street. Walk almost

to the end of the block, staying on the far side

of the street. No. 112 is the Union Building,
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but the number is written above the garage

door. Walk into the garage and take the eleva-

tor to your left. Very often the elevator will be
hidden behind a truck, but we promise you it

is there. Get out on the third floor and step

over the garbage in the halls. Remember, you
are in a factory, not Bloomingdale's. Take the

first left, which is the door to the office, and

knock on the sales office door. You will be
buzzed in (feel like James Bond yet?). At the

desk say "outlet" and you will be ushered into

a lovely, small showroom.

We like Tungtex especially for their terrific

buys in silk shirts and dresses. A long-sleeve

silk blouse runs $35 to $50, and a short-sleeve

one is $25. We saw a Marshall Field's blouse

for $30 and a Carole Little look-alike shell top

for $10. Gabardine pants sell in the range of

$30 to $50, and an Issey Miyake sweater was

$20 (last year's design). Tungtex is a private-

label contractor and therefore turns over a

large variety of merchandise. What you find in

the showroom is indicative of what overruns

are available at the time. Quality is generally

good in the mid- to upper level, and prices are

not low but still offer a strong saving vis-a-vis

U.S. prices. They are closed for lunch (12:30

to 1:30 P.M.) but open on Saturdays and every

weekday from 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.

TUNGTEX. 112 How Ming Street, third floor,

Kwun Tong, Kowloon

PERSONALITY: This outlet in the Kwun
Tong district is right on Hoi Yuen Road. Find

the Fook Cheong Building (No. 63) and enter

the lobby. (Yeah! A lobby!) Take an elevator

to the fifth floor, and watch your step as you

exit, because the floor slopes and is slippery.

Go left through the double doors, turn left
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again into what looks like a fire exit, and pass

the red elevators. Look for a brown door on
the right. The showroom is through this door-

way to the right and in the back. The stock is

medium range in quality and price; great for

extra pieces, but not designer. A silk shirt runs

$25 to $40, a silk dress $30 and up, and en-

semble suits $50 and up. The merchandise is

manufactured for the export market and varies

accordingly. Watch the sizes. Defective mer-

chandise is noted on the tags, so be sure to

look. Regular overruns are slightly higher in

price than the defects, and some defects are

not even noticeable. This outlet is worth a

stop if you are in the neighborhood because of

one of the other outlets. Don't make a special

trip. Bring Hong Kong dollars. No credit cards

are accepted. They are open Monday to Satur-

day from 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. and closed for

lunch from 12:30 to 1:30 P.M.

PERSONALITY. Fook Cheong Building, fifth

floor, 63 Hoi Yuen Road, Kwun Tong,

Kowloon

BON HOMME: This is a good factory outlet

in the Kwun Tong area for the man who
loves shirts with designer labels . . . although

they have never been sewn in. This factory

manufactures for both sexes, although we are

more impressed with the men's line. Beautiful

cotton dress and casual shirts of the best Eu-

ropean quality sell for $30 and are available in

a wide range of sizes, not just one of each.

Look in the bins on the wall to the left as you
enter for the shirts. On the racks to the right

are women's silk blouses, beautifully styled and

manufactured in various good-quality patterns.

These sell for $25 to $40.

Bon Homme also manufactures a leather
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line of men's and women's clothing that is

high fashion but not as wonderful as what you

will find at Leather Concepts. A stamped leather

suit sells for $190, and a leather skirt for $100.

The leather suits very often are done in fash-

ion colors, with coordinating silk shirts. This

factory ships all of its goods directly to Europe

with the designer labels but sells the same

merchandise (mostly overruns) in the shop.

Cash-only transaction. They're in the same

building as Leather Concepts and are open

Monday through Saturday from 9:00 A.M. to

5:00 P.M. but closed for lunch from 12:30 to

1:30 P.M.

BON HOMME. Union Hing Yip Building, third

floor, 20 Hing Yip Street, Kwun Tong,

Kowloon

Made to Measure (Tailors,

Dressmakers, etc.)

There are more tailors than Rolls-Royces

in Hong Kong. And that's a lot of tailors.

Tailoring is almost as popular a business

in Hong Kong as cameras and electronic

goods. You will get prices ranging from $50 to

$500 a suit. You will be offered incentive pro-

grams . . . food stamps . . . you name it, the

tailors want your business. (GI's fondly re-

member the days when a Mercedes-Benz picked

up men at the airport for a free ride into town

if they would just visit the tailor shop that

sponsored the driver.) Our best advice comes

from a friend who lives in Hong Kong. He
feels strongly that although many tailors have

the ability to construct a good suit, there are

only a handful who understand Western tailor-

ing and the Caucasian male or female body.
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The well-known tailors are well known for a

reason: A bargain is not a bargain if it doesn't

fit.

The tailors we have listed are well versed in

the styles popular in Europe. However, it is

always best to bring a photograph of the suit

you want copied, to attach to your work or-

der. This is particularly true of women's gar-

ments, where the diversity of detailing is

enormous. The tailors will do exactly what you
ask them to do, so it is important to be spe-

cific about the minutest details. If the photo

you show him does not have pleated pants but

you want them, put it in writing.

After you leave, the tailor will remember
only what is on his work order. Make sure you

have a copy of the invoice with all the details,

and a fabric sample before you leave Hong
Kong. If you receive an order with no pleated

pants after you had requested them in writing,

you have some recourse. If you have no confir-

mation of the request, well . .

.

You must leave yourself time for three fit-

tings while in Hong Kong (usually about a

week). The first fitting will be for measure-

ments and choice of fabrics; the second fitting

will be a loose fabric fitting; the third will

be to detail the finished garment. Shirts some-

times take only two fittings, and then you
receive the finished goods after arriving home.

When ordering a suit, keep in mind your life-

style at home and when you plan to wear the

suit.

Most tailors carry a full line of imported

fabrics from Italy, England, and France. Ask
whether the thread they use is imported also.

If it is not, ask to see the quality, and test it for

durability. Remember all those horror stories

you have heard about suits falling apart? It

wasn't the fabric; it was the thread. Also check

the quality of the lining.

The better tailors have beautiful choices in

lining fabrics, some imported and some not,

but all in good taste. Be sure to specify a fully
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lined jacket. Check the inner-lining material to

make sure it is stiff enough to hold the shape

of the suit. Also important is the quality of the

shoulder pads. If you are not specific, the

standard might not be what you want. In addi-

tion, check the buttons. Do they break when
you try to bend them? If they do, you are

probably in one of the little tailor shops that

offered you lottery tickets ... or mah-jongg

games.

Prices for well-made suits in Hong Kong are

no longer cheap. Imported fabrics run about

$10 to $25 per yard, and a suit takes three and

a half yards. TTie silk/wool blends and cash-

meres cost more. The finished price for a suit

will run in the area of $200 to $500, about the

same as for a good off-the-rack designer suit in

the United States. The shop will want a 20%
deposit to start the work. Suits that are quoted

for less than this probably will not truly be

custom-made. Shirts will run $45 to $60 for a

plain Swiss or French cotton, with a white

collar costing an extra $9 to $12.

If you are not bringing your suits home with

you, remember to add in the shipping and

Customs. On average, it costs $12 per suit to

air-freight them to you. Shirts can be shipped

for $30 per dozen. Adding it all up, you will

still save money and get fabulous quality if you

shop carefully. Once you have established an

account with a tailor or shirtmaker and he has

your measurements on file, you can simply get

the fabric swatches sent to you for the new
season and do your shopping through the

mail—or in a local hotel. If you live in a

major U.S. city, you have probably received

one of those flyers in the mail telling you that

"Mr. Wing" is coming to town and happily

will see you in his hotel to take an order for

your suits, which will be delivered before your

check clears the bank. It sounds funny and

phony, although most of it is true.

Very successful Hong Kong tailors often visit

the United States to service customers here.
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Delivery times are not as speedy as rumored:

You cannot get a suit in twenty-four hours in

the United States, as you can in Hong Kong.

(We don't think you want a twenty-four-hour

suit in Hong Kong, either—but it can be done
there.)

When you buy from a Hong Kong tailor in

the States, there is no time for fittings, and the

suit is not made in the United States. There-

fore, if you are a previous customer—^who has

had several fittings in Hong Kong—^you will

get a better fit than a man who has his first

fitting in a U.S. hotel.

The tailor can only take your measurements

and make a suit or shirt by that information. If

by chance he measures wrong, or you have a

strange body structure that the tailor fails to

note (one arm longer, one shoulder wider,

etc.), you are out of luck and money.

It's not hard to find a custom tailor in Hong
Kong. No doubt your friends will give you
names, and guidebooks are filled with their

favorites. Each hotel lobby has at least one,

often several, and many neighborhoods are

crammed with tailors. We have listed only the

very best tailors of Hong Kong—they have

been tried and tested and accepted by Euro-

pean and American men living in or doing a

large amount of business in Hong Kong.

DAVID'S SHIRTS LTD.: David's is one of

the most popular and famous custom shirt

shops in Hong Kong. They are so popular, in

fact, that they have opened a branch in New
York City. The main office for David's is in

Tsim Sha Tsui, on the Kowloon side. If you

are staying at the Peninsula or the Regent,

David's is the place to go. However, our favor-

ite branch is in the Mandarin Hotel on the

Hong Kong side. The shop is tiny and crowded

with fabrics standing side by side, like soldiers

in a British regiment. The colors are muted
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and at first look rather plebeian. However, as

each bolt is brought out and unraveled, the

quality of the fabrics and subtleties of design

become apparent. If you didn't know better,

you could swear you were in London at

Turnbull and Asser,

To order custom shirts, two fittings are

required—one for the measurements and then

a final one, with the garment. David's will

copy any favorite shirt you may have. Just

bring it with you and plan to leave it. They
also have a framed illustration of collar and

cuff styles that you may choose from. If you

leave a shirt, they will either return it to you

before you leave, or ship it home with your

new shirts. Mail order is possible. If you

cannot get to Hong Kong, write asking for a

selection of fabric samples in your favorite

pattern and color range. They will send you a

price list and fabric samples. Return a shirt

that fits you perfectly, and your choice in fab-

rics with a check, and presto chango, new
shirts will be shipped to you. Custom pajamas

are another possibility.

DAVID'S SHIRTS LTD.

Tsim Sha Tsui (main shop). Wing Lee Build-

ing, ground floor, 33 Kimberley Road,

Kowloon
Mandarin Hotel, mezzanine. Shop M-7,

Connaught Road, Central, Hong Kong
Royal Garden Hotel, first floor, Shop 108,

Kowloon
U.S. branch, 10 Rockefeller Plaza, New York,

N.Y. 10020

A-MAN HING CHEONG CO. LTD.:Fondly

referred to as *'Ah-Men," this tailor shop in

the Mandarin Hotel turns out quite a few

garments for the rich tourist and businessman
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trade and therefore has become very adept at

relating to the European-cut suit. They don't

even blink twice when you ask for an extra

pair of trousers. They just smile and ask for

$120, please. The prices here are on the high

side, with a jacket and one pair of pants cost-

ing $350 and requiring six days to produce.

However, the quality is excellent, and that is

what you are paying for. Anyone can buy off

the rack. This is a Savile Row-quality suit.

A-Man will also do custom shirts for ap-

proximately $50, with white collar and cuffs

costing an extra $35. If you wish to cable

them, their cable name is Luckylucky. You
will no doubt feel lucky lucky when you get

home and are enjoying your new bespoke

clothes.

A-MAN HING CHEONG CO. L T D ., Mandarin

Hotel, mezzanine, M4, Connaught Road,

Central, Hong Kong

^•T?

ASH SAMTANI CLOTHING: Ash Samtani

is the most famous tailor in Hong Kong. He
has been in the tailoring business over thirty-

three years, owning his own shop since 1957.

When you meet "Ash," it is hard to believe

he could have been in business for more
than a quarter century, since he looks like a

teenager. However, once you talk with him,

you know why he is so famous. He sizes you

up like a doctor getting ready to operate, and

before you know what you want, you have

ordered and been measured for a suit.

Ash is a pro. Many credit him with devel-

oping the cruise and armed forces population

into suit buyers. He's been to the docks to

meet the cruises when they come to port and

to personally escort the shy right into his shop.

But don't let his commercial nature turn you
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off. He is charming and he is good. We enjoy

going into the shop, sitting in the corner (it is

a minuscule shop), and watching the custom-

ers. Last time we were there, a high roller

from Dallas was ordering his fall wardrobe (he

sort of looked like a Ewing, but we didn't

want to ask which one), and a young British

chap was ordering morning suits for himself

and his dad. Ash had obviously been fitting

them for many years, because they did more
socializing than ordering. Ash also will come
to your hotel if you do not have time to come
to him. The walls of Ash's shop are full of

photos of famous personalities, including Elton

John and Prince Philip. When you are there. Ash
and his associates wlQ serve you soft drinks. It

sounds like a party, and if the shop were not so

tiny, the party still would be going on. He needs

at least three days for a suit to be properly

fitted, although he is in the Guinness Book of

World Records as having the world record for

making a suit in one hour, fifty minutes, and

two seconds. A suit from Ash's will cost about

$190. He also does custom shirts and travels

to the United States twice a year to take

measurements and orders. Ash's is open from

10:00 A.M. till 9:00 P.M. Monday through Saturday,

and on Sunday from 10:00 A.M. till 4:00 P.M.,

although he does no fittings on Sunday.

ASH SAMTANI CLOTHING. 92-94 Nathan

Road, Burlington Arcade, ground floor,

Shop 1, Kowloon

W. W. CHAN & SONS TAILOR LTD.:

Located in the same building as Ash's, W. W.
Chan is upstairs, has a spacious fitting and

sample room, and is for the gendeman who
wants comfort and privacy while ordering his

suits. (As you walk in the entrance to Burling-
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ton Arcade, turn left for the elevators, not

right.) The service is a little more personal and

not quite so crazy as at Sam's. A lot of the

British gentlemen we know shop here, as do

many of the airline personnel. W. W. Chan
makes all the uniforms for Cathay Pacific Air-

lines, has been in business for over forty years,

and now is being run by W.W.'s son, Peter

Chan.

Chan has an extensive collection of woolens

from England and Italy; they can complete a

suit in three days, providing you can come for

fittings each day (they need three, including

the fmal). They also take orders from the United

States when W. W. Chan himself travels to

San Francisco; Los Angeles; Washington, D.C.;

and New York. Average price for a good light-

weight imported wool suit is $300. W. W. Chan
does not farm out any of the work but cuts all

suits in-house . . . very important to note when
comparing prices.

W. W. CHAN & SONS TAILOR LTD.. 92-94

Nathan Road, Burlington Arcade, A2, Room
2F, Kowloon

YOUNG'S FASHIONS: Unlike our other

bespoke sources. Young's specializes in leather.

Walking into the store is somewhat discon-

certing, as there are racks and racks of second-

rate jackets and suits hanging all around. Fear

not; walk to the back of the store and ask for

David Young. Bring a picture of what you

want to have made. Designer suits are fine as

long as there is not too much delicate detailing

or stamping. Mr. Young has skins from which

you will choose. Make sure that the quality

and color match before you say yes. The can-

vas fitting is the most important, because this

is the pattern from which the skins will be cut.
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Unlike fabric, there is no room for error when
dealing with leather. After your canvas fitting,

it will take another day or two to finish your

suit. Expect to pay U.S. $200 for a jacket and

$125 for pants. A man's jacket will be slightly

higher. Mr. Young has style books from which

you can choose, but we highly recommend
that you bring your own garments to have

copied, pictures or patterns. U.S. patterns are

not sold in the Far East—^while the cutters will

not use the pattern pieces you provide, they

can copy the style illustrated on the cover.

Finding Young's Fashions is a touch tricky.

Walking down Nathan Road, away from Sam's

Tailor, turn left on Mody Rd. and then left

again on Bristol Avenue. The shop will be to

your left with a sign above the door and a

large, unattractive window display.

YOUNG'S FASHI0NS.5 Bristol Avenue, Kow-
loon

ASCOT CHANG CO. LTD.: This well known
shirtmaker has two branches in Hong Kong;

our favorite is in the Peninsula Hotel. Like all

the other bespoke shirt shops, this one is tiny

but filled with wonderful fabrics imported from

Switzerland and France. Prices are competitive

with David's, and they offer mail order once

your measurements have been taken.

ASCOT CHANG CO. LTD.

Peninsula Hotel, mezzanine. Shop 6, Kow-
loon

34 Kimberley Road, Kowloon
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ROBERT TAILOR & CO.: \X^ile Robert

Tailor makes men's sport jackets and suits, we
have used him for women's clothes only and

find him excellent. Many Hong Kong tailors

continue to nod at you while you are describing

what you want. This makes you feel that they

do not understand what you are saying and are

merely nodding automatically to save face and

get you out of there. At Robert Tailor, you can

have an intellectual conversation about fash-

ion, fabric, and suitability with a lot of honest

feedback from Robert himself. We brought in

our own French silk for a blouse; it took two

days (two fittings) and cost $50. His price for

off-the-bolt silk is $15 to $20, standard for

fine silk.

ROBERT TAILOR & CO., Mandarin Hotel,

M-12, Central, Hong Kong

Arts and Crafts

Usually we don't talk about art in our

books, since this is truly a matter of

personal opinion, but there are many
resources in Hong Kong that sell, for

lack of a better phrase, "arts and crafts." Most
of these stores do not interest us, because they

do not offer the designer merchandise we like

best. But not everyone likes country French as

we do, so here goes. Naturally, you can walk

into any Chinese Arts & Crafts store and buy

these items; they are also sold at Stanley Mar-

ket and in the Lanes. Nonetheless, here's a bit

of information and a few leads to make the

choices easier for you. The items mentioned

here are readily available all over town; our

listings are merely of the shops where we have

bought these items. We do not feel that you
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need to stick to our recommendations in these

items, since the quality is pretty much the

same everyplace.

Cloisonne: Cloisonne is a distinctive enamel-

work that in no way resembles what Karl

Faberge had in mind. It is made on a copper

base, fired at high temperature, and then pol-

ished. You'll find cloisonne jewelry items,

spoons, napkin rings, and even vases. Antique

pieces are quite valuable. Many shoppers tell

us they adore the cloisonne bracelets because

they represent the perfect gift item—they cost

about $1 each and are easy to pack. . .

.

f AMAZING GRACE, Excelsior Hotel Ar-

cade, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong; Ocean Ter-

minal; Ocean Centre. ... f ORIENTAL ARTS
& HANDCRAFT CO., 22 Star House, ground

floor, Kowloon.

Embroidery: The Chinese are famous for

their embroidery. The basic difference in em-

broidery in price and quality is whether it has

been done by hand or by machine. Antique

embroidered goods are quite valuable. We like

the white on white, which we call "whitework,"

after the Victorian name. Tablecloths, nap-

kins, place mats, sweaters, jackets, and fabric

purses are all sold with embroidery. The
best embroidery is supposed to come from

Swatow. . . . tHANDART EMBROIDERIES,
Hing Wai Building, Room 106, 36 Queen's

Road, Central, Hong Kong. . . . ORIENTAL
HANDICRAFTS, 106 Prince's Building, Cen-

tral, Hong Kong.

Papercuts: Papercutting is a dying art that is

practiced mostly in China. We are wild for the

cards and stationery items we bought with

papercut designs on them and found them so

subtle and sophisticated that they passed our

eagle-eye test of nontouristy. A box of twelve

notecards should cost about $5 and makes a

good gift. . . . CHINESE ARTS & CRAFTS
stores have an entire area dedicated to this

art. . . . We buy at MOUNTAIN FOLK-
CRAFT, 239B Ocean Terminal, Kowloon.
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Chops (and We Don't Mean Lamb)

Of course we know what a chop is. It*s

served for dinner and comes in the pork,

veal, or lamb category. Or so we thought.

It turns out that in China, a chop is a form

of signature stamp (not made of rubber) on
which a symbol for a person's name is carved.

The chop is dipped in dry dye (instead of an

ink pad) and then placed on paper to create a

signature stamp—much like a rubber stamp.

The main difference between rubber stamps

and chops is that rubber stamps were invented

after the Bessemer process and became trendy

only in the early 1980s, whereas chops were

invented about twenty-two hundred years ago.

Since chops go so far back, you can choose

from an antique or a newly created version.

Antiques are quite pricey, depending on age,

importance of the carving, materials used,

and maybe even the autograph that is engraved.

New chops have little historic importance but

make great gifts.

Although chops vary in size, they are tradi-

tionally the size of a chessman, with a square

or round base. Up to four Chinese characters

or three Western initials can be inscribed on

the base.

The quality of a chop varies greatly, based

on the ability of the person who does the

carving. We have done enough chop shopping

to know that the very best place to get a chop

is in Man Wah Lane. But every hotel has at

least one gift shop that will have your chop

engraved. (You must allow at least twenty-four

hours.) While prices vary on chops, obviously,

we pay $20 for a fabulous one—midsize but

brilliantly carved. This is a little high, but we
didn't bargain on the price. Our craftsman

was chosen by the lines in his face and the
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twinkle in his eye. He does not speak En-
glish. . . . HON JAI, Man Wah Lane, Hong
Kong. Possibly any other engraver in Man Wah
Lane is as good. None of the chops we had
made at various hotel gift shops was nearly as

fine.

Do take time to look at a lot of chops

before you go to Man Wah Lane, since you will

need to know what you want before you get

there. You will have to choose your chop and

then draw your design, since your engraver

will not speak English. If you want cuneiform,

for either your name or a message (there's one

symbol for *'long life," etc.), get the concierge

to write the Chinese characters on paper for

you. You will never be able to verify what he

has written, but then neither will anyone else

you know.

You can buy little pots of the proper dye in

any gift shop ($1) or use a regular old ink pad.

Red is the color for your true love's chop ink.

OptiQl

f we weren't nearsighted, we*d be perfect.

Lucky for us, we wear glasses and consider

them a fashion accessory, not a liability.

When we are in Hong Kong we're likely to

buy a dozen new pairs. If you are used to

paying $150 to $200 per pair of glasses (as we
are in the United States), you'll be pleased to

know you can get three of four pairs of glasses

for that price in Hong Kong. The average

price we have been paying for a pair of glasses

—

frames and prescription—is $60. Uncle Lennie

got designer frames and paid an average price

of $80 per pair. (He, too, bought several.) We
know of people who have come away with

frame and prescription for as low as $30.

The Oriental optical business seems to be
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one of shortsightedness as well as nearsighted-

ness. Many Americans—snobs and opticians

—

will tell you that you are not being properly fit

in Hong Kong. We are not guaranteeing that

you will be properly fit in Hong Kong, or

anywhere. So we have several suggestions:

f Have your eyes examined in the U.S., and

carry your doctor's prescription with you to

Hong Kong.

f Have your Hong Kong glasses checked out

once you return home.

f Buy only the frames, and have the prescrip-

tion lenses inserted in the United States—if

you think your prescription is in any way tricky

or out of the ordinary.

f Do not buy glasses if you wear contact lenses.

Use reputable sources in Hong Kong, and

be assured of adjustment and/or refunds be-

fore you order.

Three of us recently bought a total of six

pairs of glasses in Hong Kong. The person

who wears contact lenses had to return hers;

one of the other pairs had to have the lenses

adjusted; the rest were perfect.

Our choice of optician is f THE MANDA-
RIN OPTICAL CO., 51 Queen's Road, Cen-

tral, Hong Kong. . . . We also had good luck

at the numerous? OPTICAL SHOPS, and al-

though we admit that there are so many we
actually returned to the wrong one when it

came time to get our glasses (we've used the

ones in Central), we think any of the shops in

the huge chain will give you equally good ser-

vice, and we adore the plastic cup with the

orange soda. . . . f PIONEER OPTICAL SU-

PERMARKET CO. LTD., 568 Nathan Road

(and several other branches), Kowloon, is truly

a supermarket of styles and is by far the least

expensive place we've ever seen. . . . f VIVA
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OPTICAL CO. LTD., Regent Shopping Ar-

cade, is Uncle Lennie's discovery.

A few words about contact lenses (actually,

more than a few words):

1. If you wear contact lenses most of the time,

remove them twenty-four hours prior to an

eye examination so your eyeball may return

to its natural shape.

2. Many people buy extra sets of contact lenses

(all types) in Hong Kong. We didn't do this,

but we saw many taking advantage of brand

names and low prices. One British woman
walked into Mandarin Optical while we were

there and said crisply, *'Do you have a [some

size, style, or number] Bausch & Lomb lens?"

They did and she bought it. The entire trans-

action was like buying wallpaper. We don't

know enough about contact lenses to guide

you; you may want to discuss this with your

regular eye doctor.

Many people pooh-pooh the buying of

eyewear in Hong Kong. Of the tourists we
surveyed, about 80% were very happy.

Shoes and Leathergoods

f you are a shoe fanatic, read carefully,

because there's no business like shoe busi-

ness in Hong Kong.

First things first: In Hong Kong, shoes

usually are sized in European sizes. There are

no women's shoes above a size 40 (size 9V2).

American and European women with large

feet spend a lot of their time in Hong Kong
complaining about the difficulties in getting

shoes. If you wear a large size, do not plan on

even filling in on an emergency basis. We
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know a woman who went to Hong Kong as a

tourist and packed only a few clothes to have

room for her purchases. She brought one dressy

dress—just in case—but no dressy shoes,

figuring that she needed new dress pumps any-

way, and if she got invited to something spe-

cial, she could always go out and buy a new
pair of shoes. Wrong. She ended up having to

buy a new outfit to coordinate with the shoes

she did bring along so she could go out to a

fine and fancy dinner with newly-made friends

without looking like a fool. Expensive mistake.

You can have shoes made, of course, but it

does take a few days.

Most Americans who have bespoke shoes

made, do so to take advantage of the alligator

skins available in Hong Kong. Don't forget the

papers you need to bring your shoes into the

United States. Expect to pay $200 for one pair

of bespoke snapper shoes.

Next things next: Before going to Hong
Kong, we read about an area of town called

Happy Valley (near the racetrack)—on Leigh-

ton Road, to be exact—that was supposed to

be lined with shoe shops and offer bargains

galore. We salivated into our guidebooks. Then
we got there. Forget that they don't even carry

our size. Yes, Leighton Road is filled with

shoe shops—they all have Italian names, and

the shoes they carry say "made in Italy." But

this is one of your more famous Hong Kong
scams. To locals, anything made in Italy has

more cachet than something made locally. These

shoes are made in Hong Kong and then printed

with Italian labels. Expect the shoes to last

only so long. Of course, at these prices, you

may not care if they last.

For the most part, these are inexpensive

shoes that are copies of fashion shoes. They

sell for about $35 to $50 a pair. Perhaps this

sounds grand to you, and we don't want to

ruin it for you. But we go to a shoe warehouse

in Northridge, California, that sells last year's

American shoes for $35 to $50 and we don't
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have to lug them in our suitcases and we are

assured of better quality. We vote a "pass" on
Leighton Road.

There are European shoe boutiques in Hong
Kong, and many of them have quality goods at

prices about 20% less than in the United States.

Charles Jourdan has an extensive stock at sav-

ings to U.S. prices. Gucci we find more ex-

pensive; Bally is less expensive than in the United

States, Finely crafted leathergoods are equally

available in the designer boutiques. They just

aren't at bargain prices.

You will find shoes and some handbags in

Stanley Market; many more handbags are in

the Lanes. Running shoes happen to be an

excellent Hong Kong value and are available

in the major brands for 30 to 40% savings in

Stanley.

As for leather clothing, if you are a true

devotee, you should not be reading this book
but out shopping at Leather Concepts (see

page 154). There is a large market in leather-

goods in Hong Kong, but a good percentage

of it is poorly made. This is more a matter of

taste and opinion.

f CHARLES JOURDAN, Peninsula Hotel,

Kowloon ... f VIP SHOES AND GIFTS
(Uncle Lennie had several pairs of shoes made
here and swears by it), R031, The Regent Shop-

ping Arcade, Kowloon . . . f JOYCE, The
Landmark, Central, Hong Kong . . . BALLY,
The Landmark, Central, Hong Kong . . .

MAYER SHOE CO. (copies your faves for

less than you paid for the originals), Mandarian

Hotel Arcade, Central, Hong Kong ... f for

Andrea Pfister and other modern delights, JIN-

GLE, B-61 Basement, The Landmark, Hong
Kong, or LI -13 New World Centre, Kowloon.
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Fabric and Notions

As
one of the ready-to-wear manufactur-

ing capitals of the world, Hong Kong
has more fabrics and notions than just

about any other city we've ever been to.

Prices for even the most luscious Chinese or

Japanese silks are reasonable—although Chi-

nese silk is much less expensive than Japanese.

(Japanese silks are much more intricately

printed—^the Chinese rarely run multiple screens

on their silks.)

The two basic fabrics and notions neighbor-

hoods are Jardine's Bazaar and the Lanes. When
you go to Jardine's, weave around in all the

little streets behind the market itself—there

are numerous fabrics, notions, and yarn shops

with incredibly low prices.

Wool yarn is very inexpensive in Hong
Kong—there is an excellent knitting shop in

the Lanes, and there are several in Causeway

Bay. We bought Jaegar alpaca, in the fifty-

gram size, for $3.50. There were many hundred-

gram packages of 100% wool selling for 50

cents each f PARIS CO., 519 Hennessy

Road, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong . . . y PICK
'N PAY HOUSE OF FANCY WOOL, 16 A3
Kai Chiu Road, ground floor. Causeway Bay,

Hong Kong, and 42A Yun Ping Road, ground

floor. Causeway Bay, Hong Kong.

You can also buy fabrics from most tailors;

there's a large selection of Chinese silks in all

Chinese Arts & Crafts stores. Bespoke tailors

always have a large selection of fabrics for

men's suits and shirts, but you cannot buy

these goods off the bolt.

One of our best resources for colored thread

in fashion colors (the selection is far more

sophisticated than with American thread) is

TAI HING CO., Lee Fat Building, first

floor, 30-38 Jardine's Crescent, Causeway Bay,
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Hong Kong ... f for the best of sequins, dia-

monds, trims, and doodads, MUI KEE CO.,

40 Stanley Street, Central, Hong Kong.

CosmetiG and Fragrances

Cosmetics and fragrances are not as inex-

pensive in Hong Kong as in Paris but

may be less than in the United States.

Expect to save 10 to 20%. The best thing

about Hong Kong is that scents that have been

introduced in Europe and not in the United

States are available in Hong Kong. So if you

want to sniff out the latest. Hong Kong offers

you that opportunity.

We have comparison-shopped all the big

department stores—British, Japanese, Chinese,

you name it—and we find they all have pretty

much the same price. (Except that Isetan was

cheaper for the Chanel lipstick.) We buy our

cosmetics and fragrances at a duty free because

we were able to wangle a big discount. Or we
go to the actual cosmetics district, where the

importers have their offices—this is a bit of an

adventure, but well worth it to us.

Announcements:

f United States-made fragrances such as

Giorgio are less expensive in the United

States.

f Major big-name cosmetics companies manu-

facture for the Far East in and around Hong
Kong; often they will have a product with the

same name as the product you use at home,

but it will be slightly different. They may also

have a product, or shade, that you have never

heard of and never will find again anywhere

else in the world.
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Our friend Susan is an actress in a hit televi-

sion series and uses exclusively Chanel makeup.

She bought her shade in Hong Kong only to

discover that it was a better shade for her than

the one she was using and that she could never

get that color again.

KIN CHUEN COSMETICS CO. LTD.,
67-69 Wing Lok Road, Western, Hong Kong,

is an importer of European cosmetics and fra-

grances. We paid $10 for the $30 size of

Badedas (Vitabath) and bought one-quarter

ounce of Bal de Versailles for our friend Patri-

cia for $38. Our secret brand of French cos-

metics, not available in the United States, is

called Bourjois and we stock up in Hong Kong,

where eyeshadow costs $4.50. ... f Our favor-

ite duty free is in the arcade of the Hong Kong
Hotel and is called simply DUTY FREE

There is a huge DUTY FREE SHOPPER at

Hankow Centre, 5 Hankow Road, Kowloon.

. . . WATSON'S, chemists in multiple loca-

tions, sells cosmetics, as do all the markets.

Markets usually do not sell American or French

cosmetics but do have a ready supply of fake

Revlon nail polish, which may be real Revlon

nail polish in fake bottles.

China and Crystal

You
may not think of Hong Kong as the

place to stock up on your Wedgwood.
However, think again. Because of British

rule, Hong Kong is an excellent source

for many British products. Prices are slightly

more than in England but considerably less

than in the United States. The largest china

and crystal stores are in or near the major

hotels and shopping centers. They all ship and

take orders from overseas. The only problem

arises when the store is out of stock. You can
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have many dinner parties waiting for missing

pieces. Check on availability before you place

your order. European lines stocked locally in-

clude Royal Crown Derby, Royal Albert Spode,

Royal Brierley, Royal Worcester, Hammersley,

Edinburgh, Robbs and Berking, Royal Min-

ton. Royal Doulton, Lladro, Limoges, Herend,

Ginori, Saint Louis, Boehm, Rosenthal, Bacca-

rat, Lalique, and Wedgwood.
Our favorite shops for china and crystal are:

f CRAIG'S, 2 Ice House Street, Central (next

to the Mandarin Hotel), and Ocean Terminal,

Room 122-C, Kowloon . . .f HUNTER'S, Pen-

insula Hotel, Rooms 2-3, Central, and Ocean
Terminal, Shop 122 . . . EILEEN KER-
SHAW, Peninsula Hotel Lobby, Central, and

The Landmark, G44, Central . . . f ROSEN-
THAL, Prince's Building, Central . . .?WEDG-
WOOD, Ocean Terminal, Kowloon.

Chinese china also is available, and there are

many outlets. One of the easiest sources for

vases and tea sets is the Chinese department

stores. We like to visit f CHINESE ARTS &
CRAFTS LTD., Silvercord Building, or Star

House Building in Kowloon . . .fAlso CHUNG
KIU CHINESE PRODUCTS EMPORIUM
LTD., 17 Hankow Road, Kowloon. China fac-

tories are popular to visit—you can see some

of the goods in production if you catch a lucky

day ...fAH CHOW FACTORY, 10-18 Chun

Pin Street, Kwai Chung, New Territories, and

Hong Kong Industrial Centre, 489 Castle Peak

Road, Lai Chi Kok, Kowloon (this location is

listed under "Factory Outlets"— see page 152)

. . . YUET TUNG FACTORY, LZ3726 Tai

Wor Ping, Kowloon . . . f HUNG CHEUNG
CERAMIC AND CHINA MFG., 10 Fung Kat

Heung, Yuen Long, New Territories . . .

OVERJOY PORCELAIN FACTORY, Kwai

Hing Industrial Building, Block B, first floor,

10-18 Chun Pin Street, Kwai Chung. We rec-

ommend you take a car and driver to any of

the New Territories factories. No one in the

vicinity will speak English, and you will not
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tiques for more china shops for new and old

vases (see page 196). We also buy ginger jars

from odds-and-ends dealers in Stanley Market.

Pay no more than $4 for a small ginger jar.

Furs

When you begin saving your money for

your plane ticket, hotel, and walking-

around money for your trip to the

Orient, budget yourself an extra

$1,000 and make a dream come true: You can

have a fur coat. How does that ad go? "Life is

too short and winter is too long to live it

without mink"? We don't promise you'll find

the mink coat you always wanted for under

$1,000—but there are many choices in that

price range, and some of the choices are in

designer goods.

Before you go to Hong Kong, if you are

intent on a fur coat, do a little shopping around

at home. Learn the kind of fur that is best for

your climate, what type wears best, and what
cut looks best on you. Be an educated shopper

because we're talking about a big purchase

that probably will not be returnable.

Fur coats are a bargain in the Orient be-

cause labor costs are kept low. You would not

want to buy a sable made in the Orient, be-

cause you must pay for top-of-the-line crafts-

manship in sable. But other than that skin, you
should be able to find a fur made with any

quality you want. When it comes to quality,

you must check not only the quality of the

skins themselves but also the workmanship.

Many Hong Kong furs do not meet our eagle-

eye test. You may feel differently.

For the best of designer furs, shop only at

the SIBERIAN FUR STORE, 29 Des Voeux
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Road, Central, Hong Kong. We found a gor-

geous Chloe brown mink coat for under $4,000.

(This coat is easily worth $10,000.) A full-

length Blackgama mink coat was $1,100; a

Jean-Louis Scherrer blue-dyed lamb jacket with

fox trim stole our hearts for $1,000. The least

expensive jacket in the shop was a dyed rabbit

for $425 . . . perfect for a teen. Discounts are

negotiable; quality is the best we've seen in

Hong Kong fur. . . . DESPINA FUR, Hay
Nien Building, ninth floor, 1 Tai Yip Street,

Kwun Tong, Kowloon (please ask your con-

cierge to verify this address before you go

there, as they are talking about moving some-

time in 1986). They offered us a commission

for sending people to their shop, which we
mention because we believe that shops that

pay commissions have to raise the prices. Ob-
viously we didn't take their money, so you

should negotiate an immediate 10% off the

top of their asking price. The quality here is

not designer but is serviceable. The showroom

is in the middle of nowhere, but Despina will

send a car to get you! They did sell sable for

only $10,000—a rare bargain. (You should be

paying $40,000 to $100,000!) Fur-lined rain-

coats are one of their better buys; a female-

skin full-length mink coat costs about $2,200.

A mink jacket starts at $800. Gray fox jackets

are $1,500. There is a Despina Fur at 222

West 30th Street in Manhattan, in the heart of

the fur district, but if we're buying fur whole-

sale in the United States we go to no one but

Leonard Kahn at Kahn & Pinto, 150 West 30th

Street. ... f If you're looking for convenient

shopping and a supermarket atmosphere (ele-

gant supermarket, of course) with one of the

largest fur selections you will see anywhere in

the world, walk into JINDO, 308 World Fi-

nance Center, Harbour City, Kowloon. Jindo

advertises heavily and has showrooms all over

the world. Their prices are midrange; the qual-

ity seems to depend on the style. Inspect each

piece carefully. You may faint when you see
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how vast (and impressive) the selection is, but

don't let your emotions run away with you. A
mink jacket costs $700; a blue fox coat is

$1,100; a full-length mink coat is $2,000. Try

everything on—if you have large shoulders or

long arms, you may not get a good fit. If you

are tiny, no problem.

Jewelry & Gemstones

YouVe heard of Columbia, gem of the

ocean? Now Hong Kong is the gem of

the South China Sea. If you've been to

Brazil, you know what happens to tour-

ists when they get around loose cut diamonds,

emeralds, rubies, tourmalines, citrines, amethysts,

and all that jazz. They go nuts. While prices in

Brazil are a little better for locally-cut stones,

prices in Hong Kong are excellent because it

is one of the world's major gemstone trading

centers.

Hong Kong traditionally trades every variety

and quality of gemstone. It is the fifth-largest

diamond-cutting center in the world. The money
changing hands in this industry totals billions

of dollars per year.

The good news about buying gemstones in

Hong Kong is that you can bring them (unset)

back to the United States for negligible duty

(or no duty at all). The bad news is that find-

ing good stones requires a Ph.D. in gemology.

You'll also require Sherlock Holmes at your

side and a jeweler's loupe. Actually, what you
need is a friend like our friend Elizabeth Li,

who has family in the business and explained

it all to us.

The jewelry and gemstone businesses are two
separate businesses and converge into one only

at the wholesale level, where you will never be
admitted without a bona fide dealer. If you are
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serious about buying stones, you should be

introduced to the wholesale dealers (similar to

Forty-seventh Street in Manhattan). This re-

quires personal contact from a dealer here or

from a friend who is Chinese and living in

Hong Kong. It is a very tight business. Don't

expect to walk in somewhere off the street and

see the best stones or get the best prices. We
accompanied our friend Kay on a shopping

tour of wholesale dealers. She knew where to

go but did not have any personal contacts. In

every instance the dealers were cordial and

inscrutable. Kay saw many stones and was

quoted "good" prices. However, as an expert,

she knew that the prices that were being quoted

were for better stones (Kay has a degree in

gemology and a loupe). She found the stone

she wanted in the jewelry shop of the Manda-

rin Hotel and bought it, paying double its

value. Her rationale was that the quality was

excellent and the price still was less than in the

United States. Kay knows you get what you

pay for. She also knows that big business in

any society always is a closed society.

Diamonds

Hong Kong is one of the world's largest dia-

mond trading areas. If you wish to buy dia-

monds, check first with the Hong Kong Tourist

Association, which publishes a list of some

two hundred jewelers they recommend. Also

check with the DIAMOND IMPORTERS AS-

SOCIATION, H.K. Diamond Exchange Build-

ing, 5-235497. Have anything you buy certified

by a gemologist before you exchange money.

The GEMOLOGICAL LAB OF H.K. LTD.,

Luk Hoi Tung Building, 5-262422, will per-

form this service. If an untrained eye can't tell

a zircon from a diamond, don't you think you

need a trained eye to help out?
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Pearls

Pearls are the most fun to shop for and only

slightly less confusing than diamonds. There

are different types of pearls to buy:

Cultured: If you like the round, perfect lus-

ter pearls, you will be looking for cultured

pearls. Price is determined by size and quality.

The larger pearls (ten millimeters and up) usu-

ally come from the South Seas (Australia,

Burma, Borneo, etc.). Pearls in the under-ten-

millimeter range are from Japan. It is strictly a

matter of taste as to what you buy. The larger

the pearl, the more expensive it is. Perfectly

matched twelve-millimeter pearls will cost 300%
more than the same strand of three-millimeter

pearls. Even if you can afford and find the

larger pearls, however, they might not be right

for you. Color also is a personal choice. Pearls

can be found in all shades of white. The most

popular shades are the antique white and pale

pink-white colors. Luster is not a choice but a

necessity. Fake pearls have no luster. You will

have no luster when you find out you've been

taken, so examine pearls carefully. Look at

them in daylight as well as store light—neon

light changes the color and luster.

Seed: Seed pearls are the ones that look like

Rice Krispies. They are fun and much less

expensive. Prices in Hong Kong vary widely

from the department stores to the street mar-

kets. Prices also vary according to the weather.

See our section on typhoon retailing (page

39). Basically you will make the best deal

when business is slow. Seed pearls owe their

popularity more to vagaries of fashion than do

cultured pearls. For the past five years or so,

seed pearls have been very "in." We like the

big, bulky look of several strands (ten to twelve)

twisted together with a fabulous clasp. We saw

many tourists buying a mere three strands of

seed pearls—this is, again, a fashion statement
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that is a personal matter. We buy seed pearls

on the street for $4 per strand.

The bigger-name jewelry shops are a safe

bet for buying quality pearls. The price tag

will be higher, but you can feel more secure. If

you have serious money for a serious buy, Lily

and her friends all agree that one of the best

places to go in Hong Kong is TRIO PEARL,
Peninsula Hotel, Kowloon. Trio is known for

its high prices, but the quality is high. . .

.

ECHO JEWELRY LTD., Ocean Terminal,

Shop 235, Kowloon (see Ellen Shen) is the

kind of store you would think is too fancy to

give you good prices and might bypass. How-
ever, this is the shop managed by Elizabeth's

Aunt Ellen, and we know how trustworthy every-

one here is. Say we sent you to help you nego-

tiate a discount. Echo is almost as expensive as

Trio, but not quite, and the quality is as high.

. . . LANE CRAWFORD DEPARTMENT
STORE, Queens Road, Central, is the old

standby for quality. ... 7 SAMMY'S JEWEL-
LERY CO. LTD., 65 Nathan Road, Hyatt

Hotel, Kowloon, 43-49 Hankow Road, Kow-
loon, is a rather famous mass jeweler who will

negotiate with you depending on how much
you buy. . . . FUKUYA CO., Princess Shop-

ping Plaza (see page 121) . . .fMIKIMOTO
PEARL SHOP, Matsuzakaya Department Store.

Who knows more about pearls than Mikimoto?

...fAMEREX INTERNATIONAL LTD.,

702 Takshing House, Central . . . f ANGLO
TEX LTD., 22 Des Voeux Road, Room 804,

Central.

Opals

opals are a favorite purchase among visitors

to Hong Kong, and like pearls and gemstones,

they require some knowledge before you buy.

There are various kind of opals. A precious

opal is translucent. As you rotate the stone,

the color changes and disappears. Colors seen
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in the stone are bright and cover the whole

spectrum of the rainbow. A black opal is a

precious opal with a dark base. A light opal has

a body color ranging from clear to milky white.

The fire opal shows a strong variety of color,

usually in the red and green colorways. The
body of a fire opal is orange to yellow. The
Boulder opal is a variety of precious opal that

usually is light in color. A common opal is an

opal with very little to no translucence or play

of color.

Opals are mined. The opal capital of the

world is Australia, which has deposits in New
South Wales and Queensland. Fire is the qual-

ity you most want in any stone you buy. It also

determines the price. Be careful of rip-offs.

Opal can be layered to look like a good stone.

If you buy an opal ring that looks too good
and costs too litde, the back probably has

been painted to give depth to the stone.

Several opal dealers advertise for tourists

and promise them the earth, the stars, the

moon, and, of course, a lot of fire in their

opals. We have tracked down all these mines

and factories and showrooms and find our-

selves dry in the mouth. A well-advertised source

for opals is Opal Creations in Burlington

House, Kowloon. We are not saying that they

are unethical; they are not. However, you do
not always get the same fabulous deal you are

led to believe you are getting. The seeker of

"fine" stones does just as well to go to a

jewelry store. If you just want a trinket or a

few stones, the visit to the "factory" is fun and

informative. Take it for what it is worth and

no more.

We have decided to wait for Australia.

lvo7

Everyone wants an old ivory carving or chop

from Hong Kong. Beware. Old ivory is very

hard to come by. New versions of old ivory
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are very easily made out of new plastic. The
Hollywood Road Antique shops have some
pieces that are good and also expensive. More
often than not, what you see advertised as

"old ivory" has been dyed to look old. You
can tell the difference by looking for the check-

erboard design on an unpolished piece. If the

checkerboard is not there (small), you proba-

bly are buying dyed bone or plastic. New ivory

is available, but check your Customs regula-

tions as to what can legally be brought back

into the country. Our district Customs agent

(in Los Angeles) told us that Asian ivory was

totally illegal, African ivory legal, and that they

did not believe any certifications from ivory

coming out of Hong Kong. If you still want to

try bringing an ivory piece home, make sure to

get a certification from the store as to what

kind of ivory you have purchased.

Hollywood Road is our favorite source for

ivory figures. See our listings under
*

'Antiques"

(page 196). We have never bought ivory beads

or figures for fear of U.S. Customs. We've

heard of many people who have not had trou-

ble with small purchases. It's up to you.

Jade

Jade is one of the most interesting stones to

research and purchase in Hong Kong. Basi-

cally the best-quality jade is hard to find, just

as the best quality of any fine stone might be.

There are three different types of stones that

are called jade. Jadeite is the most expensive

because of its durability and opaque color.

Nephrite is the next most popular and is the

stone you will see that looks milky. It can be

found m shades of bright green (not deep) and

yellow. Chloromelanite is the deepest shade of

green.

Watch out for the scams. Some unethical

dealers sell layered "jade." This is thinly-sliced

jade backed by quartz and held together with
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glue. To test for real jade, either lick the stone

or drop water on it. The water should bead if

the stone is real. Jade is imported from over-

seas, especially from the area around Burma,

and is not a stone native to China. However,

the Chinese have been the ones to perfect the

carving techniques and thus gain the reputa-

tion for being the best jade artisans. We like

to buy jade in the Jade Market at the corner of

Kansu and Reclamation streets (see page 51).

The safest place to buy jade is at any of the

Chinese emporiums. The prices will be slightly

higher than in the market, but the quality will

be guaranteed. We trust CHINA ARTS &
CRAFTS (see page 131).

Jewelry

Jewelry is a fabulous buy in Hong Kong be-

cause you can have any design you want cop-

ied. Van Cleef and Tiffany are not too happy
about this, but the truth is the truth. Most
good jewelry houses even have stock drawings

of popular pieces in their files. We went to

Elizabeth's aunt's jewelry shop one afternoon

and watched in amazement as the designer on
staff created four looks for the same earrings,

using exactly the same number of stones. In

this case Elizabeth was having earrings de-

signed from some pearls she already owned.

Colored pencils were used to draw—to size

—

the various styles and possibilities. Then they

were priced out and Elizabeth made her choice.

If you seek a high-priced imitation of an even

higher-priced piece, use either TRIO PEARL
(see page 186) or ECHO (see page 186), or a

source that has been recommended to you by

satisfied American friends of discriminating

taste.

There probably are five hundred equally

beautiful and spacious jewelry shops scattered

throughout Central and Kowloon. How do
you know where to go? You don't. The Hong
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Kong Tourist Association publishes its list of

recommended jewelers so that you have some
recourse if anything goes wrong. To belong to

the association, the jewelers must maintain a

certain level of ethics. However, you must also

be a smart shopper. Remember:

f Always get a written certification of the gold

content of your piece of jewelry. This is im-

portant for insurance and Customs.

f Get a gemological appraisal of any and all

stones in the piece. This appraisal should in-

clude a photograph and a detailed description

of each stone.

f Since you will have to pay a heavier duty on

set stones than on unset ones, consider the

possibility of having the setting mailed to you

and carrying the stones with you. When you

get home you can easily have the stones reset.

f If you choose to carry the jewelry home with

you, get a receipt from the store quoting the

exact price you paid. Don't leave it up to U.S.

Customs to evaluate your goods.

The stores we listed here are all of the larger

variety. We think they are safe but have not

bought diamond and gold earrings from each

of them. CHANNINGS LTD., Hong Kong
Hotel, Shop 228, Kowloon . . . f CHINA
HANDICRAFTS & GEM HOUSE, 55 Hai-

phong Road, Kowloon . . .fDICKSON WATCH
& JEWELLERY CO. LTD., The Landmark,

2B, Central . . . ? DIAMOND HOUSE LTD.,

34 Queen's Road, Central . . . f KAI-YIN &
CO. LTD., 4-6 On Lan Street, Central . . .f

KING FOOK GOLD & JEWELRY CO.
LTD., 30-32 Des Voeux Road, Central . . . f

LARRY JEWELRY, The Landmark, G49, Cen-

tral ...f S.P.H. DESILVA LTD., Central

Building, Central.
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Watches and Cameras

We could write a whole book of watch

and camera stories. However, everyone

we know goes to Hong Kong with

the expectation of buying one of the

two, if not both. We can't say don't . . . be-

cause most people won't believe us and will

anjway. The truth is that you can buy your

cameras safer and cheaper at 47th Street Photo

in New York. Your watch may be cheaper in

Hong Kong, but when it breaks, what will

you do?

Watches

Any watch you might want to find is in Hong
Kong. The trick is finding the right watch at

the right price. You can pay anything from

$50 to $5,000. If you are in the market for an

international brand of watch, you are wisest to

go to one of the authorized dealers for that

brand. They are all listed in the phone book as

well as through the Hong Kong Tourist Asso-

ciation. All of the companies expect to lower

their prices by 10%. You might even expea
to get a better discount if you pay in cash.

If you are looking to buy a pretty watch but

don't care if it is a name brand, there are some
things to be aware of before you buy:

f Check to see that the whole watch and not

just the movement was made by the manufac-

turer. A common practice in Hong Kong is to

sell a Swiss watch face and movement with a

Hong Kong-made bracelet. The bracelet will

be silver with a gold plating. This can work to

your advantage if you do not want to spend

$5,000 for a solid gold watch but want the

look. A reputable dealer will tell you that this
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is what you are buying and price the watch

accordingly. These watches are priced anywhere

from $150 to $400. We have found that you

have the greatest bargaining power in this area

because the profit for the watchmaker is so

high. On the other hand, dealers of name-

brand watches have a limited play in their

prices.

f Check the serial number on the inside move-

ment with the serial number of your guaran-

tee. If you do not receive a worldwide guarantee,

don't buy the watch.

If you are buying from a name-brand dealer,

do the same checking as if you were buying

from a small jewelry shop on the street. We
have a friend who bought a name from a

reputable dealer, got the watch home, and had

problems. When our friend went to the name's

U.S. dealer, they told her that yes, indeed, she

had bought a name watch, but the movement
was five years old. She had bought a current

body with a used movement!

As we have said, the stories go on and on

and on. Our choices for watches include:

TIME WATCH COMPANY, 54 Nathan

Road, Kowloon
DICKSON WATCH AND JEWELLERY
COMPANY LTD., The Landmark, Central

BASEL WATCH COMPANY, 33 Queens

Road, Central

GIRARD-PERREGAUX SERVICE CEN-
TER, The Landmark, Central

LES MUST DE CARTIER LTD., Prince's

Building, Central

ROLEX LTD., 1407 Connaught Centre,

Central

LONGINES HONG KONG LTD., 1120

Ocean Centre, Kowloon
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Cameras

Buying a camera is a confusing issue unless

you are up on the latest in equipment. Every

year there is an improved model of every brand.

Most shopkeepers will tout what they have in

stock and not necessarily what you need. Go
on your search armed with the exact details of

what you want to buy. There is a Canon show-

room in the Silvercord Arcade, where you can

test various models. You must supply your

own film. Once you know exactly what model
you want, price-shop. Try three different stores

and bargain as if you were going to buy. Don't

buy no matter how good the price seems. Wait
and go back. If you got a good price the first

time, you will get it again. This is one area

where you are in a buyer's market. If you are

buying a lot of equipment, ask for a larger

discount. Keep a copy of a recent ad from

47th Street Photo—these double-page ads run

every Sunday in The New York Times and will

give you excellent reference points for U.S.

prices on all small electronics products.

After you have decided where you are going

to buy, insist on the following:

f Each piece of equipment needs its own war-

ranty (worldwide). The serial number of the

piece must be clearly marked on the card along

with the agent's stamp and a complete address

of where you purchased the item.

f Make sure you are not being charged for

extras that should have been included in the

original purchase. For example, camera cases

usually come with the cameras. You should

not pay extra for the case.

fWatch your purchase being packed, and check

off each item as it goes into its box. Don't

trust the store owner to pack and deliver your

purchase to the hotel. When you get back

home you might find that a few small items

somehow got lost.
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Keep your receipts separate. Customs most
likely will not want to open and go through all

your equipment if your receipts are clear and
in order.

Our strongest recommendation for buying a

camera comes from our friend Libby, who
lived in Hong Kong and is a professional

filmmaker: MARK'S PHOTO SUPPLIES, 20
Des Voeux Road, Central. Steven Mark is the

managing director. This shop has been in busi-

ness for seventeen years and is not flashy or

showy. As a matter of fact, it is not even easy

to find. The address is Des Voeux Road, but

the entrance actually is on Theatre Lane. Other

recommended sources are:

ASIA PHOTO, 5 Queen Victoria Street,

Central

KODAK (FAR EAST) LTD., 24 Des Voeux
Road, Central

WILLIAM'S PHOTO SUPPLIES, Furama
Hotel, Central

THE CAMERA SHOP, 110 Ocean Termi-

nal, Kowloon
LEE CAMERA & RADIO CO. LTD., 16A

Peking Road, Kowloon
MINOLTA HONG KONG LTD., 67-71

Chatham Road, Kowloon
WOOD'S PHOTO SUPPLIES, Ocean Cen-

tre, Room 13 13A, Kowloon
And one of our favorites:

47TH STREET PHOTO, New York, N.Y.

Children

The
most disappointing part about Hong

Kong is the toy selection. While we all

know that a large percentage of Ameri-

can toys are made in Hong Kong and

Macao, they are not for sale in the area. Parts
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are made in local factories and then shipped

back to the United States for packaging. What
is available is in packages and is not dirt cheap.

There aren't even a lot of toy stores in Hong
Kong. If you're willing to pay top-of-the-line

prices, the best toy store in town is f PETER
PAN TOYS, which is a chain. We found bar-

gain prices on Japanese toys (like Voltron) but

not on anything else. We know that Cabbage
Patch and Gl Joe are made in Hong Kong,

but no one wants to admit it. If you want to

buy it all to get gift-giving over with, stop by
Peter Pan in Central at 6-10 Theatre Lane, or

Peter Pan in Ocean Terminal. . . . f There are

nonbranded toys in Stanley Market. . . . f We
like CARPO for just the right combination of

branded and nonbranded toys. They don't have

every Star Wars figure ever made, but they are

a relatively well-stocked toy shop where you
get an automatic 10% discount on the sticker

price. This store isn't as vast or as jazzy as

Peter Pan, but the prices are better, and you
may just find that perfect "made in Hong
Kong" toy. Almost any toy in the shop sells

for under $10. Carpo, 18 Wellington Street,

Central, Hong Kong; Shop 251, Ocean Termi-

nal, Kowloon; Shop 125, Silvercord Centre,

Kowloon.

There are numerous shops that sell oh-so-

adorable kids' clothes; f ESPRIT is everyone's

fave (see page 99) f KID-BIZ has pricey

but unique designs that possibly are made in

Japan. Kid-Biz, Swire House, Central, Hong
Kong; Sogo; New World Centre, Kowloon;
Tokyu . . . f MILK MARY is the kind of shop

where you can lose all your marbles and your

child's trust fund, especially if you have a little

girl. Milk Mary, Swire House, Central, Hong
Kong . . . f Our favorite store name of all time

is DONALD DICK. The clothes are cute

also, although not inexpensive. Donald Dick,

Shop 206, Harbour City, Kowloon . . . f Don't

forget the CHILDREN'S CLOTHING CO.,

which is part of Birds and has very hip
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kids' clothes. Children's Clothing Co., Birds,

D'Aguilar Place, Central, Hong Kong.

For inexpensive clothes that are typically

**Hong Kong," shop almost anywhere and don't

forget Stanley Market Kids' shoes are about

$15 (international brands such as Nike, Puma,
Kangaroos, etc.) and are sold in at least half a

dozen different shops in Stanley.

Antiques (Old and New)

We happen to have a passion for col-

lecting antiques, even new ones. Hong
Kong is one of the best outlets for

this passion. Somehow it is not just

the acquisition that matters. If the search is too

easy or clean, we get disappointed. There are

very few places in Hong Kong that would
qualify as easy or clean. Those that are happen

to be expensive, also a no-no. However, buying

antiques in Hong Kong is tougher than just

dealing with the dirt. First you must have a

reasonable pair of shoes. Next you must have

a map. Last but not least, you must take along

an expert to help you distinguish the new
from the old antiques. The bottom line is that

if you really want to buy "old," establish a

relationship with a dealer and take him shop-

ping with you. If you truly know what you are

doing, let the shopkeeper know that the min-

ute you walk in the store. Most of the finest

pieces are not on display. Unless you ask to

see the private stock, you will not see the best

of the collection. There is not much "old"

work coming across the border from China

anymore, and what is left is well guarded.

However, if you don't care whether the piece

is new . . . old ... or new/old (as in fake), you

will have a lot of fun. Our favorite street for

antiques browsing is Hollywood Road. Holly-
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wood Road became the center for antiques

shops after the 1949 Revolution in China, when
many people who fled needed money to live.

This was the area where they traded their goods.

The reputation has remained intact. To reach

Hollywood Road, either take Wyndham Street

up the hill (do not try to walk this—it's possi-

ble, but you'll be so tired that you'll never

have the energy for the real hunt) until it turns

into Hollywood Road, or climb Pottinger Street

from its base at Queen's Road, Central. We
recommend the latter because most of the

antiques shops and curio shops are clustered

close to Pottinger at the top. If you take the

Pottinger approach, you will want to turn left

at the top and visit? IAN MCLEAN AN-
TIQUES, 73 Wyndham Street. Otherwise all

the shops are to the right. The best shops are

mixed up with the worst. As you go farther

toward Cat Street, you will encounter a fabu-

lous mixture of antiques shops, junk shops,

Chinese herbalists, and furniture manufactur-

ers. Wherever you shop, don't forget to bar-

gain. There are no set prices. If you pay in

cash, you can save money also. Don't forget to

ask. If you are a dealer and are going to be
buying in quantity, make sure this is known
before you start your negotiations; it will save

you time. Our favorite stops along this street

are:? THE PEKING CRAFT COMPANY,
19 Hollywood Road, good for China and glass

collectibles . . . KUNG WAH LEE CHINA-
WARE COMPANY, 25 HoUywood Road, por-

celain wholesalers and exporters . . .fHONEY-
CHURCH ANTIQUES LTD., 29 Hollywood
Road, our favorite resource for antiques that

are real; for good information, ask for Lucille

or Glenn Vessa . . . f NOBLE HOUSE AN-
TIQUES, 32 Hollywood Road ...ySOON
THYE CHEONG PORCELAIN SHOP, 38

Hollywood Road ... f MONSOON AN-
TIQUES, 37 Hollywood Road, specializes in

Japanese textiles and monochrome Chinese por-

celain . . . YAU SANG CHEONG, 39 Hoi-
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lywood Road, Chinese brushmakers and sta-

tioners . . . EASTERN DREAMS, 47A Hol-

lywood Road, porcelains, screens, and furni-

ture from China . . . ? WONG KING FUNG
CHINA WARE CO. LTD., 54 HoUywood
Road, dealers in Kiangsi porcelain . . . f TAI
SING COMPANY, 122 Hollywood Road, also

22 Wyndham Street, very reputable and well-

respected dealers in Chinese art and antiques . .

.

f YUE PO CHAI ANTIQUES COMPANY,
132-36 HoUywood Road. . . .fKWONG FAT
HONG, 138 Hollywood Road, very well-

respected dealers in jade and porcelain.

Cat Street used to be another antiques ha-

ven, mostly for stolen goods. However, it has

become more of a cheap market street. It is

fascinating to wander among the jade dealers

and fender merchants, but we can't recom-

mend that you buy anything here. One build-

ing on the street has, however, been renovated

and houses two good resources for porcelain

and furniture, new only, f CAT STREET GAL-
LERIES has an entrance on Cat Street, but its

address and main entrance are one street down,

parallel to Cat Street, at 38 Lok Ku Road . .

.

fWAH TUNG CHINA COMPANY, 38 Lok

Ku Road, specializes in porcelain, mostly for

export to dealers. They will custom-paint any

vase with one of their stock of classic patterns . .

.

f MARTIN FUNG, 38 Lok Ku Road, is a

manufacturer and exporter of fine Chinese fur-

niture, lacquerwork, and decorative items. He
also deals with the wholesale market.

Other fine antiques sources are scattered

around the city ... f CHARLOTTE HORST-
MANN & GERALD GODFREY LTD. is one

of the most respected and expensive (as in

incredibly expensive). They have retail stores

in Harbour City, Kwai Tak Industrial Centre,

Ocean Centre, and Ocean Terminal. This is

considered heavy-duty, serious stuff. . . . f

LANE CRAWFORD ANTIQUES LTD., 7/F

Queen's Road, Central, carries a good selec-
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tion of new and old antiques ... f as do the

CHINESE ARTS & CRAFTS LTD. stores.

If you have enough time to spend going to

the auctions, you might come up with a real

treasure. The auction houses to check out are:

T CHRISTIE MANSON & WOODS LTD.,
36F Edinburgh Tower, The Landmark, and

Furama Hotel . . . f LAMMERT BROS., Ped-

der Building, Central . . . f SOTHEBY PARKE
BERNET (H.K.) LTD., Lane Crawford House . .

.

VICTORIA AUCTIONEERS, 7 D'Aguilar

Street, Room 1603, Central. If you are going to

be in Hong Kong in May, check on the Inter-

national Asian Antiques Fair. Ask your con-

cierge or contact the Hong Kong Tourist

Association for details.
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Hong Kong on a Schedule

We have put more tours in this book
than in any other book because we
think you need the help—but forget

this section if you aren't interested.

There are no listings here that have not been

mentioned in Chapter Seven, but the details or

directions might be more explicit in this chap-

ter. If you don't know your way around Hong
Kong and do not have a car and driver, we
think you should try one or two of our tours.

With the average stay in Hong Kong a mere

three days, you need to see (and shop) as

much as possible. Our tours cram it all in.

And since we know you like big adventure,

we've also added two tours to Macao.

Tour I: Hong Kong—Elegant and Fun

Your first day in Hong Kong should be easy

and fun. The Hong Kong side, especially Cen-

tral district, is the most understandable place

to start. For the first-time visitor to Hong
Kong, the busy streets, crowded sidewalks, and

Chinese signage on all the buildings are over-

whelming. Once your eyes get acclimated and

you learn the MTR system, Hong Kong is

easier to navigate than Rome or London. But

if you don't like big, bustling cities, you are in

trouble!

Central district is the business and financial

center of Hong Kong. This is the area where

all the large shopping centers, as well as the

majority of office buildings, are located. As a

201
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matter of fact, all the office buildings built

from Queen's Road to the harbor are con-

structed on landfill. We keep watching for any

signs of sinking (in hopes of a good sale, of

course) but so far have noticed nothing but

rising buildings and rising rental space prices.

Hong Kong means business, and the buildings

are monuments to that incredible growth rate.

1. If you are staying in Kowloon, come across

the harbor on the Star Ferry. This is the

best way to view Central for the first time,

as the skyline is spectacular. As you get off

the ferry, walk straight ahead and look for

the subway (remember, in Hong Kong a

subway is an underpass, not a train). Cross-

ing under Connaught Road Central will bring

you up between Statue Square and the Man-
darin Hotel. If you are staying on the Hong
Kong side, taxi to the Mandarin. Start your

tour here.

2. The Mandarin Hotel is home to two of the

most popular tailor shops in town. On the

mezzanine level you will find David's (shirts)

and A-Man (suits). Also on the mezzanine

don't miss the jewelry shop, Massoni Trea-

sures. Other boutiques are worth browsing

through, but only quickly.

3. As you leave the hotel, take a left and then

left again on Ice House Street. Craig's is

one of our favorite shops for loading up on
English bone china and crystal and is right

on the corner of Ice House Street and

Connaught Road Central.

4. After leaving Craig's, turn left again on

Connaught Road, Central, and walk to Swire

House (in the middle of the block and be-

fore you get to Pedder Street), Swire House

is a perfect example of an office building/

shopping center. Within the Swire House

arcade, you will find Issey Miyake (No. 108),

Bruno Magli (No. 19). Fendi (No. 20),
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Ragence (No. 21), Matsuda (No. 10), and a

variety of lesser-known designer boutiques.

One of our very favorite factory outlets,

Camberley, has a showroom at No. 813.

Camberley carries the Anne Klein II line of

clothing and is a must-see. Their other show-

room is in Kaiser Estates. However, Kaiser

Estates has few other outlets of value, so go

to Swire House and enjoy yourself.

Leave Swire House via the Chater Road
exit, take a right, and then an immediate left

onto Des Voeux Road, Central, where you

will be in front of The Landmark. Enter

The Landmark after visiting Hermes (en-

trance on the street) and Dickson Watch &
Jewellery Co. Ltd. (also on the street). One
entrance into the building is beside Gucci.

Walk past Gucci, down a somewhat claus-

trophobic hallway toward the throngs of peo-

ple and center atrium. Once in the atrium,

spend some time gawking like the rest of

the tourists. We gawk every time we visit

The Landmark. This center is the ultimate

in office building/shopping center construc-

tion. Several major towers connect to the

atrium and its four floors of shopping/eat-

ing establishments. We think that the de-

signers of this phenomenon had a modern
version of the Hanging Gardens of Babylon

and Rockefeller Center combined in mind
when they conceived The Landmark. The
biggest names in design are here. If you are

looking for discount shopping only, don't

waste your time . . . move on, or grab a bite

to eat. However, if you are not going to

Europe soon and want to purchase expen-

sive fashions from the top designer houses,

start shopping. In The Landmark you will

find Celine, Lanvin, Cacharel, Ralph Lauren,

EUesse, Jaeger, Versace, Ferre, Vuitton, Gucci,

Courreges, Ungaro, Montana, etc., and a score

of other fun shops. The Landmark could be
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an all-day adventure in itself. We suggest,

however, that you make your major designer

purchases here and wait to buy gifts until

you visit some of our discount sources.

6. One discount source we like is in the Bank
of East Asia Building, which connects to

The Landmark via a ramp on the top mez-

zanine. The shop is called Vica Moda and

has a good selection of silk blouses at rea-

sonable prices. You will find the same mer-

chandise slightly less expensive in some other

outlets, but if your time in Hong Kong is

limited, this is a good place to buy.

7. After visiting Vica Moda, go back into The

Landmark and break for lunch. The rest of

our tour is going to be fun but not so

elegant. Choose your restaurant from the

many (including a Pizza Hut in the base-

ment) that are available, and work out your

budget for the rest of the day. If you need

more cash, there is an American Express

bank in Swire House.

8. Exit The Landmark via the Pedder Street

door, cross at the corner of Queen's Road,

Central, turn right dov/n Pedder Street, and

look for the Pedder Building (No. 12: small

entryway right next to the China Building).

If you get to the Mandarin House, you have

gone too far. The Pedder Building is a won-

derful find for the shopper looking for the

newest in Japanese fashions, unknown but

talented designers, and designer outlet bou-

tiques. Who have we left out? The building

is a "rehabed" warehouse/factory. The spaces

now occupied by chic designer boutiques

were once, not so long ago, workrooms.

Start at the fifth floor and work your way

down. On the fifth floor don't miss the

boutique (whose name we will not try to

reproduce, since it's totally in Japanese and

never has been translated) for fun architec-
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tural design, Inteatro on the fourth floor,

and Wintex (fourth floor) for factory prices

on Lisa Ferranti, Alexander Julian shirts,

and some Calvin Klein. On the third floor is

Artech, which specializes in fun gadgets, as

well as jewelry and clothing. On the second

floor you will find Boutique Piano, Raffinee,

and David Sheekwan. The first floor has

two fabulous factory outlet shops popular

with the locals: Shoppers World Safari (Room
104) and Wearhouse (Room 102). Both shops

are seasonal and carry merchandise from

different factories. Sometimes the merchan-

dise is incredible, but if it is the wrong time

of year (fashion season), you might find

dreck! Actually, we have always been lucky

at these two sources no matter what time of

year. Wearhouse buys end lots from Bill

Blass, Alexander Julian, Fred Perry, Generra,

Pierre Cardin, Gant Shirts, Kansai, Diane

Von Furstenberg, Oscar de la Renta, New
Man, Issey Sport, and Marithe and Franqois

Girbaud. Safari handles the Saks label,

Armani sweaters, Adrienne Vittadini, Geof-

frey Beene, Villager, some Fila, and also the

Alexander Julian Colours line. Remember,
as you start to get excited, that the mer-

chandise often is end-of-season, damaged,

or mismarked. Factory outlets are fun, but

quality never is guaranteed.

9. If you still have the energy at this point to

go on, exit the Pedder Building, take a

right, and then another right onto Queen's

Road, Central. This used to be the shore-

line of old Hong Kong! Stay on the har-

bor side of the street and walk in the

direction of Pottinger Street. If you are

interested in buying sunglasses or prescrip-

tion glasses, stop at The Optical Shop

(ground floor of the China Building) or

Mandarin Optical (No. 51). Both shops

offer incredible value for the dollar, and

both are honest and reliable. The Optical
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hop has many outlets, and you will see

their branches in all the shopping centers.

Mandarin Optical is smaller and has a more
personal approach. Both are professionally

competent.

10. Your last stop in the day should be the

Lane Crawford Department Store, across

the street from Mandarin Optical and far-

ther toward Pottinger Street. Here you can

find a sampling of anything you want, from

truly fine art to portrait photography, from

china and crystal to Mikimoto pearls. You
can even get a pedicure for your very tired

feet at Elizabeth Arden.

11. Taxi back to your hotel with all of your

packages. If you like night markets and still

haven't had enough adventure (you're our

kind of person), make reservations for an

early dinner and plan to be at the Macao
Ferry Pier at about 8:00 P.M. This is a very

simple night market compared to the ones

in Kowloon. However, it is also the only

place where we were able to locate the

watch that sells for $50 and looks like the

one that sells for $6,000. Only your ac-

countant will know the truth. The rest of

the merchandise is cheap/fun junk. There

are also scores of food stalls selling every

kind of Chinese speciality. We are not will-

ing to tempt Fate by eating from a stand,

but a friend of ours always does and still is

alive to talk about it.

Tour 2: Real People and Antiques

It is possible to be in Hong Kong and not

experience the flavor of this exciting, energetic

city. If you visit only The Landmark, the

Mandarin Hotel, and Connaught Center, your

view would be that Hong Kong is a very civi-

lized, clean, modern, disciplined city. How-
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ever, the real Hong Kong is more than just

shopping centers, luxury hotels, and large of-

fice compounds. The street life is what, we
feel, makes the city vibrate. This adventure is

for the person who enjoys the sensuous aspects

of a city—and we don't mean the red-light

district!

Put on your walking shoes and bring your
umbrella (useful as both a parasol and walking

stick). Get ready to experience Hong Kong as

not even Louis B. Mayer would have dared to

portray it in any Hollywood movie. Yes, we
are going to Hollywood, but the Hollywood of

antiques and street hawkers, markets and tem-

ples, incense and back-room deals. Humphrey
Bogart would have loved Hollywood Road!

I. Begin your day at the foot of Pottinger Street,

next to the China Products Store on Queen's

Road, Central. Pottinger is a very steep-

stepped street with scads of stalls and an

equal number of steps. The stalls have very

diverse merchandise, including handbags,

clothing, and food. Our favorite stall, how-
ever, is the barber shop about halfway up.

Halfway is about as far as you can get with-

out resting. Jane Fonda Workout addicts

will make it to the top without even sweat-

ing, of course, but we never have done it. If

you have health problems we suggest you

skip the steps and begin at the top of

Pottinger and Hollywood Road. Take the

same Chinese advice we use for shopping:

Save to spend.

If you are truly an adventurous soul and

like all kinds of markets, before you climb

Pottinger Street, go farther along Queen's

Road, Central (away from Lane Crawford)

to the large Central Market. This is the

source of much of the produce purchased

by restaurants and hotels. Here you will see

an amazing range of Chinese fruits, vegeta-

bles, and, of course, fresh meat . . . very
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fresh! We find this market fascinating and

at the same time difficult to deal with. How-
ever, a visit to the market does wonders for

any weight-control program. Two whiffs of

the market and you, too, might choose our

Hong Kong Fried Rice Diet Plan. It's good
for five pounds per trip!

2. When you make it to the top of Pottinger

Street you will be at the crossroads of Chi-

nese antiques and curios heaven—better

known as Hollywood Road. Hollywood Road

became popular in the early 1950s, after the

Revolution in China. At that time many Chi-

nese had fled the People's Republic with

possessions in hand. In order to raise cash,

they pawned them on Hollywood Road. The

tradition remained, and Hollywood Road

still is the center of merchandise coming out

of China. Most of what you see in the shops

today is not antique but antique repro. The

true finds are in the back rooms and are

saved for dealers. However, if you are an

antiques collector, let the shop owner know
immediately upon entering the store that

you are in the market for fine pieces and are

willing to deal. Often it is better to have an

introduction to a dealer in town who can

shop and negotiate with you. For the major-

ity of shoppers who want a curio to take

home, rummaging through dusty shelves for

the ''perfect" piece is a lot of fun! Just

remember that there are no Ming vases on

the shelves. Ask lots of questions, and bar-

gain. Try to pay cash, as credit cards often

add 4% to your bill. Make sure you get a

receipt stating the age of your purchase. If

you are buying a true antique you are enti-

tled to a certificate of authenticity. Customs

will want to see these papers. In the more

established shops, shipping is no problem

and the goods arrive safely. If you are plan-

ning to buy in quantity for any reason, ask
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for the dealer price. Bring along your busi-

ness card and negotiate on a quantity basis.

Many of the shops are used to dealing with

interior designers who buy for their clients.

Hollywood Road actually is an extension

of Wyndham Street. Except for Ian McLean
at 73 Wyndham Street, however, the chicest

shops begin at Pottinger Street and con-

tinue toward the Man Mo Temple. The closer

you get to Ladder Street, the tackier the

shops become. After the temple the shops

become a mix of Chinese herbalists, furni-

ture makers, and curio stores. Be sure to go

into a Chinese medicine shop and look at all

the wonderful, exotic substances in glass

jars. The wizened old men concocting reme-

dies for any ailment you might have probably

are the only true antiques left on Hollywood

Road.

There are so many shops on Hollywood

Road that it can be a frustrating effort to

find the ethical ones in a short time. We
have had advice from many kweilos about

which shops to use and trust. The ones we
would suggest you look into include:

f The Peking Craft Company, 19 Holly-

wood Road. A good place for small gifts

and assorted china and glassware.

f Kung Wah Lee Chinaware, 25 Hollywood

Road. Don't believe the stories about how
old the vases are, and negotiate heavily.

f Honeychurch Antiques Ltd., 29 Hollywood

Road. This is our favorite shop on the

whole street. Glenn and Lucille Vessa are

honest and delightful. They carry quality

merchandise in every price range and will

help you find what you are looking for if

it is not in their stock.

f Monsoon Antiques, 37 Hollywood Road.

They carry an interesting selection of Jap-

anese textiles and Chinese monochrome
porcelain.
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f Yau Sang Cheong, 39 Hollywood Road.

If you are an artist or need a gift for one,

this is the most wonderful shop for Chi-

nese handmade brushes, handpainted fans,

rice paper, and chops.

f Eastern Dreams, 47A Hollywood Road.

Two floors of Custom Chinese screens,

furniture, and porcelain to choose from.

Mostly new merchandise.

f Tai Sing Co., 122 Hollywood Road. A
very large shop across from the Man Mo
Temple. Selections range from big Foo
dogs for your lawn to small porcelain

pieces.

f Kwong Fat Hong, 138 Hollywood Road.

A very reputable dealer in finer pieces.

3. At this point you will have passed the Man
Mo Temple. If you didn't go into this shrine,

do so. There is nothing to buy, except a

Coca-Cola from a stand at the corner, but

the experience is important for an under-

standing of Chinese life. The burning in-

cense, filtered light, larger-than-life statues,

smoke-filled rooms, and candlelight all con-

tribute to a visual sense of the Chinese

life-style.

4. Exit the temple and go to the corner of

Hollywood Road and Ladder Street. Ladder

Street is another of those wonderful stepped

streets that looks like it has been there for

centuries. Most of the street actually runs

uphill, but you will be thrilled to know that

you will be going downhill. Pass by the

street hawkers selling jade (you can make a

better deal at the Jade Market), go to Cat

Street (also known as Upper Lascar Road),

and turn left. This is a really fun street to

walk and shop for junk. Vendors have not

set up stalls. All the merchandise is dis-

played on blankets laid on the ground. Each
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vendor specializes in a different variety of

"junk." Our favorite blanket had a car tire,

used radio, piece of iron gate, and vacuum
cleaner as its prize items. Farther along the

street you will see workshops making furni-

ture and forging metals. Two dealers who
sell mostly to the design trade have their

showrooms in the Cat Street Galleries, which

is in the middle of the block on the harbor

side of the street. The actual address for the

gallery is on the next street down the hill, so

if you miss the building on Cat Street, walk

to the end of Cat Street, turn right, duck
under the hanging laundry, and turn right

again on Lok Ku Road. Our two show-

rooms are at No. 38.

f Wah Tung China Co. The gallery is on
the second floor and contains the most

incredible collection of Chinese reproduc-

tion porcelain vases we have seen. Most
of the vases were marked "sold" and

were just waiting to be shipped to the

United States for dealers and designers.

We suggest you not act like a tourist if

you are seriously going to be buying in

quantity. If you just want one of some-

thing, be prepared to pay more than a

dealer might. They will also custom do
vases to your own patterns in thirty days.

f Martin Fung. This is a furniture manufac-

turer and exporter of Chinese lacquerwork

and antiques as well as reproduction de-

signs. It's on the first floor.

5. If you have the energy to walk, go down
the steps of Ladder Street to Man Wah
Lane. If you can't walk, you can almost

roll. Man Wah Lane is the only place to

buy a chop and also is the best place to

have your business cards made up in Chi-

nese (a great gift for the person who has

everything).
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6. If you have strength for one more adven-

ture, walk the few extra blocks to Wing
Lok, which runs parallel to Bonham Strand

East. At Nos, 61-69 is our favorite cos-

metics and perfume importer, Kin Chuen
Cosmetics Co. Ltd. If the MTR stop at West-

ern has opened, you can hop on board now.

Chances are you need to flag a taxi and limp

to your hotel.

Tour 3: Half-Day Adventures—Yet More

Bargains (Includes Stanley Market)

These two tours are at opposite ends of the

Hong Kong world, so divide them in half by

lunch, or separate them into nvo different days

if you have time. We suggest lunch in or near

your hotel, because you'll want to make a pit

stop to drop off your packages.

1. MTR Lai Chi Kok. This is a lot closer to

downtown Kowloon, and while the outlets

we suggest do not offer the exotic treasures

you'll find at Leather Concepts, we were

quite pleased with ourselves on the day we
bought the raincoat for $10. See page 226

for directions and actual listings for this

part of town. We suggest this as a morning

tour.

2. Stanley Market. Take the bus or a taxi to

Stanley Market in the afternoon. You can

even eat lunch there, if you are brave. We
go by taxi because we are anxious to get

to the bargains and return by bus. Yes,

it's rush hour by then, but the traffic is

going the other way. The bus will be empty

when you get on it at Stanley Market and

will fill as you approach town, but you will

get a seat. Look out the windows to get a

bird's-eye view of some of the hut dwellers

in their corrugated tin and box crate homes
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nestled into the hill. This is part of the real

Hong Kong. See page 43 for directions to

and suggestions for Stanley Market.

Tour 4: Central Street Markets and Outlets/

Half-Day Optional

This tour is for the person who wants to spend

some more time in the Central district before

heading on to a meeting or to Stanley Market

in the afternoon. These stops should not oc-

cupy more than three hours of your time,

unless you hit gold at one of them and decide

to become a partner in the business.

1. Start your spree in the Pedder Building across

from The Landmark (see Tour 1 for a de-

scription of what the Pedder Building has to

offer and how to get there). If you already

did the Pedder Building, or when you have

finished, take a left as you exit onto Pedder

Street and another left onto Des Voeux Road.

Two streets later, turn left onto Theatre Lane.

2. Enter the Tak Shing House at 20 Des Voeux
Road (entrance on Theatre Lane) and go to

the eighth floor for Bloomwear, where you

will find some wonderful sweaters you will

recognize. Don't mind the great prices.

3. Exit Tak Shing House and turn left again

for Mark's Camera. This is the shop where

all the professional photogs shop for their

equipment. Steven Mark is very knowledge-

able and more than willing to give you his

professional advice on equipment. The cam-

era shop has the same address as Bloomwear

(20 Des Voeux Road) but actually is farther

down Theatre Lane, toward Queen's Road,

Central.

4. Turn right on Queen's Road, Central, and

walk two blocks to Li Yuen East, where you
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will turn right, walk to Des Voeux Road,

turn left, and then walk up Li Yuen West.

These two streets are the most famous mar-

ket streets in the Central district. The street

vendors sell absolutely everything except

counterfeit. Li Yuen East and West used to

be where you could find all those brand-

name goods for bargain prices, but Hong
Kong has had a major housecleaning and

now the streets are squeaky clean. You will

find briefcases that look amazingly like Gucci

but without the GG, watches that look just

like Cartier but have no logo, and purses

that should carry an LV but instead say LL.

These two streets do have a wonderful se-

lection of sweaters, purses, underwear, and

odd merchandise you will not see elsewhere.

For fabrics and sewing goods, walk seven

streets farther west to Wing On Street,

which is known as the market street for

such goods.

5. After finishing Li Yuen West, turn right

on Queen's Road and proceed to Pottinger

Street, where you will turn right again. Cross

Des Voeux Road, and in the block between

Des Voeux and Connaught roads you will

find the entrance to 65 Des Voeux Road.

Take the elevator to the tenth-floor Lim
Ying Ying showroom, where you will find

the outlet for Fernando Sanchez, Dior, and

Bill Tice nighnvear.

6. Grab a taxi, go back to your hotel, put on

your new nightwear, and rest ... or, if you

still are raring to shop, finish your day

with a trip to Stanley Market, which we
have outlined in Tour 3.
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Tour 5: Kowloon—^All-Day Bargain/Treasure

Hunting: Outlets, Markets, Designer

Boutiques, and All That Stuff

Kowloon is a world of contrasts and contracts.

Whatever business is not being done in the

massive Harbour City office complexes is being

done in the street. It is possible to make an

incredible deal on pearls, cameras, watches,

clothing, china, crystal—for that matter, any-

thing—or to get stolen blind. The bottom line

is to know what you are buying and to have

done the research before your trip. Even our

good friends who live in Hong Kong say that

it is possible to get a fair deal from a merchant

one day and not the next. The Hong Kong
Tourist Board has tried to regulate the mer-

chants through membership in their agency.

As you know, all members carry the insignia

of the red junk in their windows. This assures

the shopper of some recourse if a problem

arises. However, as with any guarantee, you

also are paying a touch more in those shops

for peace of mind.

Kowloon has many different shopping areas,

each of which could be a day's adventure. In

our one-day tour we will cover only our favor-

ites; there are many more in our listings. And
you will have no trouble finding adventure of

your own, no matter where you wander. Begin

your day early. The shops all open by 9:30

A.M., and you should be at our first shop at

that time. Our second stop is a market that

opens at 10:00 A.M. and closes by noon, so

judge your time accordingly.

I. If you are staying in Kowloon, walk to the

Ocean Terminal, just to the right of the Star

Ferry pier. If arriving via the Star Ferry

from Hong Kong, turn left as you exit and

look for the Hong Kong Hotel and the
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entrance into Ocean Terminal just beside it.

Ocean Terminal is one of the few massive

shopping complexes we recommend you even

peek at. There are another three miles of

shops that connect Ocean Terminal, the

Hong Kong Hotel, Harbour City, and fi-

nally the Marco Polo Hotel. Wandering for

miles and miles of shopping becomes a

surrealistic experience after the first half

hour.

In Ocean Terminal, stop first at the infor-

mation desk and pick up the A-O-A Orien-

tation Map to Hong Kong. We found these

maps to be invaluable resources because

both the streets and building names are

drawn and listed. Very often an address

is impossible to see, but every building has

its name prominently displayed. After leav-

ing the information desk, go upstairs and

start hoofing. There are hundreds of shops

but not much quality. Our favorite shops

are:

f Saville and Bond (No. 237E): outlet shop

for Saks, Ann Taylor, Christian Dior, YSL
sweaters, and Arrow Shirts

f Crocodile (No. 237G): casual clothes for

adults and children

f Peter Pan (No. 241): large toy store with

good stock; we bought the Voltron Lionbot

for $40 when it was selling in the United

States for $85 at the expensive toy store;

$69 at Toys-R-Us, and $59 at the Swap
Meet

Mountain Folkcraft (No. 239B): nice se-

lection of Chinese folk crafts

f The Swank Shop (Nos. 259-63): designer

boutique representing Valentino, Ungaro,

Etienne Aigner, Saint Laurent Rive Gauche,

Laura Biogiotti, Luciano Soprani, Louis
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Ferraud, and Walter Steiger shoes and

bags.

f Diane Freis; need we say more?

2. Next stop is the Jade Market, which opens

at 10:00 A.M. and closes at about lunchtime.

If you choose to take a taxi, ask the driver

for the corner of Reclamation and Kansu

streets, across from the Yaumati Market (pro-

duce market building that is across the street).

If taking the MTR, exit at the Nathan and

Jordan Road terminal, walk past the Hue
Wah Department Store, past the Wing On
Bank and Department Store, past the Hotel

Fortuna, and take a left on Kansu Street.

You will then see ahead of you blocks of

stalls with umbrellas. These are produce ven-

dors. The Jade Market is an enclosed area

just after you pass Shanghai Street. Walk
through the chicken wire enclosure and pass

around the market (approximately a hun-

dred stalls crammed together under umbrel-

las). Especially take note of where the Chinese

people seem to be buying. We have had our

best luck following Chinese shoppers, watch-

ing how they negotiated for their jade and

then counting the money as the sale was

being finalized. It sounds a little silly, but

unless you are a jade expert, how else can

you know the fair market value for a piece

of stone? We found that the prices vary

enormously for stones that look similar to

an untrained eye. Once you, too, have spent

a day staring at green rocks they will look

enormously different, but to the first-time

buyer it is very confusing. Look also for the

vendors selling jade pieces for practically

nothing (50 cents to $5). Sometimes you can

pick up some attractive pieces of jade to

combine with a larger good piece for a neck-

lace. No matter what it is you want to buy,

remember that this is the time to act like
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you don't care, and to bargain. We like

the technique where you determine how
much you are willing to spend for a certain

piece, only put that much money in your

wallet, and say, "This is all I have left. Will

you take it?" Usually it works. If not, you

can always come back later with a little

more "that my friend loaned me." By all

means, don't carry your Gucci bag, and
don't show wads of money! It is even

better to shop alone. The market is actually

governed by the Hong Kong and Kowloon

Jade Merchants' Workers' and Hawkers*

Union Association, so if you get into any

serious difficulty with something bought

through a licensed vendor, you have a place

to complain. How loud can you yell in

Chinese?

3. By now you will be starving. At least we
always are after visiting the Jade Market.

Not only will it be after 12:00 P.M., but also

you should be so highly stimulated by the

deals you were able to make, that your body
will need to be refueled. If not, continue on.

In either case we recommend grabbing a

taxi and going to the Peninsula Hotel. There

are plenty of restaurants in the area, and our

next shopping stop is the hotel itself. In the

Peninsula you will find the best selection of

big-name designer boutiques in Kowloon.

The shopping arcade is to the right of the

center court restaurant as you are standing

facing the front doors to the hotel. There

are three floors of shops. Famous names

you will not want to miss are Cartier, Leon-

ard, Mila Schon, Roberta di Camerino, Bally,

Chanel, Trussardi, Ascot Chang Co. (custom-

made shirts), Charles Jourdan, Eileen Ker-

shaw, etc. All of these shops carry a small

amount of stock but are reputable dealers.

If you want to buy a Cartier watch, you

can feel comfortable that the watch will
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indeed be Cartier inside and out (or you

can go down the street to Geneve Watch
and get it cheaper).

4. The next stop is at our two favorite sweater

outlets. Both are in the Sands Building,

17 Hankow Road, Exit the Peninsula Ho-
tel on the Hankow Road side, turn right,

cross Middle Road, and continue until

Peking Road. Cross Peking Road, make an

immediate left, and cross Hankow Road.

You will be at the corner of the Sands

Building. Entrance is on Hankow Road.

First go to Top Knitters on the tenth floor.

Here you will find Mirrors by Krizia, and

many other famous knit lines. Labels often

are cut out, so you have to know your

designer look to appreciate what you are

buying, which is quality. Our other favor-

ite resource is Oriental Pacific Ltd. in

Room 60L O.P. carries private-label knit

goods at incredible prices. In the sum-

mer, their cotton sweaters cost from $10

to $50. The same merchandise at a chic

boutique in the United States would be

three times as expensive. We know—we
have made the mistake of buying them!

They also carry gorgeous single- or double-

ply cashmeres for men and women. These

two resources are a must if you have birth-

day or holiday shopping to do. We did

our entire family holiday buying at O.P.

for under $500, then had to buy a suit-

case to bring the goods home! Both out-

lets take credit cards, which is unusual and

a big benefit.

5. If you bought too much at Top Knitters

and O.P., you might have to return to

your hotel to stash your goods. Possibly

you can leave your bags at O.P. and re-

trieve them after you explore Nathan Road,
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our next stop. As you exit the Sands Build-

ing, turn right and then left on Peking Road.

Walk three blocks to Nathan Road and turn

left. Nathan Road is bargain central. We get

dizzy trying to count the number of watch

and camera shops along this strip. Our one

recommendation in the watch area is Time
Watch Company at 34 Nathan Road. They
represent most of the major brands (which

are price-controlled) and have been in

business for fifteen years. If you are making

a major purchase, however, you will feel

better if you price-shop a few stores and

bargain, bargain, bargain. Our two recom-

mendations for tailors are at 92-94 Nathan

Road (Burlington Arcade). Ash Samtani

Clothing is on the main floor as you enter and

is an experience you don't want to miss.

We are not sure how Ash does business

in this tiny shop, but his clients swear

by his quality and promptness. Most of his

business is, in fact, local businessmen and

repeat customers. (Rumor has it that his

suits are sent to Canton by train and

brought back the next day after they are

completed.) Our other choice in tailors

is one floor up, in Room 2F. W. W. Chan
& Sons has a spacious and quiet shop

where the more private client can pick out

beautiful English wools for his suits and

fine English cottons for his shirts. Prices

were a touch more than Ash's, but you pay

for the quiet!

6. Just off Nathan Road is Granville Road,

which seems to be becoming discount

heaven. As you leave Burlington House,

turn right and continue up Nathan Road
past Cameron Road. The next right is

Granville Road. You will see many shops

listing "discount." Some are, most are

not. On this street, the factory outlets are

upstairs, where the rent is cheaper . . .
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and the factories are located. Some of these

shops are bargain basement, some are bet-

ter. The ones we like to visit on a repeat

basis are:

fPialligio, Prosperity House, 10 Granville

Road, sixth floor. This is a great source

for the working girl who needs good silk

blouses and suits.

T Geis & Tijan International, Taurus Build-

ing, 21A-B Granville Road, twelfth floor.

The Taurus Building is the next building

after McDonald's. Walk up one flight of

stairs to the elevators and go to the twelfth

floor, even though the office directory says

thirteen! Ring the doorbell and enter. The
clothing here is all lower-end, nondesigner,

but with good styling.

A-Win Garments Manufactory, 23 Gran-

ville Road, first floor. You won't believe

this one until you see it. Rummage/bargain
shoppers will be in heaven! Just after leav-

ing the Taurus Building, look up and see

the sign above the Fung Lum Restaurant

pointing to A-Win (don't laugh yet!). Walk
through the tacky old notions shop, up
the rickety old stairs to the first floor.

Enter the offices and showroom of A-Win.

The merchandise is diverse, with an em-
phasis on the casual. They manufacture

for both men and women, and they seem
to produce a little of everything, includ-

ing skiwear.

f Kwoon Sun Fashion Company, 45 Gran-

ville Road. This booth is actually on the

street and looks more like the kind you

would find on Li Yuen E./W. However,

the sweaters they sell are good value for

the money and mostly private-label.

f Y & Fung Company, 64 Granville Road.

The display window in front of this out-

let claims "Retail, wholesale, export, mail
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order, welcome enquire, mezz. floor."

How could you not love a store that

wants your business . . . whatever that

business is? They do carry some good
lines, including Forenza (The Limited),

Paco Rabanne, Halston II, and Ellen

Tracy.

7. Either return to Nathan Road and grab a

cab to go back to your hotel, or continue to

our one last stop for the day, which is on
Bristol Avenue, between Carnarvon and
Mody Road. If you turn left on Carnarvon,

turn right on Bristol, and just before you
come to Mody you will see Young's Fash-

ions. From the front this doesn't look like

the kind of place we would send you to.

However, ignore the ready-made jackets and
talk to David Young about custom. Bring

out that picture of the Gucci leather dress

that you have been carrying in your wallet;

Mr. Young will create it for you from his

skins (which you select) for a lot less. You
must have three days for fittings.

8. Make your dinner plans so you can be
available to go to the best night market

(called the Ladies' Market) in Kowloon, at

about 9:30 P.M. There is another market

(Thieves' Market) that is heavily publicized.

We do not recommend your going there. If

you feel that you must see every market (we

understand this mentality) go only with a

group and do not carry a purse. Hong
Kong is an incredibly friendly and safe city;

however the one time that we felt threat-

ened was at the Thieves' Market. Groups of

young men roam around and seem just to

be looking for trouble. We didn't stay long

enough for there to be any. The Ladies'

Market is just the opposite. Whole families

stroll the area shopping for whatever the

vendors have brought in for the night. You
can take the MTR to Mong Kok and exit
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the subway on Argyle. Mong Kok is the

stop after Yau Mai Tei. The market is mostly

on Argyle. At the market you can find Polo

shirts (without the insignia), Japanese toys,

underwear, watches, electronic goods, and
knits. Just about everything manufactured

can be found in some vendor's pushcart.

The streets have an energy similar to that of

a carnival. Even the regular stores stay open

late to accommodate the crowds. As a mat-

ter of fact, one of our favorite stores in this

area is Pioneer Optical Supermarket, at 44

Argyle Street. Here you can find every kind

of glasses frames, in prices ranging from

apples to caviar. After this day and evening

of nonstop shopping, you can comfortably

tell your friends back home that you "saw

the best of Kowloon."

Tour 6: Kowloon Out-of-the-Way

Factory Outlets

If you did not get your fill of factory bargains

in Tours 1 and 2, this could be your choice for

a third day, or half day if you are fast. These

outlets are not easy to find and often are in

areas you won't believe—areas that make the

New York garment district look like Fifth Av-

enue. However, go with a friend, and have all

your addresses translated into Chinese by the

concierge before you start out.

Don't expect to be able to find a taxi in

many of these locations, so arm yourself with a

good MTR map and a new tourist pass. Take

Dana Goetz's book with you for good street

maps and Chinese addresses, and pack some

fruit and cheese in case you get hungry and

don't want to try a street market. The majority

of factory outlets in the out-of-the-way areas

do not take credit cards or checks, so bring

enough cash to get by. Remember when sched-
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uling your time that this is a working area and

therefore the majority of shops close for lunch

(12:30 to 1:30 P.M.). However, the outlets are

open during regular business hours on Satur-

days.

1. Go to the MTR stop Kwun Tong. Kwun
Tong is the last stop on the MTR Kow-
loon East line and therefore is the name
of the line (makes it easy). Coming from

Admiralty or Tsim Sha Tsui, you will

change trains at the Argyle Station for the

Kwun Tong line. Expect the trip to take

forty-five minutes from Central or thirty

minutes from Tsim Sha Tsui. The train

goes above ground about halfway to Kwun
Tong, which makes the trip quite interest-

ing. Most of the people will have gotten

off the train before the last stop, but

you might find a few factory workers or

other avid bargain shoppers to keep you

company.

2. Exit the train and take the escalator down
to the main floor. Take the stairs to the

right to go to Tungtex and Personality. If

you want to go to Leather Concepts, Trinity

Textiles, and Bon Homme only, read the

direction No. 5 for this tour.

3. Tungtex, Union Building, 112 How Ming
Street. As you go down the stairs, be sure

to look to the right through the fence,

where you will see Chinese firemen train-

ing. At the bottom of the stairs is Hoi
Yuen Road. Walk straight ahead to the

Hong Kong Bank Building. Turn right on-

to How Ming Street. You want to be on

the same side of How Ming Street as the

Hong Kong Bank. Walk almost to the

end of the block. No. 112 is the Union
Building, and the number is written above

the garage door. Walk into the garage.

The elevator is on the left hidden behind

the trucks. Go to the third floor, take the
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first left door into the offices, and knock
on the sales office door. They will buzz you

in. Walk past the office and enter a lovely,

small, air-conditioned showroom. Tungtex

has good mid- to upper-range-quality silk

blouses, dresses, and pants, great for the

working girl. See our listing for more
detail.

4. Personality, Fook Cheong Building, 63 Hoi
Yuen Road. From Tungtex, walk back to

Hoi Yuen Street and make a right turn. The
first building on the right after the Hong
Kong Bank is the Fook Cheong Building.

Go into the lobby and take the elevator to

the fifth floor. Be careful getting off the

elevator, as the floor slopes and is slippery.

Go left through double doors (this looks

like a dead end but isn't), turn left, and

walk past the red elevators. Look for a brown

door on the right. The showroom is through

this doorway to the right and in the back.

The stock is mostly silk, with some ensem-

ble suits and separates in wool.

5. The Leather Concepts Ltd.: Union Hing

Yip Building, 20 Hing Yip Street. Trying

to cross Hoi Yuen Road is a harrowing

experience and not worth the gray hairs.

We suggest that you go back to the MTR
station and take the stairs up and over the

street. Walk straight ahead on Hoi Yuen

Road (traffic now will be on your right)

until you reach Hing Yip Street. The Bank

of Canton is on the corner in case you

can't see any street signs. Take a left and

walk until you are almost at the end of

the block. No. 20 is displayed over a very

large garage door. Enter the garage and

look for the elevators on the left. There

are actually two elevators. The one through

the brown doors has an operator, the one

up the stairs does not. Go to the eleventh

floor and ask the security guard at the
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desk for someone to help you in the show-

room. He won't understand a word you
say but will know what you want just by
looking at your guidebook and seeing your

desperate expression. All of your walking,

riding, searching, and schlepping will be
rewarded here in leather heaven. This is

our favorite leather source outside of Flor-

ence. See the listing for details on just how
wonderful it is!

6. Bon Homme, Union Hing Yip Building,

20 Hing Yip Street. Stay in the same build-

ing, but go to the third floor. This is a

wonderful source for men's and women's
shirts. The quality is excellent and the stock

is good in all sizes. For the winter, they

manufacture gabardine jackets and skirts as

well as some leather.

7. Trinity Textiles Limited, 10 Shing Yip
Street. Upon leaving The Leather Concepts

and Bon Homme, turn right onto Hing Yip
Street, then left onto King Yip Street and
take another left onto Shing Yip Street. (Who
was Mr. Yip, anyway?) The neighborhood
is less than wonderful, but keep in mind
that this is the real world, not The Land-
mark! The reality of the neighborhood makes
the Trinity Textiles showrooms (two) seem
like stage sets from Twilight Zone. We keep
thinking that Rod Serling should come out

of a dressing room modeling one of the

men's suits that Trinity manufactures. Both
showrooms are modern and look like any

nice showroom would look in one of the

Harbour City underground shopping arcades.

The best part, in case you have dragged
your husband or a male friend with you, is

that these two shops sell only men's wear.

The one to the left of the garage has suits

and formal wear, the one to the right of the

garage sells the casual line. They even take

American Express and Diner's Club!
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MaQO on a Schedule

Macao. It sounds so romantic. A piece of

colonial Portugal nestled into the South

China Sea. Memories of Rio and Bahia.

Tropical breezes, low-hanging ceiling

fans, Rick's Cafe Americain transported to an-

other locale. Play it again, Sam.

Macao. A fantasy perhaps best left to your

imagination—unless you are in Hong Kong
for a long time, or you are bored with Hong
Kong.

Macao. Quite an adventure.

Since we're so into shopping (and little else),

we forgot to mention that many people go to

Macao because gambling is legal. We did have

visions of Prince Rainier in a white tuxedo,

but Macao turns out not to be that kind of

place after all. If you care to gamble rather

than shop, ask your hotel concierge about the

casinos. Our tours are for shoppers only. (You
can bet on it.)

Also, many people want to set foot (or set

eye) on the People's Republic of China—you
may do so from Macao. There are tours that

take you right to the gate. Crossing the gate,

however, is quite another story, and you need

a visa and aU sorts of stuff best arranged by
one of the many tours that specialize in that

kind of thing. Macao is very much more a part

of China in feel than Hong Kong, but we get

enough of the feel through our own tour. If

part of your reason for visiting Macao is to

see China, you must make arrangements.

Stores are open in Macao seven days a week;

most are open from 9:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.

Antiques stores usually open at about 11:00

A.M.

Macao is about forty miles from Hong Kong,

and you take a boat to get there. We hate to

beat the Shogun history book to death, but
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here we go again—the Portuguese did rule the

Far East in the seventeenth century, remem-
ber? Macao (also written Macau) was their

port, their settlement, their piece of civiliza-

tion in the middle of nowhere—home to the

black ships. The Portuguese first arrived there

in 1513, which quite impressively predates

Shogun, and the Chinese gave the island to the

European settlers in 1557, although it was never

formally ceded.

Macao has had a romantic history ever

since—pirates, priests, etc. The British tried to

take it, as did the Dutch—to no avail. During

the Chinese-Japanese War in the 1930s, the

Japanese honored Portuguese neutrality, and

the European population of the island swelled.

Again, in 1949, when the Communists took

China, Macao was a safe port. During the

Vietnam War, escaping Southeast Asians tried

to flee to Macao, where they knew they would

be safe.

In 1974, the Portuguese tried to give Ma-
cao back to the Chinese—after all, no formal

papers existed between the two—but China

didn't want Macao. Macao now sits in limbo, a

little less defined than Hong Kong and very

much more Chinese. It is a wild and wacky

day of fun should you venture forth.

Tour I: Macao—See All, Do All in One Day

I. Begin your day-long visit to Macao at the

Macao ferry station. You have already been

here at night, for the Poor Man's Market.

You may purchase your ticket for the hy-

drofoil (or jetfoil) at the station, but we
suggest getting it ahead of time. Almost all

MTR stations have booths that sell the

tickets—they are computerized tickets, just

like those to a hockey game at Madison

Square Garden. Buy a round-trip ticket and

make your life easier. You must reserve the

exact time when you purchase your ticket.
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While you may change your ticket, it is a

slight inconvenience and you will be allowed

to board a hydrofoil different from the one

you are ticketed on only if the boat is not

full. (Macao houses a large portion of the

Hong Kong labor force—rush hour applies

in reverse.) You may book first class or

second. Everyone we know advised us to go

first class, which we did. We explored sec-

ond class and find absolutely nothing wrong
with it. First class is upstairs and gives you a

better view of the South China Sea. There is

a few dollars' price difference (round-trip

first-class will cost you about $16). Grandpa
Sy warns not to sit in the back of the hydro-

foil because you may get sick from the smell

of the diesel fuel. We were conscious of the

smell and were a tad queasy from motion

sickness, but not actually ill. We are not

prepared to give you a lecture on the differ-

ence between a hydrofoil and a jetfoil, ei-

ther technically or cosmetically. They look

the same to us. (The hydrofoil is a little

slower and therefore is a little less expen-

sive; the jetfoil engines are made by Rolls-

Royce, and that's good enough for us.) The
jetfoil takes just about forty-five minutes to

get you from Hong Kong to Macao; the

hydrofoil, seventy-five minutes.

There are ways to get to Macao other

than hydrofoil, but they take much longer;

you can go by ferry or by freighter. If you

are into heavy-duty adventure, ask your con-

cierge. Our plan is a one-day shopping spree.

Time is money, and all that.

You will need your passport with you.

Americans do not need visas to visit Macao.

You will be legally exiting and reentering

Hong Kong, however, and your passport

will be stamped twice; you will go through

immigration four times—to and from each

island. Although the official language of Ma-
cao is Portuguese and the immigration signs

are in Portuguese and Chinese, you need
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not worry about brushing up on your Por-

tuguese. We had forgotten everything we
learned in Rio and survived just fine, thank

you. Say obrigado (thank you) to everyone in

immigration and call it a day.

I Disembark in Macao and go through immi-

gration. You may then want to stop at the

tourist office right there in the ferry station

—

they gave us several brochures and a few

discount coupons. One of the most valuable

things they will give you is a bifold bro-

chure with English-Chinese-Portuguese lo-

cations in eight different categories. You
can read on the paper the name of where

you want to go in English and then point to

it in Chinese to your taxi driver.

The horde leaving the hydrofoil disperses

quickly. Most people queue for taxis in the

front of the station; tourists usually board

tour buses. We headed through the side to

the bus stands where we were the only tour-

ists waiting for a city bus. We almost gave

up the wait; then finally a bus (No. 3) came.

We started to ask the driver if it was the

right bus, but then read the sign above his

head, which said in the few words we re-

membered in Portuguese: Don't talk to the

bus driver.

It was the right bus.

3. Get off the bus at the Sintra Hotel (this

is Sintra, not Sinatra; Macao is not Las

Vegas—unfortunately). The bus will have

turned onto Avenida Infante D. Henrique,

which will become Avenida Almeida Ribeiro

in a few blocks. This is your main drag. The
No. 3 does continue up this way, but we
want to start shopping, so we get out at the

Sintra. Hopefully, you are wearing good walk-

ing shoes and have little to carry except

perhaps a camera and empty tote bag or

string bag.

4. Walk the Avenida at your leisure, but with-

out stopping in every single store. There
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are the usual blue-jean boutiques that you

may want to ignore. The best buys in Macao
are gold, antiques, and toys. We also like

the Chinese souvenirs, which you do not see

in Hong Kong. Two good antiques and nov-

elties stores are Nam Kwung (No. IL) and

Wing Tai (No. IM). As you walk the Avenida,

look at the architecture, which is strictly

Portuguese colonial and is nothing like

British—or modern—Hong Kong. If you

have been to Bahia (Salvador, Brazil), you

will feel right at home. The fading pastel

stucco buildings, with their scalloped edges

and arched doorways, are anachronistic with

their European design and Chinese letter-

ing. Much is also in Portuguese, of course.

We must warn you that much of Portuguese

is not pronounced like Spanish, and you

may mangle this beautiful language when
you try to pronounce street names. It's no
worse than what we do to Chinese, of course.

Higher up on Almeida Ribeiro, don't miss

Veng Meng—another antiques dealer, at No.

114. All the little side streets right around

here are crammed with arts and crafts and
antiques dealers. Of course, we worry about

fakes everywhere in Macao and Hong Kong,

but mostly we just look and have fun. Don't

buy anything serious without knowing what

you are doing.

5. When you get to Largo do Senado, turn

right to head into the street market. There

is a large square area of several streets

that make up the market area—bounded

by Largo do Senado on the near side and

Rua Mercadores on the far side. This is

the St. Dominic Market (Mercado Sao Do-
mingos), and you'll want to prowl through

the entire area. Note the abundance of toys

and the better-than-Hong-Kong prices. If

you have chosen to continue on Almeida

Ribeiro to Veng Meng, you are past Largo

do Senado, and you can cut back or wander
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through the market and the side streets un-

til you get back this way. You will never get

seriously lost because you are within a three-

block radius of the market.

One of the amazing things about the St.

Dominic Market is that more than 50% of

the merchandise is different from what you
have been seeing in Hong Kong. Not only

are designs different, but also raw materials

are different. We were overwhelmed with

the amount of pushcarts, pussycats, plastics,

peonies, and pineapples. If you like native

markets, this is a very exciting place to be.

i. Before you turn into the market, or com-
ing out of it (your choice), do stop at the

Chinese Stationery Company, one of our

favorite shops in Macao. It's extremely West-

ern and has a fabulous array of art supplies

(good prices) and toys. Toys are 20% cheaper

than in Hong Kong. (He-Man costs $4.)

You will find American-brand toys here.

Chinese Stationery Company is at 20-29

Largo do Senado.

7. We are essentially sending you up the hill

from the market to the ruins of St. Paul's

Cathedral (and you thought we hated cul-

ture). We mention our intent because we
use a circular route, and you can go either

of two ways—go up one and come down
the other; both emanate from the market.

See the map (page 228) so you have the

basics down; it may be hard to catch street

signs or names. It doesn't really matter where

you wander; if you get lost, just ask for St.

Paul's. From St. Paul's, to get back into

town, just meander down the hill in more
or less the direction you came in. All roads

do lead to the market. From there you can

find the Largo do Senado, where there is a

taxi stand, or catch a No. 3 bus back to the

pier.

Our circular trip starts at the square on

Largo do Senado, which is beside the mar-
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ket and across from the Chinese Stationery

Company.

f Stay on Largo do Senado until it forks

right at Travessa do Soriano.

f Fork right for a short block until you
meet Rua Palha (which curves into Rua S.

Domingos on the left). Turn right on Rua
Palha. You are now feeling the incline of

the hill. Note the cute china shops (china

is 20% less expensive in Macao than in

Hong Kong) and the hip young Japanese

designer boutiques. On Rua Palha there is

even a mini shopping mall called the

Centro Comercial Yee Heng Long. Ven-

dors on the street sell Lacoste T-shirts,

etc.

f Bear right and continue up the hill at Rua
S. Paulo. There are more little shops as

you head up the hill. You will soon see

the church, or what is left of the church—^it

is a famous relic. The church is magnifi-

cent, even for the nonreligious. It also

offers the best shopping area in Macao.

8. Circle the shopping area once before you
pounce, then buy en masse for best bar-

gains. You'll note the tour buses. This is not

virgin territory. The stalls and shops here

expect to take you, but they do bargain

ferociously and have been known to give us

what we consider the best prices in the world.

You just have to know your Hong Kong
prices very, very well.

If you are hungry, there are many little

stands around here for Chinese take-out and
junk food. We ate a picnic beside the ruins

and enjoyed it all.

One of the best categories of merchandise

offered at these stands is real-China mer-

chandise. Hong Kong very much wants to

ignore the arrival of the Communists. Macao
deals with the Communists quite literally at
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the city gates. As a result, you can find a

lot of Communist souvenirs you will not

see in Hong Kong. We'll skip the ideology

here and let you decide for yourself, but

look to spoons with panda bears; "Chair-

man Mao" workers' caps replete with pins;

antique (pre- 1947) Chinese paper money;
and the usual lapel pins you find in any

Communist-bloc country. We paid $5 for

our Chairman Mao hats {with pins), which
were welcome gifts to our friends who col-

lect hats. We don't know about bringing in

lots of these hats at U.S. Customs, but we
had no trouble with two hats. You may be
tempted to buy fur hats during winter—if

the fur is oudawed in the United States,

you may have trouble keeping it. Avoid
tiger. The rabbit will cost you $7.

9. As you head down the hill, away from the

church and its shopping area, take the op-

posite fork at T. Mercadores and connea
to Rua Mercadores. This will bring you

right back into the market area again. Al-

though this may sound tentative, it is a

small area and it is truly impossible to get

lost. The shops are all conveniently located

between the market and the church be-

cause all the tourists pass that way. This is

called location, location, location. You have

nothing to be afraid of, except maybe the

humidity if it's summer and you have curly

hair.

10. Once in town, take a taxi to the pier. Allow

time to clear immigration before boarding

your jetfoil.

Tour 2: Macao—More Elegant

Get to Macao per directions in Tour 1.

Since you've opted for the elegant tour, book

first class.
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2. Take a taxi from the pier to St. Paul's Church.

3. Take in the relic and the shopping. Pay

your driver to wait for you.

4. When you have finished taking in the sights,

taxi to the Pousada de Sao Tiago da Barra.

This is a drive of about fifteen to twenty min-

utes. Naturally, you have reserved your ta-

ble for lunch way in advance, maybe even

months in advance from the United States.

If you're on your honeymoon or have just

run off with your best friend's husband,

perhaps you have booked a room for the

night or weekend. (You will never get caught

here.) There are only twenty-three rooms in

the inn, and you must book a room way in

advance. This is the most elegant, charming

place in town, and the Hong Kong British

know all about it (and now, with publica-

tion, so do Americans). This is a place you
will never forget—for all the right reasons.

The inn is in true colonial style and is

built into the ruins of the Barra, which was
the fort that guarded the bay. The food in

the Fortaleza Restaurant is very good and
will make you miss the days in Fortaleza,

Brazil (which has some fabulous shopping

. . . but that's another story). The inn is at

the tip of the island and is far away from

casinos, Communists, and the real world.

You will adore this treat as you step into

never-never land.

5. Go from the inn back to the jetfoil.
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Robinson's, 105

Rodier, 107

Rolex, 73-74, 127, 192

Romeo, 106

Rosenthal, 180

Royal Albert Spode,

180

Royal Brierley, 180

Royal Crown Derby, 180

Royal Doulton, 180

Royal Minton, 180

Royal Worcester, 180

Rykiel, Sonia, 114

S

St. Dominic Market,

233-34

Saint Laurent, Yves, 32,

37, 104, 138,

155,217

Rive Gauche, 35,

217-18

Saint Louis (china), 180

St. Michael, 34, 129

Saks, 45, 140, 205, 217

Sales, 10, 12

Sammy's Jewelry Com-
pany Ltd., 186

Samtani, Ash, 165-66,

221

Sanchez, Fernando, 214

Sands Building, 141-43

Sassoon, 147

Saville and Bond, 217

Scarves:

Camerino, 95

Carrier, 95

Gucci, 102

Hermes, 102-3

Scruples, 116

Scherrer, Jean-Louis,

107-8, 182

Schon, Mila, 95, 108,

127,219

Seconds, 7, 15-17,

23-24, 74

Seiko, 127

Shavers, 91

Sheekwan, David, 116,

205

Shell arts, 91

Shipping, 27, 78-85
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Shirts:

Arrow, 217

bespoke, 161, 163-64,

168,219

Bon Homme, 160

Esprit, 99

Jaeger, 103

Julian, 29, 44-45,

137, 139, 205

Lanvin, 104

Leonard, 105

Personality, 159

Schon, 108

Tungtex, 158

Shoes, 46, 174-76

Alta Sports, 125

Bally, 93, 125, 176

Borocco, 106

Bossi, 106

children's, 196

Colette, 106

custom-made, 77, 175

Dior, 97

Gucci, 176

Jourdan, 176

Kangaroo, 44, 196

Pfister, 106, 176

Puma, 150, 196

Steiger, 217-18

Shopper's World Safari,

137, 205

Shopping centers, 117-22

Siberian Fur Store,

181-82

Silk clothing, 140-41,

144, 149, 150,

204, 222

bespoke, 169

Personality, 159, 226
Tungtex, 158, 226

Silvercord Building,

101, 107

Sincere, 132

Skirts:

Bon Homme, 160

Courreges, 97

Escada, 98

Esprit, 99

Jaeger, 103

Skis and ski equipment,

91

Skiwear, 146, 222

Snoopy, 150

Sogo, 49, 128

Soon Thye Cheong
Porcelain Shop,

197

Soprani, Luciano, 217-18

Sotheby Parke Bernet

(H.K.) Ltd., 199

South China Morning

Post, 48, 79

S.P.H. Desilva Ltd., 190

Sportswear, 23-24,

153-54

Daimaru, 125

Eltesse, 98

Escada, 98-99

Lacoste, 10

Valentino, 44

Stanley Market, 21, 27,

34, 43-47, 74,

169, 176, 181, 196,

212- 13

Star Ferry, 38, 39, 202

Steiger, Walter, 217-18

Style House, 45

Suits, men's, see

Menswear
Suits, women's, 3, 144,

222

Bon Homme, 160

Chanel, 97

Chong, 110

Klein, 139, 155

Lanvin, 104

Personality, 159

tailor-made, 161

Swank Shop, The,

217-18

Sweaters, 8, 19, 142-43,

149-51,213,220
Armani, 137, 205

Bloomwear Limited,

139-40

Carol, 146
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Sweaters (continued)

Courreges, 97

duty on, 91

Givenchy, 101

Hermes, 102, 103

Krizia, 103-4, 107,

142, 220

Miyake, 158

Nanell, 14

Neiman-Marcus, 45

Vittadini, 45

YSL,217
Swire House, 202-3

duty on, 91

Voltron, 195,217

Tracy, Ellen, 147, 227

Traveler's checks, 47,

57-59

Trinity Textiles, 156-57,

227

Trio Pearls, 75, 186, 189

Trussardi, 108,219

Tsung, Alfred, 109-10

Tungtex, 157-58, 225-26

TWA Cargo, 80

Typhoons, 39-40

u

Tai Hing Company,
177-78

Tailor, Robert, &
Company, 169

Tailors, 160-69, 202,

221

Tai Sing Company, 198,

210
Tai-tais, 11

Talbots, 138

Tang, William, 113-14

Tape recorders, 91

Taxis, 36, 38

Taylor, Ann, 45, 146,

217

Ta Yuen Shipping

Company, 81

Thieves' (Temple Street)

Market, 41, 51,223
Tice, Bill, 140,214

Time Watch company,

192,221

Tipping, 36, 64

Tokyu, 120

Top Knitters, 29, 104,

107, 141-42, 220
Tortoiseshell, 89

Toys, 2, 39, 46, 118,

121, 127, 194-95,

217,224,233

Ungaro, 204, 217

United Parcel Service

(UPS), 80, 81

U. S. Postal Service, 82

V

Valentino, 23, 44, 45,

217

Value-added tax (VAT),

68

Vanderbilt, Gloria, 45

Veng Meng, 233

Versace, 204

Vica Moda, 150, 204
Victoria Auctioneers,

199

Villager, 137, 205

VIP Shoes and Gifts,

176

Visa card, 57

Vitabath, 179

Vittadini, Adrienne, 45>

137, 205

Viva Optical Company
Ltd., 173-74

Volbracht, Michaele,

111
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Voltron, 195,217

Von Furstenbrug, Di-

ane, 138, 205

Vuitton, Louis, 108-9,

204

W

Wah Tung China

Company, 198,

211

Warranties, 65-66

Watches, 2, 48, 127,

191-92, 206,

214,220,221,224
Cartier, 87, 95

Daimaru, 125

Dior, 97

duty on, 87, 91

imitations, 48, 73-74

repairs, 65-66

Watson's, 46, 117, 179

Wear House, 137-38,

205

Wedgwood, 179, 180

Western Market, 41, 50
Western Union, 62, 64

William's Photo Sup-

plies, 194

Wing On, 133

Wing Tai, 233

Wintex. 139, 205

Wong Hing Fung China

Ware Company
Ltd., 198

Wood carvings, 91

Wood's Photo Supplies,

194

Wrangler, 150

Y

Yau Sang Cheong,

197-98,210

Y & Fung Company,

147, 222-23

YGM Apparel, 114

Young's Fashions,

167-68, 223

Yue Hwa, 133-34

Yue Po Chai Antiques

Company, 198

Yuet Tung Factory,

180



You've seen the Colosseum; you've seen the Louvre
and the Eiffel Towner; you've seen Buckingham Palace
. . . NOW IT'S TIME TO GO SHOPPINGf

BORN TO SHOP
By

Susan Schneider Thomas

These comprehensive, quick-reference guides are your
passport to getting the most for your money in coun-
tries arouncT the world. Complete with planned day
and half-day shopping trips with maps for travelers in

a hurry, as well as valuable advice about how to pay,

shipping, customs, counterfeit goods and more, you
can't afford to leave these books behind.

D BORN TO SHOP: FRANCE
(34245-2 • $5.95)

D BORN TO SHOP: ITALY
(34288-6 • $5.95)

D BORN TO SHOP: LONDON
(34289-4 • $5.95)

D BORN TO SHOP: HONG KONG
(34301-7 • $6.95)

Bantam Books, Inc., Dept. SST2, 414 East Golf Road,

Des Plaines, 111. 60016

Please send me the books I have checked above. I am enclos-

ing $ (Please add $1.50 to cover postage and han-

dling.) Send check or money order—no cash or C.O.D.'s

please.

Mr/Ms

Address

City/State Zip

.

SST2—8/86
Please allow four to six weeks for delivery. This offer expires

2/87. Prices and availability subject to change without notice.

I 1

Bantam Bom to Shop (SST2) 8/86



D 05181-4 STALKING THE HEADHUNTER. Freiberger &
McNeill $17.95

a Bantam hardcover

Years ago, the word "headhunter" was almost derogatory. Now
it is a respectable euphemism for an executive recruiter and these

professionals are becoming more and more the standard agent in

the search to fill key, high-level positions in today's corporate

world. Seeking out these recruiters and knowing how to deal

with them effectively is the idea behind this .informative guide to

career advancement.

STALKING THE HEADHUNTER deals with specific questions

such as when you should play hard-to-get and how to make the

recruiter your ally. It also provides a list of over 100 of the

most active recruiters and offers discussions on what headhunters

look for. how to achieve visibility outside of your company and

other fundamental topics.

D 34322-X THE WORLD-CLASS EXECUTIVE, Chesanow$9.95

a Bantam trade paperback

For the American businessperson in another culture, mistakes or

misinterpreted behavior can mean the loss of big contracts. In

THE WORLD-CLASS EXECUTIVE, Neil Chesanow offers the Hrst

comprehensive guide to negotiating successfully in foreign countries.

Beginning with an overview of the cultures of Western Europe,

the Arab world, East Asia, and Latin America, this insightful

work reveals the intricate, sometimes subtle rules of behavior in

these cultures which are often overlooked or misunderstood by

the American executive. It also focuses on the particular problems

women executives face, plus tactics female negotiators can adopt

to win the cooperation of foreign peers who may be unused to deal-

ing with a woman. No executive, male or female, who must represent

his or her company abroad can afford to be without this book.

Look for them at your bookstore us use this coupon for ordering:

Bantam Books, Inc.. Dept. MSP3, 414 East Golf Road. Des Plaines,

III. 60016

Please send me the books I have checked above. I am enclosing

$ (Please add $1.50 to cover postage and handling.) Send
check or money order—no cash or C.O.D.'s please.

Mr/Ms

Address__^^_—^_^_—.^^_______^^
City/State Zip

n

MSP3—8/86

Please allow four to six weeks for delivery. This offer expires February

1987. Prices and availability subject to change without notice.

I I

Business Book lisi with The World-CIass Executive (MSP3—8/86)



Special Offer
Buy a Bantam Book

for only 50^,

Now you can have an up-to-date listing of Bantam's
hundreds of titles plus take advantage of our unique
and exciting bonus book offer. A special offer which
gives you the opportunity to purchase a Bantam
book for only 500. Here's howl

By ordering any five books at the regular price per
order, you can also choose any other single book
listed (up to a $4.95 value) for just 500. Some restriC'

tions do apply, but for further details why not send
for Bantam's listing of titles today!

Just send us your name and address and we wilt

send you a catalog!

r—————————————

—

BANTAM BOOKS, INC.

P.O. Box 1006. South Holland. III. 60473

Mr./Mrs./Mlss/Ms.
(please print)

Address .___—___———-
City State Zip

FC(A)—11/89
Please allow four to six weeks for delivery. This offer expires 5/86.

.„. . .. .<

Bantam-FC(A)-n/85



Be sure not to miss these

BORN TO

H
take-along, insiders guides to name-brand,

designer, and bargain shopping.

BORN TO SHOP: FRANCE

BORN TO SHOP: ITALY

BORN TO SHOP: LONDON

BORN TO SHOP: HONG KONG

All are complete with planned day and half-day shopping

tours, maps, and advice on currency, shipping, customs,

counterfeit goods, and much more.



VOU'VE SEEN "THE PEAK"

AND THE STAR F E R R V-

N W IT'S TIME TOGO

SHOPPING!
Hong Kong is the Pearl of the Onent, a paradise for

bargain-hunters from all over the world-if you know where

to look. In this exciting new senes, two international

shoppers tell you all the secrets they've discovered from a

lifetime of dedicated shopping.

* Where to get this seasons $1000 designer onginal for

$250 * Where to find manufacturers' overruns on Ralph

Lauren, Perry Ellis, Alexander Julian and Anne Klein •
Where to find the best buys on pearls, jade and gemstones

* What to vyatch for if you're shopping for a camera or

electronic equipOiem * How to choose a tailor for custom-

made clothes * How to tell the difference between the real

thing and a "real" fake

BORN TO SHOP: HONG KONG, the comprehensive, quick-

reference Nguide that will be your passport to getting the

most for your money. Complete with planned day and

half-day shopping tnps with maps for travelers in a hurry

as well as valuable advice about how to pay shipping,

customs, coumerfeit goods and more, this book is one

you can't afford to leave behind. And don't miss BORN TO

SHOP: FRANCE, BORN TO SHOP: ITALY, and BORN TO

SHOP: LONDON.

SCRIBNER


